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PREFACE
Composing a dissertation, it seems to me, is not unlike birthing and raising a child. A spark of
conception forms the idea in the writer’s mind, and a gestation period ensues; this is followed by
the birth—the highly vaunted completion of the prospectus—which is delivered with the
assistance not of a midwife but of an office printer. From here the writer patiently watches the
growth of his work, however unsteady, as it matures from infancy through adolescence and
experiences the accompanying growing pains along way. As chapters slowly begin to take form,
as paragraphs are finalized and lines punctiliously edited and proofread, the dissertation strives
toward adulthood, its groans and pleas heeded by none except its author and the members of the
dissertation committee. The completion of the dissertation marks its full maturity, at which point
its author, like any proud parent, marvels in wonder at his creation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Faulkner wrote as if there were no literature written in English before him, no century and more of convention and literary tradition
established before he put pen to paper.
- M. Thomas Inge1
No other contemporary American novelist of comparable stature
has been as frequently or as severely criticized for his style as has
William Faulkner.
- Warren Beck2

Critics have quibbled over William Faulkner’s Absalom, Absalom! since its publication in 1936.
Known for a richly complicated style that involves multiple narrators, sprawling sentences,
numerous neologisms, and a compulsive use of punctuation, the novel has confounded scholars
and lay readers alike, providing a nearly endless supply of material to discuss. Those who have
focused on the stylistic aspects of Absalom, Absalom! tend to congregate at opposite ends of the
spectrum. The (rather few) sympathetic critics include Michael Millgate, who refers to the book
as “the most carefully articulated of Faulkner’s novels” (The Achievement of William Faulkner
150) and hails it as “a work of technical virtuosity” (Faulkner 52); John T. Matthews, who lauds
it as Faulkner’s “most accomplished” work (115); Robert Dale Parker, an admirer of its
“masterful language” (11); and Cleanth Brooks, for whom it is “in many respects the most
brilliantly written of all Faulkner’s novels” (William Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha Country
323). Most other critics have taken a decidedly unsympathetic stance. They have variously
described the book’s prose as “annoying” (Aiken 651), “distracting” (Crawford, Kern, and
Needleman 129), “overloaded” (Berthoff 431), “dilatory” (Longstreet 49), “obscure” (Riedel

1

William Faulkner, p. 1. New York: Duckworth, 2006. Print.

2

“William Faulkner’s Style,” p. 195. American Prefaces (1941): 195-211. Print.
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462), “blurred” (Paterson 39), “incoherent” (Scott 96), “perplexing” (Slatoff 113) “congested”
(Day-Lewis 216), “contorted” (Aswell 93), “frenzied” (Parker 7), “ungrammatical” (Kazin 462),
“unbearable” (Howe 221), and “tortuous” (Rahv 209).3 Despite such polarization, most critics
nowadays agree that the difficult writing style—no matter how demanding on the reader—in
some way conveys meaning by supporting, enhancing, or otherwise contributing to particular
themes expressed in the novel.
Absalom, Absalom! recounts the rise of Thomas Sutpen, a ruthlessly ambitious man of
the nouveau riche who unsuccessfully endeavors to establish a respected dynasty in the
antebellum American South. His plan ultimately fails when two of his children born of different
women—his daughter, Judith, and his mixed-race son, Charles—plan to marry each other
(unaware of their shared lineage), and when his third child, Henry, the one slated to carry on the
family name, repudiates his birthright and absconds. Eventually, Charles is shot and killed by
Henry, Henry fails to produce an heir, and Sutpen dies before siring another son. All hope for a
dynasty thus falls apart. The novel also centers on the consequences of rejection: how Sutpen’s
rejection by a black servant at the front door of a wealthy landowner’s house adversely affects
him as a child; how he ends up rejecting his first wife and son by abandoning them; and how, on
a larger scale, he rejects moral considerations by kidnapping a French architect, manipulating
women for the sole purpose of bearing him a male heir, and, most glaringly, profiting from slave
labor. The stories of Sutpen recounted throughout the text are prompted by questions about the
South posed to Quentin Compson by his Canadian roommate, Shreve McCaslin, in their Harvard
dormitory; the bulk of the novel consists of Quentin’s attempts to answer these questions by

Incidentally, Faulkner himself regarded Absalom, Absalom! as “the best novel written by an American” (Blotner,
Faulkner 364).
3
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imaginatively recreating the life of Sutpen, whose rise and fall are loosely analogous with the
growth and decline of the South.

1.1

The Critical Reception of Absalom, Absalom!

The novel’s critical heritage stretches as far back as 1936, the year of its publication, with
scholars addressing topics as diverse as race, class, Southern history, Greek mythology, ethics,
and narrative techniques, as well as formal features such as sentence length, punctuation, and
diction.4 Those who have focused exclusively on the novel’s form include Karl Zink, Conrad
Aiken, Clifton Fadiman, Warren Beck, Arthur Scott, F. C. Reidel, Robert H. Zoellner, Harry T.
Antrim, and Philip Weinstein—all of whom have discussed at length the novel’s numerous
stylistic difficulties. Sentence length is a prime example. Many sentences in Absalom, Absalom!
span over twenty lines,5 some upwards of thirty, which inevitably opens the text to confusion.
For example, placing a personal pronoun toward the end of such a sentence, especially one in
which more than one character has been mentioned, casts doubt in the reader’s mind as to the
pronoun’s antecedent. Faulkner’s apparent overuse of punctuation adds another level of
complexity to these protracted sentences. The text contains 635 pairs of parentheses and 934
dashes, both of which disrupt the flow of the novel greatly. This is particularly the case when a
parenthetical or dash-induced aside runs over a dozen lines long (which is quite common) and
then ends abruptly only to leave the reader to pick back up where the sentence left off before the
aside began. This habit of punctuation urges the reader to halt and return to an earlier part of the
sentence to rediscover, so to speak, exactly what was written before the start of the parenthesis.

According to Faulkner’s authorized biographer, Joseph Blotner, by the mid-1930s Faulkner lost interest in critics’
responses and had generally stopped reading reviews of his work (Faulkner 346).
4
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Unless otherwise stated, all references to Absalom, Absalom! will refer to the 1990 Vintage International edition
(i.e., the “corrected text” revised by Noel Polk).
7

In many cases, more than one lengthy aside exists in a given sentence, and some parenthetical
insertions even contain further parenthetical insertions embedded within them.
The following passage from the first chapter of Absalom, Absalom! represents the book’s
stylistic complexities:
[A]s though in inverse ratio to the vanishing voice, the invoked ghost of the man
whom she could neither forgive nor revenge herself upon began to assume a
quality almost of solidity, permanence. Itself circumambient and enclosed by its
effluvium of hell, its aura of unregeneration, it mused (mused, thought, seemed to
possess sentience as if, though dispossessed of the peace—who was impervious
anyhow to fatigue—which she declined to give it, it was still irrevocably outside
the scope of her hurt or harm) with that quality peaceful and now harmless and
not even very attentive—the ogre-shape which, as Miss Coldfield’s voice went
on, resolved out of itself before Quentin’s eyes the two half-ogre children, the
three of them forming a shadowy background for the fourth one. (8)
Before even finishing the second sentence, the reader likely will feel overwhelmed by its length:
it contains eighty-five words (when counting both “ogre-shape” and “half-ogre” as single,
compound words). The reader also will note the unusual diction, specifically the neologism
“unregeneration” (8). Other neologisms crop up throughout the book, most of which likewise
begin with un-: “unamaze” (4), “unregret” (9), “unvolition” (83), “unrational” (116), “unasleep”
(160), “unforgetting” (238), and “unorganism” (240); the majority of the rest begin with not-:
“notpeople” (5) and “notlanguage” (5).6 Furthermore, the thirty-eight-word parenthetical

Sometimes Faulkner leaves off prefixes altogether, as in “croaching” (28), instead of encroaching, and “prisoned”
(6) instead of imprisoned; he also frequently indulges in the habit of shortening a word by either eliminating its
ending, such as “hap” (26) for happenstance, or both its beginning and its ending, such as “troth” (8) in place of
betrothal.
6
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insertion above is almost certain to confuse the reader, who, upon reaching the end of it, may
very well have forgotten what came before it. This passage also contains three dashes that
impede the flow of the text by slowing down the reader’s pace, similar to how a caesura
functions in a line of poetry.
Absalom, Absalom! contains other stylistic peculiarities not represented in the passage
above. For instance, Faulkner often omits apostrophes in some contractions but not in others:
“dont” (12), “wont” (275), “cant” (296), “aint” (152), and “oclock” (16) consistently lack
apostrophes, while “couldn’t” (72), “wouldn’t” (101), “didn’t” (237), “wasn’t” (129), and
“hadn’t” (197) always contain them.7 Faulkner also routinely omits periods from certain
abbreviated titles such as “Mr” (43) and “Mrs” (256), and he is fond of eliminating commas
between coordinate adjectives. English grammar dictates that coordinate adjectives, which
independently modify the same noun, be separated by commas (e.g., an old, shabby, woolen
sweater), whereas cumulative adjectives, which modify not the noun alone but the combination
of the noun and its nearest adjective, require no commas (e.g., several dark gray sweaters).
Faulkner often conflates the two. He uses phrases that contain coordinate adjectives yet no
commas, which renders the adjectives cumulative and thus forces the reader to see at once all the
modifiers of the noun, as in “the long still hot weary dead September afternoon” (3). He similarly
compresses lists of adjectives: “there were other letters, many of them, gallant flowery indolent
frequent and insincere” (102) and frequently omits commas between consecutive nouns in a list:
the “faint Sulphur-reek still in hair clothes and beard” (4).
Faulkner’s spelling, too, is idiosyncratic. He erratically lapses into British orthography,
substituting an -s for the characteristically American -z: “patronising” (57), “civilised” (202),

7

This also holds true in many of Faulkner’s other works.
9

“moralising” (219), “recognised” (228), “realise” (232), “vaporising” (243), “temporised” (264),
“authorise” (279); he sometimes uses an -s in place of a -c: “practised” (244); he at times
reverses the -er at or toward the end of a word: “sombrely” (26), “theatre” (176); and in at least
one occasion he adds a -u: “bourne” (301). Faulkner also even fashions the letter N backward
(i.e., “И”) several times on the hand-drawn map that spans the last two pages of the novel. Why
he writes this way is a question that may never be resolved, although one may speculate that
these punctuation and spelling peculiarities are simply vestiges from a patchy education during
his childhood school days.8
Although Absalom, Absalom! contains these and other stylistic eccentricities, this
dissertation exclusively addresses excessive sentence length and hyper-use of punctuation. Both
have stirred up considerable debate among Faulkner scholars. The novel’s cumbersome and
meandering sentences have prompted Arthur Scott in “The Faulknerian Sentence” (1953) to
argue that the novel seems “to defy the time-honored function of art: communication” (91).9 Karl
Zink shares Scott’s sentiment. In the unflattering article “William Faulkner: Form as
Experience” (1954), Zink captures the essence of what he sees as the typical Faulknerian
sentence. He notes that it is
characterized by unusual length, by patterns of involuted dependent elements,
clause modified by clause, by phrase, with dependencies as far removed,
sometimes, as three and four degrees. They make little use of the period; the basic
end stop for predications is the semicolon. The comma and the parenthesis, the

Cleanth Brooks relates that Faulkner, before dropping out of high school, “did poorly even in English” (“William
Faulkner” 334).
8
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Indeed, the text seems intentionally confusing at times. Faulkner is not averse to using oxymoronic phrases, such
as “unsentimental sentimentality” (221) and “a bright dark hazel” (51), or redundancies, such as “deliberate intent”
(83), nor does he refrain from using dizzyingly perplexing diction, such as “our neighbors and the people we lived
among knew that we knew and we knew they knew we knew and we knew that they would have believed us” (11).
10

dash and the colon[,] serve to distinguish and to extend dependencies to great
lengths—frequently, it must be admitted, with what seems perversity. Frequently,
a very simple syntactical pattern such as a single subject with a multiple predicate
will carry a governing rhetorical pattern for half a page or more; verbs may or
may not be correlated by conjunctions; verb phrases may themselves become
involved with cumulating subordinations; or subordination may be cut ruthlessly
to free the verbs for rapid movement in the passage. (393)
This description raises two pertinent questions: Does Faulkner purposely muddle the meaning of
his sentences by including disruptive elements? And, if so, why would he aim to mystify readers
at the risk of confusing them and having them grow weary of his style? Such questions have
prompted Scott to wonder rather flippantly if “the reader matter[s] a damn to William Faulkner”;
it seems to him that Faulkner either “disdains the reader” completely or “credits” him or her
“with superior intelligence and perseverance” (91).10
These concerns continue to the present day. In Simply Faulkner (2016), Philip Weinstein
coins a fitting name for this style—“Faulknerese” (82)—which he defines as “a verbal practice
committed to proliferating syntax and . . . polysyllabic vocabulary” whose “insistence manifests
itself in sentence after sentence that thunders onward. ‘Faulknerese’ does not select or pare
down,” he argues, “and it has little interest in the single, telling detail or in pausing and letting
the reader catch his breath” (82-83). Nearly every critic over the past eighty-one years who has
discussed the novel’s formal features has addressed the issue of its inherent difficulty,
specifically as related to sentence length and punctuation. Even a cursory glance at the research
reveals that there are nearly as many opinions on this subject as there are critics to hold them.

Philip Weinstein charges Faulkner with writing in a style that “tests a reader’s willingness to sustain confusion”
(84).
10
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The poet and critic Conrad Aiken was one of the first to analyze (and ridicule) the style
of Absalom, Absalom! He presents an acerbic review of the novel in a 1939 Atlantic Monthly
article titled “William Faulkner: The Novel as Form” in which he bluntly contends that
Faulkner’s style is an “aesthetic mistake” (650) that amounts to little more than “willful bad
writing” (651). To help prove his point, he mockingly writes his review with sentences
composed in the same bombastic fashion as those in Absalom, Absalom!—long, elaborate
sentences with expansive clauses and dozens of punctuation marks. His diagnosis is simple:
Faulkner’s style is “distracting” (651) because it detracts from the reader’s comprehension of the
novel. Specifically, Aiken states that it
is annoying, at the end of a sentence, to find that one does not know in the least
what was the subject of the verb that dangles in vacuo—it is distracting to have to
go back and sort out the meaning, track down the structure from clause to clause,
then only find that after all it doesn’t much matter, and that the obscurity was
perhaps neither subtle nor important. And to the extent that one is annoyed and
distracted, and does thus go back and work it out, it may be at once added that Mr.
Faulkner has defeated his own ends. One has had, of course, to emerge from the
stream, and to step away from it, in order to properly see it; and as Mr. Faulkner
works precisely by a process of immersion, of hypnotizing his reader into
remaining immersed in his stream, this occasional blunder produces irritation and
failure. (651)
In terms of the purpose of such a seemingly turgid style, however, Aiken does find one
redeeming quality. He points out that if “one considers these queer sentences not simply by
themselves, as monsters of grammar or awkwardness, but in their relation to the book as a
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whole,” then one can see “a functional reason and necessity for their being as they are”: they
“parallel in a curious . . . way, and not without aesthetic justification, the whole elaborate method
of deliberately withheld meaning, of progressive and partial and delayed disclosure” (652).
Aiken holds that the persistent obstacles of sentence length and punctuation contribute
thematically to the novel by keeping the ideas “fluid and unfinished, still in motion . . . until the
dropping into place of the very last syllable” (652)—but he stops here, offering no further
evaluation regarding any potential benefit of this.
That same year, 1939, the literary critic Clifton Fadiman published an even less
appreciative review of Absalom, Absalom! In his estimation, to “penetrate Mr. Faulkner’s
sentences is like hacking your way through a jungle. The path closes up at once behind you, and
in no time at all you find yourself entangled in a luxuriant mass of modifiers, qualifiers, relative
clauses, parenthetical phrases, interjected matter, [and] recapitulations” (63). He adds (with a
touch of flippant humor that even by then, only three years after the novel’s publication, had
become common among critics of Faulkner’s prose) that all of Faulkner’s “shuddery inventions
pale in horrendousness before the mere notion of parsing” them (63). Unlike Aiken, though,
Fadiman offers no opinion as to the likely purpose or possible advantage of this style that he
finds so reprehensible.
Another key text dealing with the novel’s form is Warren Beck’s 1941 article “William
Faulkner’s Style.” Like the critics who preceded him, Beck begins by disdaining the writing of
Absalom, Absalom!, noting that Faulkner is “guilty of occasional carelessness, especially in
sentence construction” (195). What separates him from his predecessors, though, is his extended
focus on how such a complex style works in the novel: he concludes that Faulkner’s difficult
prose subtly enhances the novel’s plot in that telling the story in an abstruse and mysterious

13

manner underscores the difficulties the characters face in reconstructing Sutpen’s past. This line
of thinking, as well as Aiken’s, hearkens back to Alexander Pope’s An Essay on Criticism (1711)
in which Pope notes (although he was discussing poetry) that the “sound must seem an echo to
the sense” (165); that is, that the composition of a line ought to complement the meaning within
it.
Arthur Scott adds to Beck’s position regarding the function of Faulkner’s difficult prose
style. In “The Faulknerian Sentence” (1953), he begins (in what appears to have become by this
point a custom among critics discussing the issue) by lamenting Faulkner’s tendency toward
overwriting, stating that in “a sort of frenzied despair . . . Faulkner tries to tell us as much as
possible in one concentrated effort” (93). He then turns his attention to how the prose functions,
arguing that the mystification caused by the bewildering sentences is deliberate and carefully
calculated on the part of Faulkner in such a way that these “obstructions and labyrinthine mazes
prevent the reader from coming directly face to face with the story” (97), thus bestowing a
mythic quality to the tale of Sutpen’s past. Faulkner’s wording thereby “casts over the savagery
of the episodes a kind of romantic haze which dims their violence, soothes the reader’s
instinctive disbelief, and somehow transposes the entire story almost into the realm of myth”
(97). Although he does not mention it outright, Beck implies that, by surrounding Sutpen in the
aura of myth and legend, Faulkner gives the text a powerful and grandiose feel characteristic of
the sublime.
The critic F. C. Reidel responds to Beck by shifting the focus from Romanticism, which
he feels is ill-informed, to Realism. In “Faulkner as Stylist” (1957), Reidel speculates that the
novel’s “repetitious” and “circumlocutory” sentences may be an attempt at realism in that they
appear to “duplicate the fits and starts, the hesitancies, back-trackings, and omissions of ordinary
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speech” (463). (This seems very unlikely, though. Practically no part of Absalom, Absalom! is
realistic—the plot is highly melodramatic, the dialogue is stilted,11 and most of the character
portrayals are quite fanciful.12) By the late 1950s, most Faulkner critics seemed to have felt that
the challenging style of Absalom, Absalom!, no matter how off-putting it may be, was
nonetheless “fundamental to the whole meaning of the book” (William Faulkner 53), as Michael
Millgate would later write.
The most in-depth account of the novel’s stylistic difficulty appears in Robert H.
Zoellner’s “Faulkner’s Prose Style in Absalom, Absalom!” (1959). Zoellner augments Reidel’s
notion of withholding meaning by arguing that Faulkner purposely creates “syntactic ambiguity”
(487). Syntactic ambiguity refers to how a word’s meaning can be interpreted in different ways
depending not on the nature of the word itself but rather on its position in a sentence. To clarify
this definition, Zoellner offers the following example from the second chapter of Absalom,
Absalom!:
It was the summer of wisteria. The twilight was full of it and of the smell of his
father’s cigar as they sat on the front gallery after supper until it would be time for
Quentin to start, while in the deep shaggy lawn below the veranda the fireflies
blew and drifted in soft random—the odor, the scent, which five months later . . . .
(23, emphasis added)

Although the narrators do have distinguishable tones—Rosa’s is caustic, Mr. Compson’s is cynical and
pessimistic, Quentin’s is naïve, contemplative, and neurotic, and Shreve’s is immature and decidedly flippant—their
styles of speech are essentially identical: their dialogues comprise long sentences with flowery wording and
numerous allusions unlikely to appear in quotidian conversation. The only exception comes with minor characters.
The poor white tenant Wash Jones, for instance, does speak in a distinguishable idiom: he is the only character who
would utter the words “Well, Kernel, they mought have whupped us but they aint kilt us yit, air they?” (225).
Likewise, the black house servant Clytie has a distinctive manner of speech: “Dont let her go up there, young
marster” (279).
11

Especially Sutpen’s slaves, some of whom hunt bare-handed and fight half-naked with one another as well as with
Sutpen, and the unnamed French architect “hired” to design Sutpen’s mansion, who toils for two years in the
backwoods of Mississippi before receiving any form of remuneration.
12
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The ambiguity here lies in the phrase “the odor, the scent” (23), which could be the subject of a
verb that might appear later in the sentence (Zoellner 487) but that, in fact, never does.13
According to Zoellner, this “is the resolution which our sense of English word-order would
ordinarily lead us to expect” (487). The other possibility is that “the odor, the scent” is simply a
double appositive for the preceding phrase “it and the smell of his father’s cigar,” which in this
case it actually is. The fact that it could be one or the other forces the reader to hold two thoughts
simultaneously until it becomes clear later in the sentence that Faulkner intended the second
alternative.
In his 1965 article “Faulkner’s Suspended Style,” Harry T. Antrim builds upon Zoellner’s
points, especially in terms of how readers struggle to understand the text. Antrim maintains that
the difficulty in comprehending the sentences of Absalom, Absalom! lies not merely in their great
length, as previous critics noted, but also in their potential for being misread—and he contends
that Faulkner likely wanted the reader to be confused. In direct response to Aiken, Antrim
contends that when one “discovers, at the end of a sentence, that he does not really know what
was the subject of the verb ‘that dangles in vacuo’ and thus has to go back and ‘sort out the
meaning,’ he is doing precisely what Faulkner’s characters are so often doing” (124) in the
novel: searching for truth regarding Sutpen’s shadowy past. Accordingly, when the reader
struggles to sort out the various meanings in a suspended passage, he or she shares with the
narrators the task of discovering the truth, and thereby is drawn into the story further.
By the 1980s, scholarship on formal aspects of Absalom, Absalom! had declined
precipitously. André Bleikasten provides an even more precise date. He notes in “Faulkner in the
Singular” (2000) that the shift from the novel’s formal features toward issues dealing with

In other words, the reader likely expects the sentence to proceed as such: “—the odor, the scent . . . wafted
through the room” or “. . . clung to the walls” or “. . . reminded him of his childhood,” et cetera.
13
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history and culture occurred in 1983.14 The chief purpose of this dissertation is to resuscitate the
formalist arguments ranging from the novel’s publication in 1936 to the early 1980s in an
attempt to reconsider, augment, fill in gaps, present new angles, and forge new directions to the
claims that have been put forth so far. This endeavor requires two crucial preliminary steps. The
first involves describing and meticulously analyzing—in a manner more precise than has been
done thus far on the subject—exactly how the novel’s difficulty manifests itself. The second
involves assessing whether this difficulty is necessary (in that it adds to or supports the novel’s
thematic content) or merely gratuitous. Only then will the underlying concern of discerning the
aesthetic value of such a complicated prose style be addressed.
Chapter Two, “The Endless Sentence,” focuses on the inherent difficulty of the novel’s
sentences, with particular attention paid to their length, structure, and intricacy. The case is made
here that Faulkner wrote such sentences purposely and in quite novel ways. One example of
novelty is evident in his construction of periodic sentences. Periodic sentences postpone the main
idea until the end, allowing the writer to build suspense, yet Faulkner at times creates the
opposite effect—foreshadowing—with periodic sentences, placing clues along the way to
prepare the reader for the main idea that appears perhaps a dozen lines later. Rather than being
surprised when finally reaching the end and encountering the main idea, as is normally the case
with periodic construction, especially with an inordinately long sentence, the reader instead is
likely to feel satisfied in having correctly guessed the outcome of the sentence. This not only
offsets the confusion that a reader otherwise would feel when encountering such difficult
sentences but also gives him or her a vague sense of familiarity with certain parts of the text—
even upon a first reading. A considerable portion of Chapter Two is also devoted to examining
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By this date Faulkner studies had become dominated by topics such as class, race, gender, and culture that were in
large part based on ideas of French theorists of the preceding two decades (Bleikasten 205).
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the vitality and vibrancy of the lines, the sustained nervous energy that permeates the text and
that contributes to a tension the reader feels when encouraged simultaneously to accelerate and
decelerate his or her pace.
Chapter Three, “Sorting through the Tangled Web of Parentheses,” examines the various
functions of parenthetical material. The notion of the constructed nature of history seems to have
intrigued Faulkner a great deal, and various uses of parentheses in dialogue—especially when a
character uses them to question the veracity of another character’s account of the story being told
or even to second-guess his or her own version—correlates closely with the idea that no single,
absolute truth exists, only various and often conflicting interpretations. If taken to be thought and
not spoken aloud (like an aside in drama), the parenthetical material within dialogue reveals the
speaker’s inner thoughts and hidden desires, allowing us to “read” certain characters in entirely
new ways.
Chapter Four, “Other Functions of ‘Faulknerese’,” concentrates on how and to what
extent syntactic complexity enhances certain themes in the novel. The link between Faulkner’s
prose and the wordy and indirect writing common in legal matters, often referred to as
“legalese,” is examined here,15 as is the notion that Faulkner’s overwhelming style lends the text
a certain power that invokes the sublime and moves the reader emotionally. This chapter also
includes an expansion upon the notion that the complex writing emblematic of the novel’s style
is reminiscent of nineteenth-century Southern political oratory, and that bestowing his
marginalized Southern characters with grand and august dialogue allows Faulkner to prop up the
South and bestow dignity upon a region whose culture, in the eyes of many Southerners in the
first half of the twentieth century, had been thoroughly demoted since Reconstruction.
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Faulkner was no stranger to the legal profession. His friend and mentor, Phil Stone, practiced law, as did Ben
Wasson, a close companion from Faulkner’s days at the University of Mississippi.
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The final chapter, “The ‘Failed Poet’ Returns: Absalom, Absalom! as Prose Poetry,”
approaches the novel through an aesthetic lens by analyzing lyrical passages that can be read as
prose poetry. Beneath the surface of Faulkner’s challenging sentences lie poetic devices that
many readers likely will pass over upon a first or even second reading: devices such as
alliteration, assonance, rhyme, and various types of repetition common in poetry (and oratory).
When read as prose poetry, certain passages in the novel can be understood in new and
fascinating ways that shed light onto the characters and that demonstrate that what might
otherwise be regarded as unnecessary complexity can now be seen as purposeful and finely tuned
artistry.
It is prudent at this point to mention that this dissertation is predicated upon three
assumptions. The first is that Faulkner was an author of consummate skill and talent. He was
inducted into the National Institute of Arts and Letters (McHaney, Literary Masters 9) and
awarded numerous honors throughout his prolific career, including the William Dean Howells
Medal for distinguished work in American fiction (Blotner, Faulkner 517), the Nobel Prize for
Literature (510), the Pulitzer Prize for Literature twice (598), and the National Book Award for
Fiction, also twice (539). The second assumption is that Faulkner was highly conscious of what
he wrote and how he wrote it, not just in terms of plot and narration but also in terms of diction,
syntax, and punctuation. The third, and most important, is that he was keenly aware of a link
between form and meaning—that he understood that how he writes deeply affects what he
writes.16
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Upon close inspection, one can find many examples in the novel of how the delivery of words underscores the
feeling that they convey, as when Quentin and Shreve speak to each other “in short brief staccato sentences like
slaps” (Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! 139).
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Later in his career, Faulkner showed that he understood quite well the link between form
and meaning. In a question-and-answer session in May of 1958, a university student mentioned
that “during our formal education we are taught to adhere to certain grammatical rules,
punctuation rules, sentence structure, and so forth” and then asked him: “Do you think that if a
writer attempts to adhere to such rules, that his style is restricted or cramped in any sense?”
Faulkner replied:
I don’t think so. It may be that his opportunities for experimentation are cramped.
I think that any language must continue to be alive, that is, it must continue to
change or be susceptible to change, and grammar, punctuation, are part of that
fluidity. That by experimentation you find out if the old ways were the best or
maybe the old ways might be subject to change. I wouldn’t say that it restricts the
style because style could be a part of the fluidity of the change. . . . [T]o be alive,
[style] must be in motion. If it becomes fixed then it’s dead, it’s just rhetoric. The
style must change according to what the writer is trying to tell. What he is trying
to tell in fact compels the style. (“Session Thirty-Four” 279)
Here Faulkner reveals a simple yet crucial element of his personal writing aesthetic: style is
central to his fiction. He also insinuates, in characteristically modernist fashion, that boundaries
must be pushed, that the writer must experiment with language (including punctuation) as a way
to keep it “in motion” so that it does not become “dead” or “just rhetoric” (279). The seeming
chaos of his prose, particularly in Absalom, Absalom!, can therefore be seen as not only
deliberate but also strategic.
It should also be added that the close-reading approach used in this dissertation is a direct
legacy of the New Criticism, a formalist school of literary criticism popular in the mid-twentieth
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century that was dominated by John Crowe Ransom, Robert Penn Warren, and Cleanth Brooks.
The New Critics focused primarily on the organic unity of a text, especially the interplay of form
and meaning. Since the 1970s, this line of thinking has for the most part been supplanted by
theoretical approaches that are not strictly limited to the text (e.g., psychoanalytic criticism,
Marxist criticism, New Historicism, postcolonial studies, gender studies, cultural studies, and
ecocriticism). Nevertheless, the tenets of the New Critics are far from passé. Perhaps their most
enduring belief—and the one upon which this dissertation is based—is that literature is not
simply a conduit through which particular issues may be examined, but rather that literature itself
is worthy of examination. Although contemporary scholarly debates on Faulkner’s work tend to
focus mostly on the historical and social aspects of his works, criticism on form is in need of a
revival because the writing style of Absalom, Absalom!, now eighty-one years after its
publication, is still to a great extent misunderstood and under-appreciated by readers.

1.2

Faulkner and Modernist Literature

Modernism refers to a set of artistic movements in the first half of the twentieth century whose
adherents broke with tradition and experimented with new forms of expression. By the start of
the First World War, the hallmarks of modernism—experimentation with chronology, narration,
and point of view in literature; abstraction in painting; deviation from tonality in music; and
rejection of ornament in architecture—were well-established and constituted the avant-garde.
Notable prose works during this initial phase include Gertrude Stein’s Three Lives (1906), D. H.
Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers (1913), Franz Kafka’s The Metamorphosis (1915), and Ford Madox
Ford’s The Good Soldier (1915). Poetry, as well, underwent innovation during this time. By
1912, Ezra Pound and Hilda Doolittle had initiated the Imagist movement, and throughout the
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decade poets inspired by Dadaist art challenged long-standing conventions in their radical
experimentation with the written word. The shift to what has become known as high modernism
came in the early 1920s. Literature produced during this second phase is generally more highly
praised by scholars, as the majority of modernism’s most profound and influential literary
achievements emerged in this decade, including James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922), T. S. Eliot’s The
Waste Land (1922), Wallace Stevens’s Harmonium (1923), William Carlos Williams’s Spring
and All (1923), F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby (1925), Langston Hughes’s The Weary
Blues (1926), Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse (1927), Ernest Hemingway’s The Sun Also
Rises (1926), and William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury (1929). By 1936, when Absalom,
Absalom! was published, the third and final phase, late modernism, was firmly in place. This
would last until the end of World War II, which typically marks the onset of postmodernism.
In many ways, the modernist period is marked by an overall sense of progress. The
United States emerged victorious from war in 1918 and soon enjoyed the prosperity of the
“Roaring Twenties.” Progressive views on gender led to the suffrage movement’s long-awaited
victory when women in America gained the right to vote in 1920 with the ratification of the 19th
Amendment. New modes of transportation had improved the speed and ease of travel, the
popularity of radio soared, and a burgeoning motion picture industry captured the interest of the
nation. Industrialization continued to develop as the assembly line led to mass production of
commodities which, coupled with rapidly expanding markets, eventually gave rise to a consumer
culture unprecedented in size and scope. Architecture also evolved, as questions of utility began
to override concerns of form and decoration.17 Modernity, at least in the West, rapidly became
synonymous with improvement and optimism.
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The preoccupation with utility is succinctly expressed in the ideal promoted by Louis Sullivan, a renowned
American architect of the time, that “form . . . follows function” (Sullivan 403).
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This utopian feeling turned out to be brief, though. An gloomy undercurrent of discontent
and uncertainty was growing more pronounced in countries most affected by modernity. New
ways of thinking, many of which had developed in the latter half of the nineteenth century and
were still popular, were urging people to doubt traditional views of humanity. In particular, ideas
propounded by Darwin, Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud called into question long-standing
conventions. Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution prompted many people to change their views
on human nature and rethink their stances on religion. The philosophy of Karl Marx proved just
as troubling, specifically the notion that economic determinism, not free will, to a large extent
dictates the choices we make. This suggests that the worldview thrust upon us by membership in
our particular economic class influences our thoughts and behavior. Sigmund Freud similarly
called free will into question, although he focused not on external forces, as Marx did, but rather
on inner desires imbedded in our unconscious. He asserted that human behavior is to a large
extent governed by irrational impulses of which we are unaware and thus cannot control.
Friedrich Nietzsche assailed accepted ideals of truth and morality; in particular, his unsettling
affirmation that “God is dead” (The Gay Science 125) prompted doubt of religious and moral
certainties that had prevailed for centuries. Such staggering changes in the way we understand
the world led many to view their contemporary condition with uneasy skepticism or even
outright contempt.
As the ideas of past generations continued to be challenged, modern life became
increasingly fractured. For many people, the world no longer seemed to be held together by the
religious conviction that life was guided by a divine plan or that human choices were free and
dictated by reason. Adding to this fragmentation was the growth of crowded urban areas where
the anonymity of large cities alienated many people and made them detached, isolated, and
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lonely. By the end of World War I, news of the destruction of urban areas and of the high death
tolls of both soldiers and civilians sent an alarming message that, despite seeming progress in
some facets of life, the capacity for violence in supposedly advanced nations not only persisted
but apparently grew more pronounced. Furthermore, poor working conditions of wage laborers,
an enduring chasm between rich and poor, and eventually the stock market crash and ensuing
Depression fostered a growing contempt toward capitalism and the wealthy class. The opening
decades of the twentieth century saw what began as widespread confidence in modernity devolve
into deep despair.
Many writers adopted this pessimistic stance. In The Decline of the West (1918), Oswald
Spengler writes of the looming downfall of Western civilization (despite the recent decades of
progress) as the final stage of a natural and inevitable historical process that applies to every
advanced culture. T. S. Eliot agreed with Spengler’s prognosis, although he blamed the West’s
impending decline on a growing materialism and spiritual malaise that he felt would lead us to
further abandon religion and to lose interest in the value of high art. Not coincidentally, the first
half of the twentieth century also produced three of literature’s great dystopian novels: Yevgeny
Zamyatin’s We (1924), Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World (1932), and George Orwell’s 1984
(1949). Ernest Hemingway was another author who expressed disenchantment with modern
times. He explored this theme in both The Sun Also Rises, in which tradition and rituals lack
meaning and no longer provide solace, and A Farewell to Arms, a denunciation of Romanticism.
Faulkner, too, addressed the theme of historical decline, most notably the cultural decay of the
postbellum American South where his roots lay, as represented in the fall of the Compson family
in The Sound and the Fury and the rise of a crass consumer culture personified by the tactless
and shallow Snopes clan. These writers and others worried that since the old values had not
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saved us from the devastation of World War I or the myriad social problems evident in modern
Western societies, humanity was in need of a new system of values.
For many artists, the worldview of the previous Victorian era was simply inadequate as a
means of representing the apparent disarray of modern reality. They felt that to make sense of
this new world, which seemed rearranged and unfamiliar, traditional modes of interpretation had
to be challenged, rejected, and ultimately replaced with new, experimental methods that would
be more appropriate for life in an urban, mass-oriented age. They self-consciously strayed from
conventions that had governed art for centuries, championing a stance that is perhaps best
summed up by Ezra Pound’s memorable dictum “Make it new” (qtd. in Gay 4). T. S. Eliot
ardently supported this viewpoint and noted frankly that “[n]o writer, however skillful, can say
anything important for his own time or for any future time in a style, however good, that belongs
to a past age,” adding that it is “no more use trying to be traditional than it is trying to be
original” (“T. S. Eliot”). Since literature is a reflection of the human condition, it, too, must
change as the human experience changes. Modernism can therefore be seen as a set of reactions
to the new that prompted artists to relinquish longstanding dependencies in an attempt to reinvent
the means of artistic interpretation. This spanned every genre of art, from painting, sculpture, and
music to poetry, prose, and drama. Artists in each of these areas took into account their
generation’s changing ideas about human subjectivity and developed innovative techniques that
helped them better represent the world around them. Modernism, at its core, was driven by
artists’ collective response to modernity.
The earliest break with the Victorian modes of expression occurred in visual art. The
roots of modernist art date as far back as the 1860s with the rise of Impressionism, a movement
whose followers explored new ways of portraying objects on the canvas, specifically in terms of
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composition and the treatment of light and color.18 Impressionists such as Éduard Manet, Claude
Monet, Edgar Degas, and Pierre-Auguste Renoir strove to present their own subjective
impressions of reality by capturing how an object or scene appeared at a fleeting instant. By the
late nineteenth century, Post-Impressionists such as Paul Cézanne, Vincent van Gogh, and
Edvard Munch had moved even further away than had their predecessors from the notion of art
as a representation of the world, as they sought to exaggerate reality by using form and color in
more expressive manners. In the first decade of the twentieth century, Pablo Picasso and Georges
Braque inaugurated Cubism. With its emphasis on the interplay between the two-dimensional
canvas and the three-dimensional world, cubist art strayed from realism to the point of depicting
highly distorted subject matter in strange, unnatural positions as if perceived simultaneously
from multiple viewpoints. Cubism was succeeded by the short-lived Dada movement, whose
members vented their contempt for conventional art by producing works that seemed deliberately
devoid of aesthetic value, such as Duchamp’s “ready-mades” (among which include, most
famously, a porcelain urinal). Dadaism was followed by Surrealism, which portrayed its subject
matter in a dreamlike manner, as in Salvador Dalí’s now-iconic melting clocks in The
Persistence of Memory, as a way to visually reproduce the state of unconsciousness or altered
reality. Artists eventually produced completely non-representational works that totally freed art
from its age-old mimetic function, such as the abstract paintings of Piet Mondrian that lack
subjects altogether and instead are composed solely of lines and colors. The radical departure
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It is no coincidence that this occurred soon after the advent of photography; now that the camera could quickly
and faithfully capture images, many artists felt urged to depict their subjects in novel ways that the camera was
unable to replicate.
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from long-established artistic norms that took place between the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century continues to awe critics and art enthusiasts alike.19
Musicians likewise challenged and strove to transcend traditional artistic standards. In
classical music, Igor Stravinsky experimented with different orchestra instruments playing
various chords simultaneously in The Rite of Spring—the effect of which was so disturbing that
it provoked a riot during its premiere in Paris in 1913 (Stravinsky 46). Arnold Schoenberg
proved to be even more unconventional. Early in his career he began experimenting with atonal
music that substituted the twelve-tone scale for the traditional eight-tone scale; by abandoning
previously accepted standards of harmony in this way, he created a dissonant and unfamiliar
language of musical expression that many listeners found oddly pleasing (“Arnold Schoenberg”
380). The American composer John Cage took experimentation to the extreme. In his
composition called 4’33” (referred to as “Four Minutes and Thirty-Three Seconds”), a pianist
waits in silence in front of a piano for this amount of time so that the only “music” to be heard
consists of the sounds of the concert hall—particularly the grumbling emanating from the
confused and frustrated audience (“John Cage” 130). The creative spirit and inherent defiance of
modernism influenced popular music, too, including jazz. The novelty of jazz resides less with
its break from the past and more with its spontaneity and its integration of different forms of
music, such as blues, ragtime, and African beats (“Jazz” 583). By the time of high modernism in
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Much of the aversion toward modernist art seems to have been politically motivated. In a 1949 speech delivered to
the House of Representatives titled “Modern Art Shackled to Communism,” Congressman George Dondero derides
modernist (and, by that time, postmodernist) art, which he dubiously traces back to the Russian Revolution. He
laments what he sees as a threat to “the fine art of our tradition and inheritance” (par. 11)—“our” presumably
signifying Anglo-Saxon Protestant. Above all, Dondero loathes modernism’s supposedly destructive nature. In
perhaps one of the most glaring examples of oversimplification ever uttered, he makes the following argument:
“Cubism aims to destroy by designed disorder. Futurism aims to destroy by the machine myth. Dadaism aims to
destroy by ridicule. Expressionism aims to destroy by aping the primitive and insane. Abstractionism aims to
destroy by the creation of brainstorms. Surrealism aims to destroy by denial of reason” (par. 13). He concludes that,
being of “foreign origin,” these “-isms” have “no place in American art” (par. 12).
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the 1930s, music of nearly every genre had undergone dramatic and in most cases quite radical
change that forever altered its character.
The impulse for originality had a profound impact on literature, as well. Boundaries
recognized by authors of the Victorian Era were constantly being pushed to their limits during
the modernist period. In terms of subject matter, modernists often focused on topics that either
had not been treated seriously by the previous generation of authors or had been purposely
ignored by them because of social taboos. As Peter Gay points out in Modernism: The Lure of
Heresy, “part of the scandal” included “the frankness with which modernists . . . treated sexual
relations. What earlier novelists had only glanced at, with mildly suggestive circumlocutions,
now lay open” (185). Examples of this include overt sexuality (as in Lawrence’s Lady
Chatterley’s Lover), rape (Faulkner’s Sanctuary), homosexuality (Anderson’s Winesburg, Ohio),
masturbation (Joyce’s Ulysses), and incest (Faulkner’s Absalom, Absalom!). Modernist writers
also challenged conventions by departing from the realism stressed by their predecessors in the
late nineteenth century. In particular, they experimented with the disruption of chronology,20 the
use of multiple narrators and thus various points of view, and the frustration of traditional
expectations concerning coherence and teleology of plot.
Perhaps the most salient aspect of modernist writing concerns the enthusiastic embrace of
the inherent difficulty of language. Authors of this period, most notably Pound, Eliot, Joyce,
Woolf, and of course Faulkner, became notorious for forcing readers to experience just how
complex literature can be. Their writing distinguishes literary modernism “from any other period
of literature by the extent to which it privileges confusion” and “makes the reader hunt for an
elusive strand of intelligibility in the face of seeming literary chaos” (Malamud 13). Eliot even

As the French screenwriter and film critic Jean-Luc Godard would later put it, “A story should have a beginning, a
middle and an end, but not necessarily in that order” (qtd. in Gibbons par. 7).
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asserts that modernist literature needs to be challenging to respond adequately to the complexity
of the modern world:
We can only say that it appears likely that poets in our civilization, as it exists at
present, must be difficult. Our civilization comprehends great variety and
complexity, and this variety and complexity, playing upon a refined sensibility,
must produce various and complex results. The poet must become more and more
comprehensive, more allusive, more indirect, in order to force, to dislocate if
necessary, language to his meaning. (“The Metaphysical Poets” par. 16)21
Eliot’s words hold true not only for poetry (Pound’s Cantos come to mind, parts of which are
written in Mandarin characters) but also for prose, including Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, which
features complicated wordplay that most readers would be unlikely to grasp in a first (or even
second) reading, and Eliot’s The Waste Land, which employs numerous obscure allusions and
includes lines in Greek, Latin, and Sanskrit. Indeed, much of modernism’s highest literary
accomplishments are so abstruse as to be in large part inaccessible to the lay reader.
Absalom, Absalom! is a prime example of this new generation of literary difficulty. The
novel’s complex style, which is highly emblematic of the modernist aesthetic, has perennially
raised the charge of overwriting by critics who find its syntax and diction needlessly challenging.
In fact, the 1983 Guinness Book of World Records registers one particular sentence in the novel,
spanning pages 147-50, as the longest sentence in literature, with a total of 1,300 words (169).

This bears remarkable similarity to a passage in Willard Huntington Wright’s The Creative Will: Studies in the
Philosophy and the Syntax of Aesthetics (1916), a high-brow art manifesto that Faulkner read upon the insistence of
Phil Stone (Kreiswirth 4). Wright states that “simplicity in art is satisfying to simple minds,” adding that “modern
man has become too complex to enjoy the simple things of life. The early simple theatre, the simple melodies of
antiquity, and the simple visions of primitive painters no longer interest us deeply because of their very simplicity”
(64). Since our “minds call for more forceful emotion than these easily grasped art works can give us . . . [w]e
require problems, inspirations, incentives to thought. And as the complicated and organized forces of life become
comprehensible to us, we shall demand more and more that our analytic intelligences be mirrored in our
enjoyments” (65).
21
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This is hardly an anomaly, as Absalom, Absalom! contains many other “marathon sentences”
(Slatoff 113) that come very close to rivaling this one in terms of length. While the more
adventuresome reader may marvel at such a literary oddity as Absalom, Absalom! and feel
enticed to peruse it perhaps out of sheer curiosity, others, including several generations of critics,
have taken a much more stern stance, labeling its pages unreadable and charging its author with
being guilty of perpetuating obscurity and incoherence.
Even though the difficult styles of Joyce, Pound, Eliot, and Faulkner are quintessentially
modernist, they are nonetheless outliers from the norm in terms of what the general reading
public consumed at the time. The 1936 Bestseller List produced by Publishers Weekly (which
includes only books published in the United States) ranks Margaret Mitchell’s Gone with the
Wind number one in the category of fiction; in both 1931 and 1932, Pearl S. Buck’s The Good
Earth topped the list. Other highly ranked novels around this time include Sinclair Lewis’s It
Can’t Happen Here, number five in 1936, and John Steinbeck’s Of Mice and Men, number eight
in 1937 (“Bestseller Archives”). These plot-driven novels are not highly experimental in form or
style, nor are they overly demanding on the reader (except perhaps Gone with the Wind, whose
sheer length of over a thousand pages presents a potential obstacle).22 Sherwood Anderson’s
Winesburg, Ohio (1919) also fits well into the literary norm of the time. In a 1925 review titled
“Sherwood Anderson,” Faulkner praises the simplicity of Anderson’s craftsmanship in this novel
and admires the brevity and directness of the narrative: “The simplicity of this title! And the
stories are as simply done: short, he tells the story and stops” (91). Although the literature of
high modernism is now known for its difficulty, the majority of readers—and apparently even

In a 1937 interview, Faulkner admitted to not having read Gone with the Wind, claiming that “it was entirely too
long” (“Interview with Memphis Commercial Appeal” 33).
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Faulkner himself—were content with works in which plot, character development, and style
were straightforward and easy to follow.
In his own writing, though, Faulkner consciously distanced himself from the norm.23 Not
long after publishing his article acclaiming Winesburg, Ohio, Faulkner parodied the simplicity of
Anderson’s style in the foreword to a collection of sketches composed by William Spratling
called Sherwood Anderson and Other Famous Creoles—a transgression that offended Anderson
greatly and summarily ended their friendship (Blotner, Faulkner 195). In 1953, Faulkner took his
critique even further. In an article ironically titled “Sherwood Anderson: An Appreciation,” he
notes how Anderson, throughout his writing career, seemed always to be “fumbling for
exactitude, the exact word and phrase within the limited scope of a vocabulary controlled and
even repressed by what was in him almost a fetish of simplicity” (28). Faulkner’s initial
admiration for simplicity turned out to be short-lived and seems to have grown into a contempt
that urged him, in his own writing, to champion complexity and wordiness.
The intricate style indicative of Faulkner’s prose becomes most evident when compared
not to contemporary norms—books by Mitchell, Lewis, Buck, Anderson, or others whose works
graced the lists of most commonly read books of the time—but rather to its opposite: the
minimalism of Ernest Hemingway’s writing. In part because of his background as a newspaper
writer, Hemingway wrote in a characteristically flat and understated style in which he produced
realistic descriptions in bare, staccato sentences that tend to privilege sparseness and omission.
This is in accord with his theory of composition, what he referred to as “the principle of the
iceberg,” in which he endeavored to keep “seven eighths of [the story] under water for every part
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Rarely, such as in The Unvanquished (1938), did Faulkner write in a relatively simple style.
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that shows” (Hemingway, “Interview” 34). His minimalism becomes evident in the opening lines
from the fifth chapter of The Sun Also Rises:
In the morning I walked down the Boulevard to the rue Soufflot for coffee and
brioche. It was a fine morning. The horse-chestnut trees in the Luxembourg gardens
were in bloom. There was the pleasant early-morning feeling of a hot day. I read
the papers with the coffee and then smoked a cigarette. The flower-women were
coming up from the market and arranging their daily stock. Students went by going
up to the law school, or down to the Sorbonne. The Boulevard was busy with trams
and people going to work. (35)
Such a lean, lapidary style, with its short sentences and few adjectives, contrasts sharply with the
tumescence of Faulkner’s writing and serves as a worthy template against which to highlight the
maximalism of Absalom, Absalom!, as shown in the following passage:
There was something curious in the way they looked at one another, curious and
quiet and profoundly intent, not at all as two young men might look at each other
but almost as a youth and a very young girl might out of virginity itself—a sort of
hushed and naked searching, each look burdened with youth’s immemorial
obsession not with time’s dragging weight which the old live with but with its
fluidity: the bright heels of all the lost moments of fifteen and sixteen. (240)
The stark contrast between these opposing styles has raised the question among critics and
scholars as to whether Faulkner’s embrace of complexity is, at least to some degree, due to a
conscious effort to stand apart from Hemingway.
Joseph Fruscione has thoroughly investigated this theory and that Faulkner’s writing did
indeed evolve in direct response to the rise in popularity of Hemingway’s minimalist style. In
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Faulkner and Hemingway: Biography of a Literary Rivalry (2012), Fruscione details the
competition between the two authors and argues that they “measured themselves against each
other for most of their careers” and that this helped to “shape each other’s work and aesthetic”
(2). Hemingway’s minimalism likely pushed Faulkner into maximalism (and vice versa) as
Faulkner strove to differentiate himself from the “laconic simplicity” (94) of his rival’s work.
Fruscione stresses the friction involved in this, noting that Hemingway “frequently disparaged
Faulkner’s apparent lack of stylistic control” and proposed that Faulkner’s writing “would be
better if it were pared down and disciplined”; on the other hand, “Faulkner often reproached
Hemingway for not taking as many chances as he himself did with sentence length” as well as
with other stylistic concerns (5). In fact, Faulkner once rather derisively opined that Hemingway
“has never used a word where the reader might check his usage by dictionary” (Faulkner,
“Classroom Statements at the University of Mississippi” 58); not one to back down from
criticism, Hemingway defiantly responded: “Poor Faulkner. Does he really think big emotions
come from big words? I know them all right. But there are older and simpler and better words,
and those are the ones I use” (qtd. in Shapiro 354). Although other factors must be examined, the
genesis of “Faulknerese” probably can be traced back, at least in part, to a feud between two of
modernism’s most prominent literary figures.
Its origins notwithstanding, Faulkner’s writing style reveals one thing for certain: perhaps
more so than any other author of his time, Faulkner strove tirelessly to reinvent artistic
expression through the written medium. And he unquestionably succeeded. His vigorous
experimentation with language has given readers a novel—frequently admired, often
disparaged—that still warrants critical attention to this day.
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2

THE ENDLESS SENTENCE

Rich, ornate prose is hard to digest, generally unwholesome, and
sometimes nauseating.
- William Strunk, Jr. and E. B. White24
Writing is devilish; the general sin is wordiness.
- Sheridan Baker25

Few best-selling novels, especially those that won their authors the Nobel Prize for Literature,
have been as unpopular among critics as William Faulkner’s Absalom, Absalom! Antipathy
toward the novel revolves primarily around its fiendish difficulty, an offense that has prompted
even the sympathetic literary critic Michael Millgate to denounce the complex syntax as “a mere
act of perversity” (William Faulkner 53). Other critics are more specific with their grievances.
F. C. Reidel considers Faulkner’s sentences “perverse in syntax” because they show “little regard
for reference of pronouns or other grammatical decencies” (462). Warren Beck similarly rebukes
Faulkner for being “guilty of occasional carelessness” in terms of “sentence construction” (195).
For Bernard de Voto, the novel’s convoluted prose “shows a style in [the] process of
disintegration” (200), a judgment that suggests Faulkner had begun to exhaust the creativity
evident in his previous novels. One of the harshest critiques comes from Alfred Kazin. In a style
that mocks the bombast of Faulkner’s writing, he deems Absalom, Absalom! “perhaps the most
elaborate, intermittently incoherent and ungrammatical, thunderous, polyphonic rhetoric in all
American writing” (462). The common objection among these critics and others is not merely
that Faulkner’s prose style, however turgid it may be, is unnecessarily difficult or aesthetically
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displeasing but, more importantly, that it also impedes the reader’s ability to understand the
novel.26

2.1

Faulkner’s Tortu(r)ous Sentences

On the surface, this stance seems well founded. With sentences that “twist and strain” (Backman
59) to the point that they threaten to “arrest the dramatic development of the plot” (Rahv 209),
Absalom, Absalom! most certainly contains a blatant and galling obstacle: its style persistently
opens the text to misinterpretation. The following sentence, in which Mr. Compson recounts to
Quentin the personal transformation that he imagines Miss Rosa Coldfield, maiden sister to
Sutpen’s wife, Ellen, undergoing in the wake of her father’s death (and which is representative of
the novel’s grandiloquent style), certainly seems to justify the aforementioned critics’ censure:
So for the first sixteen years of her life she lived in that grim tight little house with
the father whom she hated without knowing it—that queer silent man whose only
companion and friend seems to have been his conscience and the only thing he
cared about his reputation for probity among his fellow men—that man who was
later to nail himself into his attic and starve to death rather than look upon his
native land in the throes of repelling an invading army—and the aunt who even
ten years later was still taking revenge for the fiasco of Ellen’s wedding by
striking at the town, the human race, through any and all of its creatures—brother
nieces nephew-in-law herself and all—with the blind irrational fury of a shedding

Negative opinions of the novel’s style are by no means restricted to American critics. The foreign reception of
Faulkner’s prose (outside of France, where literary scholars generally have held his work in high esteem) includes
plenty of negative reviews. English critic Humbert Wolfe, for instance, once delivered a backhanded compliment
that praised Faulkner’s stature as a writer while condemning his style, calling Absalom, Absalom! “one of the most
confused books ever written by a person of great talent” (qtd. in Brooks, “The British Reception of Faulkner” 116).
26
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snake; who had taught Miss Rosa to look upon her sister as a woman who had
vanished not only out of the family and the house but out of life too, into an
edifice like Bluebeard’s and there transmogrified into a mask looking back with
passive and hopeless grief upon the irrevocable world, held there not in durance
but in a kind of jeering suspension by a man (his face the same which Mr
Coldfield now saw and had seen since that day when, with his future son-in-law27
for ostensible yokemate but actually whip, Mr Coldfield’s conscience had set the
brakes and, surrendering even his share of the cargo, he and the son-in-law had
parted) who had entered hers and her family’s life before she was born with the
abruptness of a tornado, done irrevocable and incalculable damage, and gone
on—a grim mausoleum air of puritan righteousness and outraged female
vindictiveness in which Miss Rosa’s childhood (that aged and ancient and
timeless absence of youth which consisted of a Cassandra-like listening beyond
closed doors, of lurking in dim halls filled with that Presbyterian effluvium of
lugubrious and vindictive anticipation while she waited for the infancy and
childhood with which nature had confounded and betrayed her to overtake the
precocity of convinced disapprobation regarding any and every thing which could
penetrate the walls of that house through the agency of any man, particularly her
father, which the aunt seems to have invested her with at birth along with the
swaddling clothes) was passed. (47)
The most salient feature of this sentence is its length. It contains 387 words, twenty-two internal
punctuation marks (thirteen commas, six dashes, two pairs of parentheses, and one semi-colon),
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Thomas Sutpen.
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and well over a dozen clauses. Such “baroque and involuted” (Aiken 651) wording poses a
significant challenge, and one that early critics were quick to make note of: just as saying aloud
one of these “monstrous” (Reidel 462) sentences would leave the reader breathless, trying to
grasp its meaning seems to strain the mind.
The sentence above opens itself to misinterpretation in several ways. First, both the
length and the location of the two parentheses are sure to confuse the reader. One parenthesis
includes forty-seven words that separate the noun phrase “a man” from the relative clause “who
had entered”; the other contains ninety-four words that come between “Miss Rosa’s childhood”
and “was passed” (47). The inclusion of these two asides places ideas expressed elsewhere in the
sentence on hold for so long that it would behoove the reader to re-read the section immediately
preceding the beginning of each parenthesis to recall exactly how the sentence left off.
Otherwise, he or she may wonder in frustration who had “entered hers and her family’s life” and
what “was passed” (47). Furthermore, the sheer length of the sentence is probably enough of a
hindrance to frustrate even the most veteran reader, who (unless a fan of James Joyce) likely is
not used to such wordiness. Swept up in a whirlwind of phrases and clauses—a “blind irrational
fury” (47), to use the narrator’s own wording—the reader very well may become energized, or
perhaps exasperated, by the tumult of such a frenzied sentence. Moreover, the predicate extends
so far—one might say “in a kind of jeering suspension” (47), as the sentence itself mentions—
that even the most astute reader probably will stumble in identifying the main subject as “she”
(47), in realizing that this refers to Miss Rosa (as opposed to one of the other women mentioned
in the sentence: i.e., Ellen and the unnamed aunt), and in recognizing that the main predicate—
which appears 377 words from the end of the sentence—is “lived in that grim tight little house”
(47).
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One or two such sentences are unlikely to stoke much interest among literary critics; a
novel full of them, though, is more than enough to rouse their ire. Indeed, the “Elizabethan
opulence” (Parker 7) of Absalom, Absalom! has caused Faulkner’s style to become the object of
much ridicule. In “William Faulkner: The Novel as Form,” Conrad Aiken decries Faulkner’s
“passion for overelaborate sentence structure” (651), especially in terms of cumulative sentences
whose predicates are lengthened by the addition of numerous modifying elements. Aiken rather
scornfully notes that these sentences contain
trailing clauses, one after another, shadowily in apposition, or perhaps not even
with so much connection as that; parenthesis after parenthesis, the parenthesis
itself often containing one or more parentheses—they remind one of those
brightly colored Chinese eggs . . . which when opened disclose egg after egg, each
smaller and subtler than the last. It is as if Mr. Faulkner, in a sort of hurried
despair, had decided to try to tell us everything, absolutely everything, every last
origin or source or quality or qualification, and every possible future or
permutation as well, in one terrifically concentrated effort: each sentence to be, as
it were, a microcosm. (651)28
For Aiken, the exasperation felt by the reader is fueled by Faulkner’s neurotic tendency to
convey in each sentence as much information as possible—no matter how long or awkward the
sentence may become in the process—before moving on to the next thought.
Arthur Scott adds to the sentiment expressed by Aiken. In “The Faulknerian Sentence,”
he agrees that “Faulkner tries to tell us as much as possible in one concentrated effort,” although
he contends that this “is not one of those intricate ‘Chinese egg’ sentences that perplexed Conrad
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Aiken” but “more like a Chinese dragon-kite whose tail can be added to and lengthened as long
as there is wind enough to sustain it” (93). At the root of what irks those who disdain “the
tangled syntax” (Kernan xi) of Faulkner’s prose is the legitimate concern that such “intricate”
and “convoluted” (Millgate, William Faulkner 53) sentences jeopardize the reader’s ability to
grasp the meaning within them.
Faulkner’s observations on his own writing corroborate the stances of Aiken and Scott.
During a question-and-answer session at a seminar in Japan in 1956, Faulkner admitted that he
“tried to crowd and cram everything, all experience, into each paragraph, to get the whole
complete nuance of the moment’s experience, of all the recaptured light rays” (Faulkner,
“Faulkner at Nagano” 37). Eight years later, when asked about his writing style during a seminar
at West Point, Faulkner stated that a writer (he likely was thinking of himself) endeavors
to reduce all human experience onto the head of [a] pin as the man engraved the
Lord’s prayer on the head of a pin once. He can’t do that, but he is still going to
try. And the obscurity, the prolixity which you find in writers is simply that desire
to put all that experience into one word. Then he has got to add another word,
another word becomes a sentence, but he’s still trying to get it into one
unstopping whole—a paragraph or a page—before he finds a place to put a full
stop. (Faulkner, “Faulkner at West Point” 95)
Although he has attracted much derision for his overbearing style, Faulkner offers sound
reasoning for writing this way. According to his aesthetic, the complexity and depth of human
experience—one is reminded of his Nobel Prize speech in which he states that “the problems of
the human heart in conflict with itself ” are the only issues “worth writing about” (Faulkner,
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“Address upon Receiving the Nobel Prize for Literature” 119)—cannot be faithfully captured in
a terse and clear manner.

2.2

Constructing a Faulknerian Sentence

Recognizing Faulkner’s method of constructing sentences is crucial for understanding how the
difficult sentences work in the novel. In terms of the location of subject and predicate, two
general sentence varieties exist: periodic and cumulative29 (Baker 134). The periodic sentence
postpones both the main subject and main predicate until the end, allowing the writer, rather
dramatically, to build gradually to the point. Conversely, the more direct cumulative sentence
immediately states the main subject and main predicate and then adds information. This “loose”
construction allows for “the natural stringing of thoughts as they come” (135) and is what Scott
had in mind when he likened Faulkner’s sentences to “Chinese dragon-kite[s] whose tail[s] can
be added to and lengthened” (93). Both types of construction offer unique impediments to
comprehension when the length of the sentence is drastically protracted.
The periodic sentence, which delays the main point until the end, can be written two
ways. One involves both the main subject and main predicate (in boldface and underlined below,
respectively) appearing together at the end of the sentence. The following passage, which
describes the reaction of the men of Jefferson, Mississippi, upon seeing Thomas Sutpen enter a
church ostensibly to find a wife, bears periodic construction:
So when, at the expiration of this second phase, and again on Sunday morning and
again without warning, the town saw him cross the square, on foot now but in the
same garments in which he had ridden into town five years ago and which no one
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had seen since (he or one of the negroes had ironed the coat with heated bricks,
General Compson told Quentin’s father) and enter the Methodist church, only
some of the men were surprised. (31)
Faulkner delays the main subject until the near-end, seventy-three words into the sentence,
keeping the reader in suspense by not immediately revealing whom the sentence is about—and it
is noteworthy that the content of the sentence itself (as revealed in the main predicate) also deals
with surprise: the surprise that “only some of the men” (31) of town felt when witnessing Sutpen
enter the church.
In the style guide Clear and Coherent Prose: A Functional Approach (1989), which
outlines commonly accepted rules of good writing, William Kopple discusses at length the
strengths and weaknesses of burying the main subject this far into a sentence. Kopple notes that
the beginning is typically “where readers look to get their bearings” and “to find out what [the]
sentence is about” (70). He therefore instructs writers of “relatively long and complex sentences
. . . to express an easily identifiable topic30 early” (96) to provide the reader a reference point
from which to relate all the ensuing information. Without such a point of reference, he warns, the
reader must “hold the information in a vacuum” until the end, and only then will he or she be
able to successfully “connect” crucial parts of the sentence (95). However, Koppel concedes that
it is permissible to bury the main subject deep into the sentence if the writer wishes to build
suspense.
The deeper the main subject appears in sentence, the more strain will be placed on the
reader in terms of being able to grasp the content, as he or she will come across numerous other
words that are potential but not actual main subjects. In the previous passage from Absalom,
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That is, the main subject.
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Absalom!, the reader encounters “the expiration of this second phase,” “the town,” “the square,”
“General Compson,” and “Quentin’s Father”—each of which is a possible main subject that he
or she must hold onto but ultimately reject upon finally arriving at “only some of the men” (31)
at the end. This creates suspense by forcing the reader to momentarily accept and then reject
candidates for the actual main subject. Such suspense also may urge the reader, even if only
slightly, to share the suspense experienced by the characters mentioned in the sentence—the men
of Jefferson who wonder about the recent whereabouts and current matrimonial intentions of the
enigmatic Thomas Sutpen.
Some critics, such as Conrad Aiken, believe that Faulkner intentionally fashions his
sentences this way. Aiken points out that the novel’s cumulative sentences parallel the “whole
elaborate method of deliberately withheld meaning, of [the] progressive and partial and delayed
disclosure” (652) of information that the narrators provide. In other words, this is Faulkner’s
method of building suspense. The unpredictable nature of Faulkner’s sentences—with the reader
rarely ever being sure of which word or words constitute the subject—complements the
underlying sense of mystery that pervades the text, so that discovering the meaning of the
sentences mirrors, on a small scale, the uncovering of the mysteries posed in the story: Charles
Bon’s true identity, why Henry killed him, and who still resides in the Sutpen mansion. For
Aiken, the sentences comprise “a persistent offering of obstacles, a calculated system of . . .
obtrusions, of confusions and ambiguous interpolations and delays, with one express purpose” of
“keep[ing] the form—and the idea—fluid and unfinished, still in motion, as it were, and
unknown, until the dropping into place of the very last syllable” (652). The constant delays
caused by the long, drawn-out sentences throughout the text, and the concomitant anticipation
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stirred in the reader in desiring to finish each seemingly endless sentence, thereby reflect the
continual postponement involved in uncovering the mysterious elements of the plot.
Sometimes the main subject is pushed to the end of the sentence by bulky parenthetical
material that comes before it, as in the passage below.31 Like the earlier example, this sentence
features the first type of periodic construction, with its main subject and main predicate
appearing together at the end. However, the demand on the reader—while still stringent—is
quite different here. Instead of presenting a series of potential main subjects that the reader must
struggle to temporarily accept but eventually reject, this sentence presents only one possibility
for the main subject. The principal challenge here concerns the reader’s struggle with short-term
memory:
Then (the tears won; Ellen and the aunt wrote out a hundred invitations—Sutpen
brought in one of the wild negroes who carried them from door to door by hand—
and even sent out a dozen more personal ones for the dress rehearsal) when they
reached the church for the rehearsal on the night before the wedding and found
the church itself empty and a handful of men from the town’s purlieus (including
two of old Ikkemotubbe’s Chickasaws) standing in the shadows outside the door,
the tears came down again. (41-42)
When coming across material enclosed within parentheses, a seasoned reader understands that
the sentence proper is momentarily suspended and will resume once the parenthetical material
concludes. In the passage above, though, for a span of forty-two words in one parenthesis and six
in the other, the reader must wade through seemingly extraneous information in anticipation of a
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main subject that never seems to come.32 Only after being confronted with nearly a dozen nouns
or noun phrases—including people (“Ellen,” “the aunt,” “one of the wild negroes,” “a handful of
men,” “two of old Ikkemotubbe’s Chickasaws”), places (“the church,” “the town’s purlieus,”
“the shadows outside the door”), events (“the dress rehearsal,” “the wedding”), and even an
object (“the door”)—does the reader conclude that, in fact, it is the noun phrase “the tears” (42)
that comprises the main subject. It is noteworthy that Faulkner seems to assist the reader by
including “the tears” (41) at the beginning of the sentence, too, even though parenthetically, as if
subtly foreshadowing the ending.
This next passage, which describes the declining business situation of Mr. Coldfield
(Ellen’s father and the father-in-law of Thomas Sutpen), also represents the first type of periodic
construction but deviates slightly in that the main subject and predicate appear separated, not
together at the end. The reader must pass ninety-three words before coming to the main subject,
“the stock” (60), and then another twenty-five until finally arriving at the main predicate: “had
not increased, let alone diversified” (61):
And as he had brought his entire business to Jefferson in one wagon, and this at a
time when he had mother sister wife and children to support out of it as against
now when he had but one child to support out of it, and weighed along with this
that profound disinterest in material accumulation which had permitted
conscience to cause him to withdraw from that old affair in which his son-in-law
had involved him not only at the cost of his just profits but at the sacrifice of his
original investment, his stock which had begun as a collection of the crudest

Without the two parentheses, this sentence would not be overly difficult to understand: “Then . . . when they
reached the church for the rehearsal on the night before the wedding and found the church itself empty and a handful
of men from the town’s purlieus . . . the tears came down again” (41-42)—although the final word, “again” (41),
would have no meaning.
32
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necessities and which apparently could not even feed himself and his daughter
from its own shelves, had not increased, let alone diversified. (60-61)
Although this sentence prolongs the main subject and predicate until the end, it creates the
opposite of suspense: the construction allows Faulkner once again to leave clues throughout
earlier portions that subtly foreshadow the ending.
Upon arriving at the main subject and main predicate, which reveal that Mr. Coldfield’s
“stock . . . had not increased, let alone diversified” (61), the perceptive reader likely will have
already figured this out. Throughout the sentence, the narrator implies Mr. Coldfield’s secondrate status as a businessman: his amount of merchandise initially was minimal enough to have fit
in one wagon; unlike a typical entrepreneur, he was burdened with a “profound disinterest in
material accumulation” (60); he had withdrawn from a particular business venture that he had
begun with Sutpen33 in which he lost money that was rightfully his—“at the cost of his just
profits” (60); and he has squandered the capital that constituted his original investment, which
was paltry anyhow: “a collection of the crudest necessities . . . which apparently could not even
feed himself and his daughter from its own shelves” (60). At the end of the sentence, the reader
finally discovers that Mr. Coldfield’s stock (that is, the merchandise on-hand at his store) had
neither increased nor diversified over the years. This should hardly come as a shock. Thus, rather
than using a periodic sentence to build suspense, as Koppel instructs, Faulkner here uses it to
prepare the reader for the ending. The main predicate at the end of this sentence functions less as
a capstone that finalizes the thought by making sense of the previous parts and more as a
crescendo toward which the previous phrases and clauses build.
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And the fact that the business venture is never described in detail, here or elsewhere in the novel, calls into
question its legality.
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In the second type of periodic construction, the main subject appears at the beginning of
the sentence (where, according to Kopple, it should appear) but the main predicate, separated by
numerous “interruptive words or phrases” (Baker 136), is postponed until the end. Having the
main subject and main verb widely separated in an inordinately long sentence creates the
“suspended style” (122) that Harry T. Antrim attributed to Faulkner’s writing, especially in
Absalom, Absalom!, in which the ideas in the sentence “hang in the air like girders until all
interconnections are locked by the final word, at the period” (Baker 134). The following
example, a description of Mr. Coldfield’s final days before nailing himself into his attic to hide
from the devastation of the Civil War, illustrates this second type of periodic construction:
Even the two negresses which he had freed as soon as he came into possession of
them (through a debt, by the way, not purchase), writing out their papers of
freedom which they could not read and putting them on a weekly wage which he
held back in full against the discharge of the current market value at which he had
assumed them on the debt—and in return for which they had been among the first
Jefferson negroes to desert and follow the Yankee troops—were gone now. (66)
The effect of this type of periodic construction differs markedly from that of the previous type.
Even though its construction conforms to what Kopple deems normal (i.e., the main subject
appears toward the beginning instead of being delayed, and the main predicate appears toward
the end rather than being buried too early in the sentence), it nonetheless presents an obstacle not
so much in the reader having trouble identifying the main subject, as was the case in the earlier
examples, but rather in being forced to hold onto it for so long—in this case, while perusing the
ensuing eighty-two words until the main idea of the sentence finally appears. Such vast
separation between the main subject and main predicate may render the reader unable to
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remember, upon completing the sentence, exactly who or what “were gone now” (66). By
prolonging the action, Faulkner creates a significant level of suspense—but at the risk of
confusing a likely already frustrated reader.
This confusion specifically has to do with short-term memory. Robert Zoellner is one of
the first critics to have discussed how Faulkner’s sentences place stringent demands on the
reader’s memory, noting that understanding Faulkner’s difficult prose requires “an inordinate
degree of ” not only “attention” but also “retention” (487). Zoellner determines that the
reader of conventional prose, accustomed to holding in the forefront of his
consciousness only that relatively limited portion of the sentence which is
immediately before his eyes, usually neglects the after-image; by the time he is
mid-sentence the beginning is pretty well faded out. . . . Faulkner demands that
the reader maintain the maximum possible consciousness of the whole extended
sentence . . . from beginning to end. (487-88)
Studies on the limits of short-term memory have revealed just how little information readers can
receive, process, and retain. In “The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits
on Our Capacity for Processing Information” (1956), psychologist George A. Miller declares that
the “finite span of immediate [as opposed to long-term] memory . . . is about seven items in
length” (90). When the number of items exceeds seven, the observer’s ability to recall them in
order falters significantly. In terms of reading, the process of memorizing comes from “the
formation of chunks, or groups of items that go together, until there are few enough”—as the title
suggests, typically not many more than seven—“so that we can recall all the items” (98). Phrases
and clauses can comprise a recognizable “chunk” of wording, although of course the size of each
“chunk” will differ from person to person depending on one’s cognitive abilities. Even so, once
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the number of these exceeds seven, the observer often begins to struggle with remembering
them. To put this in perspective, the passage from page forty-seven of Absalom, Absalom! cited
at the beginning of this chapter contains several dozen phrases and clauses that form identifiable
chunks of information, rendering even the most attentive reader unlikely to be able to grasp the
meaning of the sentence as a whole. By the time one finishes a sentence that long, he or she
probably has forgotten most of the details presented in the first few lines—not just specifics, like
a particular word or phrase, but general elements, too, such as the main subject or main predicate
(assuming they appear early).
The second type of sentence construction is cumulative.34 In the passage below, which
reveals Ellen Sutpen’s discovery of the brutal fights hosted by her husband, Thomas, both the
main subject and the main predicate appear early, with additional information coming afterward:
She accepted that—not reconciled: accepted—as though there is a breathing-point
in outrage where you can accept it almost with gratitude since you can say to
yourself, Thank God this is all; at least I now know all of it—thinking that,
clinging still to that when she ran into the stable that night while the very men
who had stolen into it from the rear fell back away from her with at least some
grain of decency, and Ellen seeing not the two black beasts she had expected to
see but instead a white one and a black one, both naked to the waist and gouging
out one another’s eyes as if their skins should not only have been the same color
but should have been covered with fur too. (20-21)
The main subject, “She,” along with the main verb and the direct object that follows, “accepted
that” (20)—referring to Ellen’s reluctant approval of her husband’s bare-knuckle matches with
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his slaves that their children were bound to witness—are followed by 129 words of additional
information. According to Kopple, the main point in a well-crafted sentence should come at the
end, where readers expect to find the main predicate (94). Cumulative construction, however,
results in a “buried” (94) main predicate that appears too early in the sentence. Kopple advises
writers to avoid this, especially with sentences that have inordinately expansive predicates. In a
relatively short cumulative sentence, the reader typically can easily identify the main subject and
the main predicate that immediately follows it and then finish the sentence with little risk of
forgetting vital information. In cumulative sentences of great length, though, the reader will
encounter perhaps dozens of potential main predicates that appear after the actual main predicate.
And even if the reader does successfully identify the actual main predicate, the limits of shortterm memory will restrict his or her ability to hold onto it while completing the sentence.
In some cases, Faulkner combines the difficulties of periodic and cumulative sentences
by splicing the two. In these hybrid sentences, the main subject and main predicate appear
together in the middle, surrounded on both sides by modifying and qualifying elements, as in the
following example, concerning Miss Rosa’s early involvement with Thomas Sutpen:
On those guarded and lugubrious and even formal occasions when she and the
aunt went out to Sutpen’s Hundred to spend the day and the aunt would order her
to go and play with her nephew and niece exactly as the aunt might have ordered
her to play a piece for company on the piano, she would not see him even at the
dinner table because the aunt would have arranged the visit to coincide with his
absence; and probably Miss Rosa would have tried to avoid meeting him even if
he had been there. (49)
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This sentence presents the reader with two difficulties: the delay of the main subject and the
burial of the main predicate. The reader must pass fifty-five words, and thus numerous
candidates for the main subject, before arriving at “she” (49), and then must hold onto the main
predicate—“would not see him” (49)—for yet another thirty-five words until finally completing
the sentence. In cases like this (as well as in the earlier examples), readers may feel tempted to
shrug their shoulders in defeat and conclude that Faulkner simply does not write effective
sentences. A different, and probably more accurate, assessment is that Faulkner consciously
writes this way, that he deliberately forces the reader to engage with the text—not out of malice,
but rather as a way to place on the reader the same burden that he feels as an author when he tries
to express in words the complexity of the human condition. As Faulkner struggles to articulate
his ideas in a coherent fashion, the reader must struggle to make sense of them.

2.3

Syntactic Tension

An interesting paradox arises in Faulkner’s style of sentence construction in Absalom, Absalom!
On the one hand, the long series of cumulative sentences that comprise the majority of the text
may prompt the reader to read rapidly; the extended strings of ongoing clauses and phrases are in
many cases quite rhythmic and work together to create a rolling momentum as each new part
adds to what preceded it. As Edmond Volpe puts it, this type of sentence has the tendency to
form “powerful current[s] created by the flood of words” (190)35 that sweep the reader along as
he or she heads toward an end to the sentence that never quite seems to arrive. Furthermore,

Cecil Day-Lewis likewise uses a river metaphor to describe Faulkner’s prose, although he focuses more on
fluidity than speed: “Sentence after sentence in Absalom, Absalom! meanders dreamily along, winding like a
sluggish river in great loops that keep on bringing you back to where you started” (217). This notion of fluidity in
the text may be inspired by a passage from the first chapter of the novel, in which Faulkner likens Rosa’s speaking
to the flow of water: “the voice not ceasing but vanishing . . . out of the long intervals like a stream, a trickle running
from patch to patch of dried sand” (4).
35
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terminal punctuation occurs less frequently in a series of exceptionally long sentences than in
more typical prose, and since readers generally pause, even if only momentarily, at the end of a
sentence, they may feel compelled to pause less often than normal while reading this novel. The
pace becomes especially swift when Faulkner omits commas between single words in a list—
creating what Irving Howe calls a “tumbling series of images” (227)—either between nouns,
such as “that speech sight hearing taste and being which we call human man” (Absalom,
Absalom! 134), or between adjectives, as in “the long still hot weary dead September afternoon”
(3). This lack of internal punctuation compresses the words into a single unit and forces the
reader to encounter them more rapidly, as if “the thought” being expressed “quickly flashed
through the mind of the character” (Hammond 76).36 Constraints on short-term memory also
encourage the reader of Absalom, Absalom!, perhaps on a subconscious level, to consume
information at a fast pace and then hastily move on. Even though one may not be aware of being
able to hold, on average, only about seven chunks of items in short-term memory, one has the
dreadful feeling of losing information when a sentence spans over a hundred words, when one’s
eyes have strayed ten, twenty, or in some cases even thirty or more lines from the main subject
that initiates the sentence or from the main predicate that immediately follows the subject. In
such cases, the reader may feel urged to read each ensuing line progressively faster so as to hurry
toward the end—toward closure—before forgetting how the sentence started.37
A paradox exists here because, conversely, the inherent complexity of Faulkner’s
sentences could just as easily prompt the reader not only to read slowly and carefully but also to

Faulkner demonstrates this in Absalom, Absalom!: “Quentin did not even stop. He did not even falter, taking
Shreve up in stride without comma or colon or paragraph” (225).
36

Howe contends that Absalom, Absalom!’s “most distinctive vice” (231) is its tendency not only to make us read
the lines at an accelerated pace but also to make us accustomed to this pace. He sees this as a “major fault in style”
and laments that “the prose is whipped into a fury so habitual as to become mechanical and dull, a mere surrender to
the monstrous” (231).
37
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stop continually and re-read certain parts for clarity. In many sections, the reader would do well
to glance back at previous parts to make sense of current ones, such as when checking pronounantecedent agreement, lest he or she become “lost in a thicket of gnarled prose” (29), as Robert
Dale Parker puts it. Moreover, excessive use of internal punctuation marks of certain sections
renders the lines fragmented and choppy and slows down the reader’s pace considerably, as in
this unsightly dialogue from Chapter Eight:
“the cloistral monotony of a—say obscure and small (though high class, high
class) college;—and he——” (neither of them said ‘Bon’. Never at any time did
there seem to be any confusion between them as to whom Shreve meant by ‘he’)
“——listening courteous and quiet behind that expression which you were not
supposed to see past, asking at last, interrupting maybe, courteous and affable—
nothing of irony, nothing of sarcasm—‘What did you say this college was?’”
(249)
Distracting punctuation marks, including elongated hyphens, clutter this passage and give it the
appearance of being hastily, if not clumsily, written. Their high frequency also impedes the flow
of the reading (to continue with Edmond Volpe’s river metaphor) and likely will frustrate and
dismay even the most patient reader. However, being forced to read slowly does have a benefit in
that it may evoke contemplation: slowing one’s pace, stopping frequently within a sentence, and
at times even having to glance back cause the reader to resist the current and, in Aiken’s words,
to “emerge from the stream” (651). This allows the reader ample time to dwell on the story itself,
to crawl through the lines at a leisurely pace, moving forward and backward, and to explore the
text with enough time to conjure mental images and reflect upon them.
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Actual occurrences in the plot mirror this tendency of the reader to re-view particular
passages. In Chapter Eight, for example, Faulkner presents an imagined recollection of a pivotal
scene in Sutpen’s childhood in which a black house servant of a rich plantation owner
admonishes Sutpen to enter through the back door, insinuating that a poor white such as himself
has no business coming in the front. The narrator notes that, before the servant “had finished
saying what he did,” the young Sutpen
seemed to kind of dissolve and a part of him turn and rush back through the two
years they had lived there like when you pass through a room fast and look at all
the objects in it and you turn and go back through the room again and look at all
the objects from the other side and you feel that you had never seen them before,
rushing back through those two years and seeing a dozen things that had
happened to him and he hadn’t even seen them before . . . . (186)
This description resembles the reader’s experience while perusing the pages of Absalom,
Absalom!: halting, scanning one’s eyes backward through the lines, and re-reading various parts
so that he or she perceives elements of the story in a new way or notices some detail on a second
reading that went unnoticed during the first. In this sense, upon completing the novel one may
have the strange feeling of having read it twice—and of having gotten two very different
readings.
These contradictory effects—the simultaneous push and pull felt by the reader when
being urged at once to speed up and to slow down—create a syntactic tension that can
overwhelm and ultimately exasperate even the most experienced reader. Drawn in by the
momentum of the sentences, the almost hypnotic repetition of clauses and phrases, the reader
feels prompted to rush toward the end so as to be able to picture the sentence in its entirety and to
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keep from forgetting vital information, yet at the same time feels compelled to wade slowly
through the contents of the passage, concentrating closely on every new piece of material, and
even to pause periodically to look back. This places the reader almost in a state of flux, in an
unstable position of never being confident in knowing how (or when) a given sentence will end.
Syntactic tension can be created by parenthetical material, as well, especially the novel’s
“[t]elescoping parentheses” that vexed F. C. Reidel (462). Just as with exceedingly long
sentences, protracted passages enclosed within parentheses slow the reader’s pace not only by
postponing the completion of the main thought but also, in many cases, by prompting the reader
to look back. Tension arises here because the opposite can also occur in that a long parenthesis
may instead urge the reader to race through its contents to return as soon as possible to the
sentence proper before forgetting how it left off before the parenthesis began. When a
parenthesis starts directly after an adjective, for example, the reader may find it prudent to rush
through the intervening parenthetical material—or perhaps skip it altogether—to discover the
disconnected noun and thus make the necessary link between the modifier and the word being
modified.
The following sentence, certainly one of the more complicated in the novel, provides a
good example of this, as it contains three sets of parentheses, two separately embedded within
the third. The majority of readers likely would struggle to hold onto “voices” (243) while passing
through the ensuing 126 words:
They stared—glared—at one another, their voices (it was Shreve speaking,
though save for the slight difference in which the intervening degrees of latitude
had inculcated in them (differences not in tone or pitch but of turns of phrase and
usage of words), it might have been either of them and was in a sense both: both
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thinking as one, the voice which happened to be speaking the thought only the
thinking become audible, vocal; the two of them creating between them, out of
the rag-tag and bob-ends of old tales and talking, people who perhaps had never
existed at all anywhere, who, shadows, were shadows not of flesh and blood
which had lived and died but shadows in turn of what were (to one of them at
least, to Shreve) shades too) quiet as the visible murmur of their vaporising
breath. (243)
One not only must strain to hold onto “voices” until the initial parenthesis ends and the sentence
resumes with the word “quiet” (243)—itself a demanding task in terms of dealing with the
constraints of short-term memory—but, in the meantime, also must pass two other intervening
parentheses. Seeing the main thought stretched to such an extent in this sentence, the reader, by
now irritably impatient, likely has begun to scan the lines hurriedly so as to reach the end and
bring the thought to closure. At the same time, though, the sentence inherently resists a quick
reading; in fact, one almost has to stop and look back to verify exactly what “quiet” (243)
describes.
Although certainly a source of frustration and perhaps even anxiety, syntactic tension can
significantly enrich the reader’s experience. By surrounding and enveloping the reader, the
sentences force him or her to take part in the story rather than merely to read it passively. In this
sense, Faulkner’s “complicated style seem[s] to weave a magic spell that grips the reader’s
attention” (Miller, “American Literature” 401)—or, in the words of Conrad Aiken, that causes
the reader to be “steadily drawn in” to the point of being “powerfully and unremittingly
hypnotized inward and downward to that image-stream” that pervades the text (652). Robert
Parker and Edmond Volpe concur that the novel’s sentence structure has the tendency to pull
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readers in, making them, willingly or not, participants in the story. For Parker, Absalom,
Absalom! is “forever telling readers already familiar with its tale that they need to start over and
look again and forever pressing those who are discovering it for the first time to plunge into
whirlwinds of speculation usually reserved for experts” (vii). Volpe feels that the “continual flow
of words” in Faulkner’s long sentences does “not provide relaxing reading”—a statement that is
virtually impossible to disagree with—but instead “forces the reader to participate in the search
for understanding and truth” (38-39). This reflects the reader’s active deliberation when trying to
figure out which pronoun renames which antecedent, wondering which potential subject is the
actual subject, and deciding whether to hold onto a word until a lengthy parenthesis ends and the
sentence picks back up where it left off or to skip the parenthesis altogether.
The back-and-forth reading urged by the text’s syntactic tension sustains this flux by
collapsing the distance between past and present. By robbing the reader of the sense of control
that usually exists when reading a text, syntactic tension creates an eternal present in which the
reader’s longing for comprehension urges him or her to want to go both forward and backward.
This fusion of past and present—the “was-not: is: was:” (259)38 mentioned by Rosa in Absalom,
Absalom!—is perhaps best codified by the character Gavin Stevens in Requiem for a Nun (1951),
who states rather cryptically: “The past is never dead. It’s not even past” (92). Addressing the
omnipresence of the past in Faulkner’s work, Robert Zoellner notes that Absalom, Absalom! is
“saturated by Faulkner’s conception of time as a cumulative continuum—the present moment, its
quality and tone, is the sum of all past moments. To relegate any event to a dead past is to miss

38

This juxtaposition of past and present occurs elsewhere throughout the novel; for instance, Rosa describes Bon in
a remarkably similar manner: “One day he was not. Then he was. Then he was not ” (122). This is reminiscent of the
passage from the Book of Revelation in which God designates Himself the “Alpha and the Omega . . . which is, and
which was, and which is to come” (1:8). As will be discussed in Chapter Four of this dissertation, likening Rosa’s
words to Holy Scripture lends the text a grand and august quality that uplifts the novel’s marginalized Southern
characters.
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its living, present significance” (491-92). As Daniel J. Singal puts it, for Faulkner “the past never
ceases to exist but continues to live into the present” (ix).39
Faulkner likely had at least some familiarity with the ideas of the French philosopher
Henri Bergson, which he may have come into contact with while working at the post office from
1923-24 (McHaney, “What Faulkner Read at the P. O.” 185).40 In Time and Free Will (1889),
Bergson discusses metaphysical concerns such as the succession of time and space and the
interplay between the two, writing that “[r]elations of position in space,” might “be defined as
reversible relations of succession in time,” which suggests a back-and-forth temporal motion
between two events (100). Bergson envisions this notion of time as forming
both the past and the present . . . into an organic whole, as happens when we
recall the notes of a tune melting, so to speak, into one another. Might it not be
said that, even if these notes succeed one another, yet we perceive them in one
another, and that their totality may be compared to a living being whose parts,
although distinct, permeate one another just because they are so closely
connected? (100)41
Robert Zoellner skillfully connects Bergson’s theory of time with Faulkner’s writing style,
speculating that “the ultimate foundation of the prose style of Absalom, Absalom!” is that “life is
in all aspects a massive continuum that cannot be compartmentalized without substantial loss of
truth” (493). By blending time into a continuous present, Faulkner captures with words the
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Quentin is also a protagonist in The Sound and the Fury, a novel in which he obsesses over arresting the
advancement of time so as not have to face his present obsession: his sister Caddy’s sexual freedom.
40

He definitely read The Dial and The Little Review, two popular literary journals of the time (McHaney 182-83),
and probably also American Mercury, Nation, New Republic, North American Review, and the Yale Review (184).
Albert Einstein voiced similar thoughts on this subject, stating that “the distinction between past, present, and
future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion” imposed upon reality by the human mind (qtd. in Mainwood par. 2).
41
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complex nature of reality and underscores the interconnectedness and interplay of all events, past
and present.
This merging of past and present via syntactic tension is one example of a literary
equivalent of avant-garde painting in the early modernist period. Indeed, much can be said about
similarities between Faulkner’s prose and visual art. Various elements of his writing style equate
with the hazy brushstrokes associated with Impressionism,42 the extravagance of the Rococo
style, the distortion and exaggeration of Expressionism, the mixture of dream and reality of
Surrealism,43 and the unnatural positioning of Cubism.44 Connections with Cubism are the most
relevant in terms of syntactic tension. The way the reader sweeps his or her eyes back over
previous passages and then forward again is analogous with, for instance, the observer’s
perception of Marcel Duchamp’s cubist painting Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2. The
viewer witnesses the woman-like figure not at a single instant in time but rather in a blurred
progression as she walks down the steps, with the present and the immediate past inseparably
merged as her form blends into one continuous movement that is seen all at once. Faulkner was
fascinated with the interconnectedness of past and present, and in a session with creative writing

For Zoellner, the “first encounter with” a typical Faulkner passage “can hardly result in much more than a blurred,
jumbled impression,” and “such blurring is deliberate—moments of intense emotion do not produce precise, sharply
articulated pictures” (498). John Paterson likewise notes that Faulkner’s sentences are “blurred and diffused by the
complicated effects of language” (39). Examples of impressionistic writing in Absalom, Absalom! include a
description of flying pigeons that resemble “soft fluid paint-smears on the soft summer sky” (23) and a “clump of
cedars in the crest of [a] hill” described as “dissolving into the rain as if the trees had been drawn in ink on a wet
blotter” (152).
42

William O’Connor, in “Rhetoric in Southern Writing,” believes that the excessive “piling up of adjectives” in
Faulkner’s writing gives the text an unreal, “dream-like quality” (84).
43

One may be tempted to assume that drunkenness, too, influenced Faulkner’s writing style and to equate his
writing with the nonsense poems penned by the inebriated French symbolists (whose work Faulkner was conversant
with). Faulkner certainly displayed signs of alcoholism and was even hospitalized numerous times for it (Blotner,
Faulkner 379); however, his excessive alcohol consumption typically was celebratory in nature and done after
having completed a novel. For instance, Absalom, Absalom! was published in May of 1936, and Faulkner was
hospitalized in a sanatorium the following June (Weinstein 79). There is no compelling evidence suggesting that he
took up the habit while writing.
44
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students at the University of Virginia, when asked, “[W]hat is your objective in using long
sentences over short sentences? Do you feel . . . you can convey your thoughts easier by them?”
(“Session Eleven” 90), Faulkner replied that a “character in a story at any moment of action is
not just himself as he is then, he is all that made him, and the long sentence is an attempt to get
his past and possibly his future into the instant in which he does something” (84). The syntactic
tension within the lines of Absalom, Absalom!, along with the great length of the sentences, helps
Faulkner convey this notion of past and present (and perhaps even future) existing
simultaneously.
Robert Zoellner touches on this theme at the syntactic level within Faulkner’s prose,
discussing what he has coined “suspension and enclosure” (489). Suspension refers to how a
thought expressed in a sentence is put on hold while the reader proceeds through the ensuing
parenthetical material, similar to what Harry Antrim discusses in “Faulkner’s Suspended Style”;
enclosure refers to the parenthetical material surrounded by the rest of the sentence. Zoellner
argues that while the sentence is suspended in this manner, the reader perceives the parenthetical
material in a special way: with the sentence proper and the peripheral material juxtaposed, the
reader encounters two time periods simultaneously. A second look at an earlier passage from
Absalom, Absalom! shows that it contains parts that are suspended as well as parts that are
enclosed:
[Sutpen] had not only public opinion but his own disinclination for the big
wedding to support it without incongruity or paradox. Then (the tears won; Ellen
and the aunt wrote out a hundred invitations—Sutpen brought in one of the wild
negroes who carried them from door to door by hand—and even sent out a dozen
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more personal ones for the dress rehearsal) when they reached the church for the
rehearsal on the night before the wedding . . . (491)
The words “Then” and “when” enclose what Zoellner calls the peripheral, or background, details
of the sentence, allowing the two time periods discussed—the day of the wedding rehearsal and
several days before it—to appear at once. Juxtaposing them “neutralizes the reader’s ingrained
tendency to break up experience into convenient, logically divided parcels, hierarchically
arranged for painless assimilation” (Zoellner 491) and instead encourages the reader to perceive
two images at once.
Other writers continue to experiment with suspension and enclosure, and critics continue
to research it. Over two decades after the publication of Absalom, Absalom!, the poet E. E.
Cummings used suspended and enclosed material, although on a smaller scale. He displays this
in a poem (reproduced here in its entirety) titled “[l(a]”:
l(a
le
af
fa
ll
s)
one
l
iness (673)
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The clause “a leaf falls” lies completely embedded within the word “loneliness,” which blends
two images that otherwise would rarely be placed together, allowing the reader to observe both
thoughts at once.
The literary critic Tara McPherson has kept research on suspension and enclosure alive in
her book Reconstructing Dixie (2003), in which she discusses the images produced by a
lenticular lens. This lens, when overlaying a picture on a flat surface, such as a postcard, creates
a separate image when rotated slightly and perceived from a different angle. By turning the
postcard covered with this lens a few degrees up and then a few degrees back down, the viewer
can see two separate images—but never at the same time (26). McPherson connects this with
race, class, and gender in the postbellum South; in particular, she describes an old postcard that
portrays a classy white woman in a hoopskirt, reminiscent of Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the
Wind, but, when turned at an angle, reveals a black female servant depicted as a “grinning, portly
mammy” (26) that serves as a shocking counterpoint to the other image. This notion of opposite
images—or, in the case with Absalom, Absalom!, past and present—inseparably merging in a
single space sheds light on Faulkner’s preoccupation with not only the connection between past
and present but, more importantly, the role of each in influencing the other. This plays out in the
novel in that the narrators’ views of Sutpen color their imagined histories of him, while at the
same time these imagined histories reinforce their already existing views.

2.4

Conclusion

One would be well advised to read Absalom, Absalom! with patience, persistence, and a
thorough understanding that the sentences in the novel, by their very method of construction,
almost force the reader to consume information on unsteady footing. The wise reader quickly
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learns to begin each periodic sentence with a sense of uncertainty, knowing that he or she may
come across numerous potential main subjects before arriving at the actual main subject. But
rather than being a burden, this unpredictability can excite the reader. The pulsating rhythm that
beats throughout the sentences adds to this excitement, breathing life into the lines and
heightening their intensity, giving the text a sense of urgency and vitality that, by comparison,
the relatively short and stiff lines of Hemingway’s prose lack. Furthermore, the unpredictable
nature of the sentences gives the text an unknowable quality that connects well with the
storyline: just as the reader rarely feels secure in knowing how a given sentence will end, he or
she seldom is able to arrive at any certainty regarding how events in the novel transpire or what
motives the characters have. Such uncertainty works well in a text that many would consider a
mystery novel. Also, the challenge of diligently hacking through the dense and unpredictable
sentences creates for the reader, from the first page to the last, the opportunity to feel satisfied
upon reaching the end of each sentence and “solving” it, so to speak, much like the gratifying
feeling of correctly piecing together a complicated puzzle. The long sentences also allow
Faulkner to capture on the page his enduring interest in the interconnectedness of past and
present; how he further expresses this connection will be covered at great length in Chapter
Three.
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3

SORTING THROUGH THE TANGLED WEB OF PARENTHESES
When a narrative sentence has to have as many as three parentheses
identifying the reference of pronouns, it signifies mere bad writing and
can be justified by no psychological or esthetic principle whatsoever.
- Bernard de Voto45
Too much ornament is a fault in every kind of production.
- David Hume46

Critics over the past eight decades have written extensively on Faulkner’s punctuation in
Absalom, Absalom! Some, including Arthur Scott, have focused on its disuse. In “The
Faulknerian Sentence,” Scott describes the author’s “omission of commas when adjectives are in
a series” as “whimsical” and ridicules what he deems a “cavalier indifference to standard
punctuation” (93). Others have taken issue with what they perceive to be Faulkner’s misuse of
punctuation. In “Witchcraft in Mississippi,” written in response to the recent publication of
Absalom, Absalom!, Bernard de Voto insists that Faulkner’s poorly placed parentheses—those
that awkwardly separate an adjective from the noun it describes, or a noun from the adjectival
clause that modifies it—inevitably confuse readers (200). But the majority of those who
condemn Faulkner’s style of punctuation in the novel find fault with its overuse. Although much
can be written about commas, colons, semi-colons, and dashes in Absalom, Absalom!, this
chapter explores Faulkner’s use of parentheses, with a particular focus on how they enhance in
various and often subtle ways certain themes in the novel.

“Witchcraft in Mississippi,” p. 200. (1936): 198-204. William Faulkner: The Critical Heritage. Ed. John Bassett.
London: Routledge, 1975. Print.
45

“Of Simplicity and Refinement in Writing,” p. 44. Of the Standard of Taste and Other Essays. 1757. Ed. John W.
Lentz. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965. Print.
46
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Any study of the complexity of Absalom, Absalom!, particularly in terms of punctuation,
should acknowledge that the original text was by all accounts decidedly less readable than the
final version. Faulkner’s publisher, Hal Smith, referred to lengthy portions of the novel as
“damned confused” upon reading a draft of the first chapter (Blotner 348); as a result of this and
of other criticism, Faulkner not only “accepted a number of editorial cuts” but also “simplified
punctuation” (371). However, as Robert Hamblin and Charles Peek note in A William Faulkner
Encyclopedia, the novel’s editors at Random House did not have the benefit of decades of
scholarly study that subsequent critics could rely on and thus “may not have completely
understood what Faulkner was trying to do in the novel” (395). They “edited it heavily,
sometimes deleting ten or more lines at a time, altering punctuation, shortening long sentences,
[and] identifying deliberately47 vague pronomial references”—all as a way of “normalizing”
Faulkner’s complicated prose (395). Despite this effort to make the novel more readable, the
published version of Absalom, Absalom! remains far from normal in terms of punctuation: it
contains 635 pairs of parentheses,48 many of which are so expansive that they contain complete
sentences, span from one paragraph to the next, and even include other sets of parentheses
embedded within them.49 Although critics and readers may be tempted to cast this off as mere
neuroticism on Faulkner’s part, a close inspection of how parentheses function in the text reveals
that they contribute significantly to the novel’s central theme of the constructed nature of history
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Deliberately, that is, in the opinion of Hamblin and Peek.

The two principal definitions of parenthesis are “an amplifying or explanatory word, phrase, or sentence inserted
in a passage from which it is usually set off by punctuation” (def. 1) and “the curved marks ‘( )’ used . . . to enclose
a parenthetical expression” (def. 2). Both definitions are used in this chapter and can be differentiated by context.
48

In Requiem for a Nun (1951), Faulkner experiments with double parentheses—“(( ))”—to signify parenthetical
material that contains its own parenthetical material, thereby alerting readers that certain words are two steps
removed from the sentence proper. He offers no such clarity in Absalom, Absalom!
49
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and that, in many cases, they also shed light on the motives of the narrators in terms of how they
represent the tale surrounding Sutpen’s life.

3.1

Memory and the Constructed Nature of the Past

The pressure felt by the novel’s various speakers to pause frequently not only to reflect on the
story they are telling but to alter it—by embellishing events, recreating scenes, guessing people’s
motives, challenging accepted views of Sutpen, and exploring alternatives—underscores the
notion that remembering is a highly subjective endeavor open to interpretation. Faulkner, of
course, is not the first thinker to broach this subject. The ancient Greek philosopher Protagoras, a
leading figure among the Sophists and a notorious skeptic of absolutes, emphatically upheld the
relative nature of truth by claiming that “man is the measure of all things” (qtd. in Guthrie 279).
By this he meant that, at least in terms of personal taste (although skepticism of absolutes
extends to other areas, such as morality and justice), no objective standard exists by which we
can measure reality in any absolute sense or to which we can appeal for verification.50
Consequently, if truth differs from one person to another, then no single, true account of the past
exists, only various and oftentimes contradicting versions.51
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The opposite stance, that objective truths do exist, certainly has its adherents and is strongly upheld in the work of
Plato (Parmenides 130) in accordance with his theory of forms. Thinkers of more recent times, too, have taken issue
with the notion of truth being malleable. In 1984, George Orwell depicts the totalitarian government’s manipulation
of the truth in the phrase, “Who controls the past controls the future; who controls the present controls the past” (204).
A definition of truth may be helpful here. Truth refers to “the property . . . of being in accord with fact or reality”
(def. 2a). Those who hold truth to be relative do not assert that facts are relative—facts, which are by definition true,
certainly exist. It is true, for instance, that two is greater than one. What relativists claim is that facts come to us
filtered through a net of interpretation, and once our interpretation of the facts changes, we arrive at a new truth.
This happens periodically in science and is known as a paradigm shift, as when the newer truth of heliocentrism à la
Copernicus replaced the previously accepted truth of geocentricism. The interpretation of history works in a
remarkably similar way. Northerners and Southerners, for example, look at the same facts regarding the Civil War
yet often arrive at different truths: those from the North see themselves as morally upright for restoring the Union
and ending slavery, whereas many Southerners perceive the South as having defended states’ rights while valiantly
trying to repel an invading military force. (As a Southerner himself with a passion for history and whose ancestors
fought in the Civil War, Faulkner would have been keenly aware of how the victorious North portrayed itself after
the war as heroic and of how the South eventually mired itself in the mythos of the Lost Cause).
51
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Friedrich Nietzsche also held strong opinions on this topic. In his essay “On Truth and
Lie in a Non-Moral Sense” (1873), he rejects the concept of universal truth, claiming it to be
illusory. For him, what people regard as truth comprises merely a “moveable host of metaphors,
metonymies, and anthropomorphisms: in short, a sum of human relations which have been
poetically and rhetorically intensified, transferred, and embellished, and which, after long usage,
seem to a people to be fixed” (23). He adds to this in a later work, On the Genealogy of Morality
(1887), setting forth his thoughts on perspectivism: the idea that no absolute, all-encompassing
viewpoint exists from which we can observe reality. For Nietzsche, considering multiple
perspectives when analyzing concepts is paramount if one wishes to obtain full understanding of
an event (85). Whether or not Faulkner was aware of the thoughts of Protagoras or Nietzsche, the
relativity of truth and certainly the importance of perspectivism play key roles in Absalom,
Absalom!, considering the interplay of competing (and inherently fallible) viewpoints that the
narrators provide concerning Sutpen’s past.52
Debate surrounding the relative nature of truth has persisted into postmodern times, as
many contemporary writers and thinkers continue to explore the constructed nature of history.
Toni Morrison expounds on this in her essay “Memory, Creation, and Writing” (1984) in which
she addresses the inherently subjective nature of memory—and she defines memory as “the
deliberate act of remembering”—by calling it “a form of willed creation” (385).53 In her view,
remembering “is not an effort to find out what really was—that is research”; rather, the “point is
to dwell on the way [a memory] appeared and why it appeared in that particular way” (385). The
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When asked by a student during a class conference at the University of Virginia if any specific narrator in Absalom,
Absalom! has the “right view” or whether it “is more or less a case of thirteen ways of looking at a blackbird with
none of them right” (in reference to the 1954 poem “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird” by Wallace Stevens),
Faulkner responded that “the truth” becomes evident “only when the reader has read these thirteen different ways of
looking at the blackbird” and has added “his own fourteenth” view (Faulkner, “Session Thirty-Three” 273-74).
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Morrison’s novel Beloved (1987) deals extensively with this theme.
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philosopher Richard Rorty similarly identifies the roles of subjectivity and interpretation in
recounting historical events. For Rorty, no particular “reading” of the past is better or more
legitimate than any other. As he puts it, “[t]ruth cannot be out there—cannot exist independently
of the human mind—because sentences cannot so exist, or be out there. The world is out there,
but descriptions of the world are not” (5). Nigel Warburton, another postmodernist philosopher,
supplements Rorty’s position by noting that people who describe past events “are like literary
critics giving an interpretation of a Shakespeare play: there’s no single ‘correct’ way of reading it
that we should all agree on. Different people at different times interpret the text differently”
(169-70).54 And since words for Warburton are merely “tools that we do things with, rather than
symbols that somehow mirror the way the world is,” they only allow us to “cope with the world,
not copy it” (169). By suggesting that memories come to us filtered through a lens colored by our
own biases and shaped by our own interpretations, and that language ultimately fails to embody
objective truths, these thinkers assert the manufactured nature of remembering that so intrigued
Faulkner.
Within the context of the novel, the truths upheld by each of the four main narrators
(Rosa, Mr. Compson, Quentin, and Shreve), and thus their personalized accounts of Sutpen’s
past, differ markedly. Since none of them has full knowledge of all the events that transpired in
Sutpen’s life, each narrator is forced to fill in gaps—and the extent of their imagination as well
as their penchant for exaggeration are staggering. Rosa, for instance, while recalling how at age
fourteen she had heard of Bon but had not yet seen him, nevertheless assures Quentin that this
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This line of thinking closely parallels the tenets of reader-response criticism. Just as the aforementioned thinkers
reject the notion of a single, objective interpretation of history, reader-response critics (unlike formalist critics, who
tend to view a literary work as a finished product that conveys essentially the same meaning to all who read it) take
into account the reader’s personal interaction with a text and hold that the reader actively creates meaning—his or
her own meaning—when reading a text. Accordingly, not only can different readers’ interpretations of the same text
vary, but the same person can re-read a text and interpret it a new way the second time (Tompkins ix-xxvi).
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did not preclude her from being able to recognize him. As she puts it, “even before I saw the
photograph [of him] I could have recognized, nay, described, the very face” (118). The
descriptions she had heard of Bon’s appearance and the accounts she had heard of his
comportment, few as they may have been, apparently were sufficient for her to develop fully her
own mental image of him. For Rosa, purportedly knowing what someone looks like before
having met him or her is not limited to Bon; she also reveals, when talking to Quentin, that this
was the case with Sutpen’s children: “I seemed to know how . . . Judith and Henry would look
before I saw them for the time which I always remember as being the first” (18). Mr. Compson
likewise betrays his subjectivity when discussing the past. Throughout his dialogue with
Quentin, his wording reveals just how unsure he is of what he professes to know. When
describing Bon, he relates to his son “the way he walked and talked and wore his clothes” and
the manner in which he “handed Ellen into the dining room or into the carriage” but then states,
parenthetically, that Bon “(perhaps, probably) kissed her hand” (74).55 Such imprecise wording56
permeates the dialogues of all four narrators and not only calls into question the extent of their
knowledge of events but also underscores the necessary subjectivity involved in remembering
the past.
The narrators who embellish the most are Quentin and Shreve, which makes sense—
being the youngest narrators, they are the ones furthest removed from the actual events of
Sutpen’s life. Hearsay clouds the versions of the story that Quentin has heard from his father as
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Shreve similarly reveals, typically in parenthetical insertions, how little he actually knows about the story he is
telling by contradicting his own version of events: “the gaunt and ragged men . . . talking not about war yet all
curiously enough (or perhaps not curiously at all) facing the South where further on in the darkness the pickets
stood” (280).
The concordances to the novel reveal that the word “apparently” occurs 65 times throughout the text (Polk and
Hart 33-34), “maybe” 237 times (487-91), “perhaps” 148 times (629-31), “probably” 115 times (651-53), and
“possibly” 28 times (644-45).
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well as from Rosa, and when he then presents his version and adds asides of his own, the tale
becomes one step further removed from the actual events. Shreve’s account of events, which
occurs intermittently throughout Chapters Six through Nine, includes further imaginative asides
that add yet another dimension, however fallible, to the myth surrounding Sutpen. These
interpretations by Quentin and Shreve deviate from previous ones not merely because the two of
them have heard incomplete versions of the tale or that they simply are ill-informed, but also
because, for all their supposed interest in the story, they seem to have trouble paying attention.
This is especially the case with Quentin. The third-person narrator in Chapter Three describes
Mr. Compson’s voice as “speaking on while Quentin heard it without listening” (102); the
narrator in Chapter Eight mentions that “[p]erhaps Quentin himself had not been listening when
Mr Compson related [the story] that evening at home” (268); and toward the end of Chapter
Seven, the reader learns that “Quentin did not answer” his roommate’s query because, mired in
thought, he simply “might not have heard” it (177). Quentin also seems to struggle with
understanding the parts that he has heard: after listening to a small portion of Rosa’s version
regarding Sutpen and his brood, for instance, a thoroughly confused Quentin thinks to himself:
“(Only they destroyed him or something or he destroyed them or something)” (5). As a result,
Quentin is forced to rely heavily on imagination when constructing the tale of Sutpen’s life,
creating “out of the rag-tag and bob-ends of old tales and talking . . . people who perhaps never
had existed at all anywhere” (243).57 Faulkner implies here that this manner of remembering
guides, to a large extent, how history writ large is perceived.
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The imagined reality of the past is of such importance for these narrators that what could have transpired has just
as much significance—if not more—as what actually did transpire. As Rosa puts it, “there is a might-have-been that
is more true than truth” (115).
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Some critics have argued that the difficulty facing the reader in terms of grasping the
complicated style of Absalom, Absalom! replicates the struggle of the narrators to represent the
past accurately. Harry Antrim was one of the first to espouse this stance. In his estimation, the
“syntactical ambiguities and delayed modifications” throughout the text keep “the subject of a
passage . . . in a state of flux,” underscoring the “problem of re-creating the past” (123). Melvin
Backman likewise believes that the “method of narration apparently mirrors not only the
difficulty in getting at truth but [also] the struggle to face truth” (59). J. Paul Hurh makes a
similar point. His study of the nexus of grammar and meaning in the novel has led him to view
the complex style of Absalom, Absalom! as a way for Faulkner to highlight the uncertainty
regarding the narrators’ understanding of the past. Hurh maintains that the narrative structure
consists of various attempts to tell the tale of Sutpen that continually strive to one-up each other
“by negating and amending the story immediately prior” (Hurh 23). This bears the same pattern
of a tactic in formal logic known as dirimens copulatio: not a, but b; not b, but c; not c, but d,
and so on, so that each version surpasses the one immediately preceding it, ideally edging closer
toward the truth (assuming an absolute truth exists) with each step.58 Presenting the tale in this
format makes that which is negated more prevalent and powerful than that which is affirmed, as
in many cases an affirmation is immediately surpassed in favor of a newer and purportedly truer
version.59 Characters can even negate their own versions of the story, as Rosa so often does.60
In this sense, the plot focuses not so much on what is true as on what is not true. This
remains constant throughout the text both on a small scale, as individual characters amend their
own versions of the tale, as well as on a large scale, as Rosa’s version is, in part, refuted by that

.

As when Rosa tells Quentin: “and not only not shoes and clothing but not even any need for them, and not only no
land nor any way to make food, but no need for the food since we have learned to live without that too” (279).
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See pages 81-82 of this chapter.
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of Mr. Compson, which in turn is augmented by the version presented by Quentin and then by
Shreve. Thus “Faulkner’s own elaborate phraseology and seemingly endless strings of modifying
clauses can . . . be seen as instances of narrative ‘fumbling’” (Hurh 23) such that the writing
mirrors the nature of the conflicting accounts of Sutpen told by the narrators as they create their
own competing versions of the truth about him. This notion of the novel’s syntax replicating the
struggle of the characters to represent the past is compelling, and quite a few critics have
attempted to analyze it; what they have failed to elaborate on, though, is how parentheses
facilitate this replication.
The struggle with interpreting the past that permeates Absalom, Absalom! is particularly
evident in certain key passages. Chapter Two establishes Sutpen’s reputation in and around
Jefferson, Mississippi, as built primarily upon hearsay, indicating that accounts of his personal
history are so infused with opinion and bias as to be patently unreliable:
So the legend of [his slaves] came gradually back to town, brought by the men
who would ride out to watch what was going on, who began to tell how Sutpen
would take stand beside a game trail with the pistols and send the negroes in to
drive the swamp like a pack of hounds; it was they who told how during that first
summer and fall the negroes did not even have (or did not use) blankets to sleep
in, even before the coon-hunter Akers claimed to have walked one of them out of
the absolute mud like a sleeping alligator and screamed just in time. (27)
Although speaking from an omniscient third-person perspective here, the narrator presents this
information as if gleaned, over time, from the collective perception of the townsfolk. Wording
such as “legend,” “came gradually back to town,” “claimed to have,” and especially the
uncertainty conveyed in the parenthesis “(or did not use)” (27) implies that personal accounts of
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Sutpen’s life and activities are at best doubtful, if not outright fabricated. In a subsequent
passage, the narrator relates not that the town knew Sutpen after having observed him for two
years, but merely that after this amount of time the town “believed that it knew him” (31).
Examples such as these abound in the novel, but the main concern of this chapter is how
parentheses enhance and develop the overriding theme of the subjective nature of recounting
history, allowing Faulkner to stress not only that remembering is shaped by opinion but that
history itself continuously undergoes revision so that, by being in constant contact with the
present, history remains in a state of continuous flux.

3.2

How Parentheses Function in the Novel

A principal function of parentheses in Absalom, Absalom! is to provide space for characters to
clarify themselves when discussing past events. This persistent need for clarification stresses the
malleability of the past and lends the dialogue an impromptu feel, suggesting a loose, almost
haphazard construction of the tale. By appearing within parentheses, these clarifications seem
detached from the story, as if they are spontaneous addendums improvised by the speaker who
now, years later, wishes to “spin” the tale a particular way. One of the most frequent examples of
clarification involves renaming a pronomial antecedent for the sake of clarity. In the following
passage from her dramatic monologue to Quentin, which comprises the bulk of Chapter Five,
Rosa renames the antecedent of the possessive pronoun “her” (126) so that Quentin does not
mistakenly connect it with Judith: “Clytie who in the very pigmentation of her flesh represented
that debacle which had brought Judith and me to what we were and which had made of her
(Clytie) that which she declined to be . . .” (126).61 This passage easily could be rewritten to
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Nearly the entire chapter appears in italics.
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render the personal pronoun unnecessary: simply “Clytie” would suffice, rather than “her
(Clytie)” (126). By keeping it the way it is, Faulkner highlights the confusing nature of the story,
as the speaker here must pause, even if just momentarily, to clarify her own words. More
importantly, such editorializing gives the text a sense of immediacy that conveys the feeling that
the tale is being improvised and that, without constant clarification herself, Rosa may
unintentionally lead Quentin to develop an interpretation of the story that contrasts with her
own.62 In this case, she makes a point to ensure that Quentin does not confuse Judith, the white
daughter of Sutpen (and Rosa’s niece, whom Rosa loves dearly), with Clytie, his half-black slave
(and illegitimate daughter), whom Rosa resents and whom she has even struck with a clenched
fist. Instances like these, though subtle and easy to miss, show the reader that Rosa seeks to
impart on Quentin not truth per se but her truth.
Parentheses also serve a more practical purpose. They sometimes help Faulkner
differentiate between separate voices—often of the same character—that otherwise would be
indistinguishably enmeshed and far too difficult for the reader to tell apart. In the novel’s
opening pages, parentheses facilitate Quentin’s internal dialogue in which he speaks of himself
in the third person, with “two separate Quentins . . . talking to one another” (4-5) and the persona
behind the second voice, ostensibly an older version of his current self, commenting on and even
correcting the thoughts of the first. Quentin thinks to himself:
It seems that this demon—his name was Sutpen—(Colonel Sutpen)—Colonel
Sutpen. Who came out of nowhere and without warning upon the land with a band
of strange niggers and built a plantation—(Tore violently a plantation, Miss Rosa
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Clarity is especially important to Rosa as she believes that Quentin one day will write and publish his account of
the story. Knowing that he is “going away to attend the college at Harvard,” she assumes that he may “enter the
literary profession [and] remember this and write about it” and eventually even “submit it to the magazines”
(Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! 5).
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Coldfield says)—tore violently. And married her sister Ellen and begot a son and
a daughter which—(Without gentleness begot, Miss Rosa Coldfield says)—
without gentleness. Which should have been the jewels of his pride and the shield
and comfort of his old age, only—(Only they destroyed him or something or he
destroyed them or something. And died)—and died. Without regret, Miss Rosa
Coldfield says—(Save by her) Yes, save by her. (And by Quentin Compson) Yes.
And by Quentin Compson. (5)
On one level, the parentheses here merely separate two distinct internal voices as Quentin mulls
over the importance of the tale: the current Quentin “preparing for Harvard” (4) and a later
version of himself who is more mature yet whom the third-person narrator nonetheless describes
as “still too young to deserve yet to be a ghost” (4).63 But this passage also illustrates the extent
to which Rosa’s editorializing has influenced Quentin. He not only seems to have accepted and
internalized her version of Sutpen’s past (which conflicts considerably with his father’s version),
but he also appears to police himself so that his thoughts on the matter, at least in this example,
comport with the details of her version. Early in the first chapter, Faulkner has already revealed
Quentin’s growing anxiety over wondering which version of the story to accept: that of Rosa or
that of his father.
This difference between the two versions of the story is critical in terms of understanding
the characters’ motives because an important distinction exists between Rosa and Mr. Compson
here. Rosa, driven by “forty-three years of hate” for Sutpen (279), vengefully strives to malign
Sutpen’s reputation every chance she gets and dismantle the mythical aura that still surrounds
him. In fact, her monologue in Chapter Five is essentially an extended complaint meant to indict
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This persona is perhaps only a year or so older than the current one, since Quentin (as relayed in The Sound and
the Fury) commits suicide while still a student at Harvard.
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Sutpen as well as to justify her enduring indignation toward him.64 Mr. Compson has quite a
different motive. Rather than present Sutpen as contemptible and deserving of scorn, he praises
Sutpen’s merits and portays him as noble, or at least undeserving of Rosa’s harsh sentiment. Mr.
Compson apparently wishes not so much to perpetuate the heroic legend surrounding Sutpen—
his nihilistic worldview precludes such a vested interest in the matter—but, more likely, simply
to offset Rosa’s negative commentary as a way to balance out the story for his son. Knowing that
Rosa has just spoken with Quentin about Sutpen, and likely assuming that Rosa has bitterly
slandered Sutpen, which she has, Mr. Compson aims to counter her spin. Parentheses provide a
place for him to do this. When he describes Sutpen as “the ogre of [Rosa’s] childhood” when
talking to Quentin, he immediately adds, parenthetically, that “(he brought home with him a
citation for valor in [General Robert E.] Lee’s own hand)” (153), and when discussing the
interment of Sutpen’s wife, Ellen, after she succumbed to yellow fever, he is quick to note that
she was buried “beneath the thousand pounds of marble monument which Sutpen (Colonel
Sutpen now, since Sartoris had been deposed at the annual election of regimental officers the
year before) brought . . . from Charleston” (100). Parentheses within the dialogues of Rosa and
Mr. Compson thus provide a space for the speaker to add to a recollection while in the middle of
telling it and turn the story in a desired direction. This underscores the subjectivity and bias
involved in remembering past events and shows that the past, far from being static, actually is
quite dynamic and even dependent upon the present.

Her indignation stems from the “bald outrageous words” of his crass marriage proposal, which were spoken
“exactly as if he were consulting with [Wash] Jones or some other man about a bitch dog or a cow or mare”
(Faulkner Absalom, Absalom! 136). Sutpen suggested that they first conceive a child and then postpone the wedding
for nine months. If the child were a boy (who would carry on the Sutpen surname and thus perpetuate the dynasty),
he would agree to go through with the marriage; if it were a girl, he would call it off.
64
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Material within parentheses can also reveal much about the speaker’s psyche. In many
cases, Mr. Compson’s dialogue contains sexual imagery that he relegates to parentheses and then
cloaks with metaphors, perhaps to uphold an air of decorum and good taste. (After all, he is
speaking to his son.) A striking example of this occurs when he pauses to tell Quentin an
anecdote, saturated in his characteristic nihilism, regarding marriage. The following parenthesis
is embedded within the casual statement of how it was Sutpen, not Mr. Coldfield, who preferred
to have a large wedding:
Of the two men (I don’t speak of Ellen, of course: in fact, you will notice that
most divorces occur with women who were married by tobacco-chewing j.p.’s in
country courthouses or by ministers waked after midnight, with their suspenders
showing beneath their coattails and no collar on and a wife or spinster sister in
curl papers for witness. So is it too much to believe that these women come to
long for divorce from a sense not of incompleteness but of actual frustration and
betrayal? that regardless of the breathing evidence of children and all else, they
still have in their minds even yet the image of themselves walking to music and
turning heads, in all the symbolical trappings and circumstances of ceremonial
surrender of that which they no longer possess? and why not, since to them the
actual and authentic surrender can only be (and have been) a ceremony like the
breaking of a banknote to buy a ticket for the train)—of the two men, it was
Sutpen who . . . desired the big wedding, the full church and all the ritual. (37-38)
Mr. Compson implies here that even though Ellen cried during the ceremony, her sadness was
not on account of the wedding being sparsely attended. In his opinion, women who grow to be
most dissatisfied with marriage are those who had no wedding ceremonies at all—no ritual—and
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these women eventually “long for divorce” (37) out of regret for having never been able to
participate in the ceremony in which they could turn heads while walking up the aisle to music.
Mr. Compson, in his characteristic nihilism, then mocks this ritual by noting that a wedding is
little more than the “ceremonial surrender of that which” the bride, after consummating the
marriage on the wedding night, will “no longer possess” (37): ostensibly, her virginity. He even
goes so far as to crudely liken the rupture of the virgin bride’s hymen to the “breaking of a
banknote” (37), suggesting that a wedding culminates in a type of bodily ownership in which the
husband comes to possess his wife as if in a monetary transaction. These comments, though, are
buried within a lengthy parenthesis—one that even includes its own parenthesis embedded
within it—and hidden behind metaphors. Unpacking these metaphors within the parenthesis
allows the reader to see that Mr. Compson, despite his seemingly detached and carefree attitude,
is actually quite philosophical and even somewhat radical (for the time) in his social views. A
close reading of the material within parentheses in his dialogue thus allows the reader to see him
in a new light.
Another way that relegating thoughts to parentheses facilitates editorializing is by
providing the narrator a venue for augmenting words to which he or she desires the listener to
pay special attention. In the first chapter, the omniscient third-person narrator presents Quentin’s
thoughts on the sound of Rosa’s voice as she begins to tell him her version of Sutpen’s life: “And
maybe it (the voice, the talking, the incredulous and unbearable amazement) had even been a cry
aloud once, Quentin thought, long ago when she was a girl . . .” (9). Adding within parentheses
this string of appositives, which become progressively more melodramatic, allows Quentin to
expand upon the single and somewhat dull pronoun “it,” lending more depth and complexity to
an otherwise basic word, as if to assure himself that this tale is more meaningful and sensational
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than it might otherwise appear—and therefore worth listening to. In a similar example, also from
the first chapter, the narrator once again pauses after a word—“mused” (8), in this case—to
intensify it:
Meanwhile, as though in inverse ratio to the vanishing voice, the invoked ghost of
the man whom she could neither forgive nor revenge herself upon began to
assume a quality almost of solidity, permanence. Itself circumambient and
enclosed by its effluvium of hell, its aura of unregeneration, it mused (mused,
thought, seemed to possess sentience as if, though dispossessed of the peace—
who was impervious anyhow to fatigue—which she declined to give it, it was still
irrevocably outside the scope of her hurt or harm) with that quality peaceful and
now harmless and not even very attentive—the ogre-shape which, as Miss
Coldfield’s voice went on, resolved out of itself before Quentin’s eyes the two
half-ogre children, the three of them forming a shadowy background for the
fourth one. (8)
The subject of the verb “mused” is Sutpen’s “invoked ghost” (8), which takes shape and appears
before Quentin as he listens to Rosa’s description of Sutpen. The image of Sutpen comes to life
for Quentin and even spawns Bon, Henry, and Judith, not merely growing in size but
perpetuating its existence in the form of its children. The wording within parentheses here raises
the intensity of the passage and gives the story the necessary push to keep Quentin—and perhaps
also the reader—sufficiently intrigued to continue asking questions in an effort to learn more.
An interesting exercise for the curious reader would be to contemplate the meaning of a
passage should its parenthetical material be excised. Faulkner’s original manuscript contains
passages like the one above whose parentheses were added only in a later draft. In Faulkner’s
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Revision of Absalom, Absalom!, a meticulous collation of the manuscript with the published text,
Gerald Langford reveals the emendations made to the original by juxtaposing corresponding
segments from the two versions. In the original version, the passage above contained no
parenthesis:
Meanwhile, as time passed and as though in inverse ratio to the vanishing of the
voice, the invoked ghost of the brother-in-law with whom at one time she herself
had been engaged to marry began to assume a quality almost of permanence,
solidity. Itself circumambient and in turn enclosed by the effluvium of hell, the
aura of unregeneration, it mused with that quality peaceful and now harmless,
even inattentive—the ogre shape which, as the voice went on, began to resolve
out of itself the two half-ogre children, the three of them forming a shadowy
background for the fourth one. (qtd. in Langford 47)
The difference between this and the published version is striking. This original version lacks the
extra level of intensity and passion that appears in the second: the ability of the narrative voice to
delve deeper, to obsess over the word “mused” (8), to add to it and push the thought to its very
limits.
Editorializing within parentheses also occurs when a character pauses to add emphasis to
an immediately preceding word or idea. The parenthetical material in the following sentence,
spoken by Rosa in her chapter-long confession to Quentin, allows her to call attention to certain
words that she feels support her case against Sutpen. She relates that, upon returning from battle
after the conclusion of the Civil War, he “looked about and realised that he was old (he was
fifty-nine) and was concerned (not afraid: concerned) not that old age might have left him
impotent to do what he intended to do, but that he might not have time to do it in before he would
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have to die” (129).65 Although comprising only three words, the second parenthesis, “(not afraid:
concerned)” (129), aids Rosa immensely. By emphasizing that it was merely concern and not
fear that drove Sutpen to appraise his situation, Rosa consciously refrains from humanizing him.
Presenting him as fearful would pose the risk of arousing pity and even sorrow in Quentin, who
very well could lapse into viewing Sutpen as a flawed and thus relatable man deserving of
sympathy. Rosa would most adamantly oppose this. By tampering with the tale the way she does,
she is careful to craft Sutpen into the wretched character that she wants Quentin to think of him
as. This places Rosa in the position not only of a reporter who editorializes events, which
certainly is the case for her, but also of a storyteller—one who takes advantage of creative
license to produce fiction, or, perhaps more accurately in her case, creative non-fiction.
Aside from providing a forum for supplemental information that clarifies, augments, or
emphasizes certain words, parentheses also facilitate the inclusion of re-evaluative material so
that a speaker can abruptly amend part of a statement that does not conform to the version he or
she wishes to present. All of the narrators pause within dialogue, often with great frequency, to
question their diction. One such pause occurs when Shreve discusses an imagined confrontation
that may have transpired between Bon and his mother’s lawyer: the lawyer draws a handgun on
Bon only to have it violently wrenched from his fingers. Upon recounting this, Shreve tells
Quentin: “And then, pistol (derringer, horse pistol, revolver, whatever it was) and all, he would
be crouched back against the wall . . .” (270). Shreve not only questions his own word choice66

Leaving him “impotent” can be taken literally here, as “what he intended to do” (219) was to bear another son to
replace Henry, his only other viable heir, who by this point has absconded.
65

.
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At times, parentheses facilitate a narrator in calling into question not the choice of a word but the veracity of the
statement. In the words of Shreve: “Bayard attenuated forty miles (it was forty miles, wasn’t it?) . . . out of the
wilderness proud honor semestrial regurgitant” (288). “Bayard” is an ironic term Shreve uses to mock what seems to
him an overblown sense of Southern gentility: he refers to male and female Southerners as Bayards and Guineveres
(142), sarcastically suggesting royalty.
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here but even provides alternatives, extemporaneously altering details and thus tacitly admitting
his unfamiliarity with the story.67 Quentin does this quite often, too. While speaking to Shreve
about the Sutpen family’s journey from the mountains of West Virginia to the Tidewater region
along the coast, he considers—and then immediately rejects—the word “period” (270), in this
case before even saying it aloud. He relays that they were “not progressing in time but
descending perpendicularly through temperature and climate—a (you couldn’t call it a period
because as [Sutpen] remembered it or as he told Grandfather he did, it didn’t have either a
definite beginning or a definite ending. Maybe attenuation is better)—an attenuation . . .” (182).
Instances like these, which are fairly common within the dialogues of Quentin and Shreve, give
the story a plasticity; the teller of the tale, several generations after the events have occurred, has
such control over history that, paradoxically, the present seems to shape the past.68
The character most given to re-evaluative pauses is, by far, Rosa. She constantly halts to
revise what she has just told Quentin, concerned perhaps that her wording is not quite sharp
enough to suit her purpose of defaming Sutpen, and not quite persuasive enough to bring Quentin
over to her side. When discussing how she ascended the stairs as a young woman in Supten’s
house to view the corpse of Bon but was temporarily impeded by Clytie’s protestations, she tells
Quentin that she recognized traces of Sutpen in Clytie’s countenance and reveals how, in a fit of
rage, she hurled herself “into that inscrutable coffee-colored face, that cold implacable mindless

Shreve’s persistent prodding and questioning seem to be designed to draw a confession out of Quentin as to why
he hates the South. It is noteworthy that the verb shrive, which closely resembles Shreve, means “to administer the
sacrament of reconciliation” (def. 2a) and, in an archaic definition, “to confess one’s sins” (def. 2b). In this sense,
Quentin is shriven by Shreve. This notion of confession brings to mind the haunting last words of the novel:
Quentin’s affirmation about his relationship with the South: “I dont hate it! I dont hate it!” (303).
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In “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” T. S. Eliot notes that what one discovers after an event has occurred can
influence how one interprets the initial event. As he puts it, the past can be “altered by the present as much as the
present is directed by the past” (40), so that reading Joyce’s Ulysses, for example, can alter one’s understanding of
Homer’s Odyssey. This idea plays an integral role in Absalom, Absalom!, as Rosa’s descriptions of Sutpen before
they knew each other—and before his uncouth marriage proposal to her—are animated by her current contempt
toward him in light of that very proposal.
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(no, not mindless: anything but mindless: his own clairvoyant will tempered to amoral evil’s
undeviating absolute by the black willing blood with which he had crossed it) replica of his own
which he had created and decreed to preside upon his absence” (110). Rather than refer to Clytie
as merely a “mindless . . . replica” (110) and thereby ascribing to her no agency, Rosa reverses
her own wording in mid-sentence, opting instead to assure Quentin that Clytie in fact does have a
mind: Sutpen’s mind. Clytie bears “his own clairvoyant will” that, in her case, is hardened even
further by the “black . . . blood” (110) of her mother, one of Sutpen’s slaves.
Many times during a re-evaluative pause Rosa will actually pose a question signifying
doubt concerning her word choice. In the following example regarding Sutpen after the Civil
War in his tireless endeavor to restore what is left of his plantation, Rosa pauses to re-word what
she has just said, as if now, boiling with over forty years of rancor toward him, she feels
prompted to add even more anger to her memories to suit them to her current mind state:
Oh yes, I watched him, watched his old man’s solitary fury fighting now not with
the stubborn yet slowly tractable earth as it had done before, but now against the
ponderable weight of the changed new time itself . . . and this for the same
spurious delusion of reward which had failed (failed? betrayed: and would this
time destroy) him . . . (130-31)
Instead of simply noting that his “spurious delusion of reward” (131)—that is, his hope of
bearing a male heir to perpetuate his dynasty—has failed him, Rosa halts her thought in midsentence and adjusts her wording to give agency to his hope, making it seem as if it had a mind
of its own and did not merely fail to materialize but, realizing how unnatural it (the hope) was,
self-consciously rejected Sutpen and eventually destroyed him. In effect, Rosa is committing the
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dirimens copulatio tactic with herself here, outdoing her current version of the story of Sutpen
while telling it to Quentin.
The commentary thus far in this chapter has proceeded under the assumption that
parentheses in Absalom, Absalom!, at least those within dialogue, are spoken aloud and thus
meant for an interlocutor. However, the possibility that parentheses are unspoken should not be
overlooked. While it is true that, in some passages, the speaker does directly address his or her
listener while using parentheses—Rosa, for example, tells Quentin “It took me just three months.
(Do you mind how I dont say he, but I?) Yes, I, just three months . . .” (127)—in other passages
such a direct address is not at all clear. The following segment of dialogue from Chapter One,
with Rosa addressing Quentin, presents this possibility:
I was not even to go out [to Sutpen’s Hundred] save when papa or my aunt was
with me and . . . I was not to play with Henry and Judith at all except in the house
(and not because I was four years younger than Judith and six years younger than
Henry: wasn’t it to me that Ellen turned before she died and said ‘Protect them’?)
(14).
The likelihood that Quentin would somehow know what Rosa heard from her sister during a
personal conversation forty-six years earlier is certainly minimal, especially as this occurs at the
very beginning of Rosa’s meeting with Quentin, long before her thirty-three-page-long
monologue in which she divulges much more information to him. This raises two possibilities.
One is that some parentheses are rhetorical questions spoken aloud but with no intention on the
speaker’s part of ever being answered.69 The other possibility, and one that is of far more interest

Rosa poses many such questions in her dialogue with Quentin; for example, “I was not spying, though you will say
I was. And even if it was spying, it was not jealousy, because I did not love him. (How could I have, when I had
never seen him?)” (110).
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to those who wish to delve into the speaker’s psyche, is that these questions are not part of
dialogue at all but rather internal asides meant only for the reader, similar to a soliloquy in drama
that presents the thoughts of the speaker directly to the audience.
Speculating about to whether Faulkner intended a particular parenthetical aside to be
spoken or unspoken is of course fruitless, as one can never know his intentions with any
certitude. But the fact that a reader could interpret a parenthesis as a soliloquy opens the
intriguing possibility that the reader can develop a new perspective of a character by seeing the
thoughts that the character appears to be holding back from the conversation. If words set off by
parentheses do indeed represent “unspoken imaginings,” as Fred Randel puts it, they can provide
insight into the character’s personality or current mind state by “portray[ing] hidden layers of
intensity that dwell beneath speech and action” (74), allowing us to read the character differently
and perceive him or her in a new light.
An example of reading a character differently depending on whether his or her
parenthesis is spoken or unspoken occurs in Chapter Eight during one of Shreve’s dialogues. He
tells his version of the story to Quentin, focusing on a letter that the lawyer of Sutpen’s ex-wife,
Eulalia, may have written with the intention of delivering it to Sutpen but which ended up in
Henry’s possession:
and one day Henry showed it to [Bon] and there was no gentle spreading glow
but a flash, a glare (who not only had no visible father but had found himself70 to
be, even in infancy, enclosed by an unsleeping cabal bent apparently on teaching
him that he had never had, that his mother had emerged from a sojourn in limbo,
from that state of blessed amnesia in which the weak senses can take refuge from
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Charles Bon.
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the godless dark forces and powers which weak human flesh cannot stand, to
wake pregnant, shrieking and screaming and thrashing, not against the ruthless
agony of labor but in protest against the outrage of her swelling loins; that he had
been fathered on her not through that natural process but had been blotted onto
and out of her body by the old infernal immortal male principle of all unbridled
terror and darkness) in which he stood looking at the innocent face of [Henry]
almost ten years his junior . . . (251)
If the parenthesis here remains unspoken, the reader receives significantly more information than
does Quentin, Shreve’s interlocutor. The truncated version that Quentin potentially hears—“and
one day Henry showed it to [Bon] and there was no gentle spreading glow but a flash, a glare . . .
in which he stood looking at the innocent face of [Henry] almost ten years his junior” (251)—
very well may urge to him to continue thinking of Shreve as a detached, unbiased, and relatively
uninformed observer (Shreve has received the information of the story third-hand) with no stake
in the accuracy of the events being relayed.
But the reader, having read the parenthesis, may think otherwise. The parenthetical
wording reveals, first of all, that Shreve’s leanings are heavily biased against Sutpen: he refers to
him metaphorically as embodying or at least being synonymous with “dark godless forces” that
take advantage of the “weak human flesh” (251), presumably that of Eulalia, Bon’s mother.
Furthermore, the reader likely now thinks of Shreve as more complex than the one-dimensional
character that Quentin sees: Shreve is both more mature and darker in his tone than might
otherwise be assumed, as revealed in his ominous description of Bon’s birth as an act of being
“fathered on [Eulalia] not through that natural process” but by being “blotted onto and out of her
body by the old infernal immortal male principle of all unbridled terror and darkness” (251)—not
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the typical parlance of an immature college freshman. If the reader assumes that Shreve
purposely hides this dark tone from Quentin by relegating such thoughts to unspoken
parenthetical asides, he or she may view Shreve as a much more duplicitous character who is not
to be trusted.

3.3

Conclusion

Although they may be easily overlooked as insignificant elements of Faulkner’s prose or, at the
other extreme, as unnecessary monstrosities born of his tendency toward prolixity, parentheses
serve as important rhetorical devices in Absalom, Absalom! Faulkner uses them adeptly to stress
that the tellers of Sutpen’s story actively create the tale, and that, in a larger sense, the past is not
only by its very nature constructed but also essentially recreated upon each telling. This need to
recreate the past highlights the weakness of memory and underscores the idea that objective truth
is neither easily discoverable nor easily remembered. Faulkner’s various uses of parentheses
allow him to probe the uneasiness surrounding the relativist notion that no single, correct way of
viewing the past exists. Having the narrators frequently second-guess their own diction also
destabilizes the text, alerting the reader to the unreliability of the narrators and, similar to the
function of syntactic tension, keeping the text dynamic by placing the reader on uncertain,
ambiguous ground. As will be shown in the next chapter, such anxiety over which truths should
or should not be accepted highly intrigued Faulkner, a Southerner writing during the period of
the Lost Cause when the Northern view of American history ruthlessly predominated.
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4 OTHER FUNCTIONS OF “FAULKNERESE”
Whoever the speaker [of Absalom, Absalom!], the long sentences
bristle with qualifications and alternatives beneath which the syntax
is almost lost. And what is true of the sentences is true also of the
paragraph, of the chapter, indeed of the total structure.
- Olga W. Vickery71
[Faulkner] refuses to herd his prose through the familiar hoops of
syntax and sequence—of grammatically well-bred sentences—that
we recognize as the building blocks of novels.
- Philip Weinstein72

Theories abound regarding the purpose of Faulkner’s complex writing. Critics who have
investigated Faulkner’s style tend to fall into two neatly opposed camps: those who discount his
prose as a mere gimmick and those who find in it varying degrees of profundity. Critics in the
first camp argue that Faulkner favors a complicated style to mask a lack of substance in his
writing. In an unflattering review of Absalom, Absalom!, Clifton Fadiman declares the novel to
be “tricked up in fancy language and given a specious depth by the expert manipulation of a
series of eccentric technical tricks” (62). Robert Nichols makes a similar snipe. He argues that
“all the grandeur of Faulkner’s style—his Mississippi baroque—all his grotesqueries and
posturing, all his high-flown bombast, are attempts to wrest from his material a profound
meaning which has persistently eluded him” (36). Martin Green calls Faulkner a “minor talent”
(194) known for “chic experimentalism” (167) and derides his work not merely as “fulsome,”
with its “flashy contraventions of grammar and punctuation and typography,” but even as
“flatulent” (167), connoting a style that is both distasteful as well as inflated (and thus empty). A
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similar denouncement appears in Walter Yust’s review of The Sound and the Fury (although the
points he makes apply to Faulkner’s prose style in general), in which Yust criticizes the
“rhetorical . . . gymnastics” of Faulkner’s “unintelligible typographical contortions” (26). He
offers the following analogy to illustrate his point:
About 300 years ago there lived in Spain a poet whose name was Gongora.73 He
came trailing along in the wake of the Golden Age of letters and lived during a
transition period when the creative spirit had simmered down to fitful, meager
burning; and because he himself had little enough to say, he took to inventing new
ways to say old truths. His obsession became form, and he amused, and no doubt
kidded, himself by experimenting with form. . . . Gongora, you see, endeavored
to hide the weakness of his imagination by overdoing the tricks his fancy could
handle. He was a decadent, a writer who wrote in handsprings74 because that was
the best he could do. (26)
Yust concludes his review by disparaging writers whose styles are akin to that of Faulkner and
dismissing their writing is “tiresome” to modern75 readers, adding that there simply “isn’t time to
worry over them and their literary convictions” (26). To critics such as Fadiman, Nichols, Green,
and Yust, Faulkner exaggerates his style not for legitimate creative or artistic reasons, but merely
to compensate for deficiencies and an apparent superficiality inherent in his literary
craftsmanship.
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4.1

The Essence of Faulkner’s Prose

Faulknerians should take pleasure in noting that not all critics share this stance. Many of those
who have studied Absalom, Absalom! feel that its prose style is indispensable in reflecting the
novel’s thematic content (although much disagreement exists in determining exactly how and to
what extent this is accomplished). One of the most common explanations is that the difficult
prose imitates the complicated plot. Warren Beck, an early proponent of this theory, writes that if
Faulkner’s sentences “sometimes soar and circle, involved and prolonged, if his scenes become
halls of mirrors repeating tableaux in a progressive magnification, if echoes multiply into the
dissonance of infinitive overtones, it is because the meanings his stories unfold are complex,
mysterious, obscure, and incomplete” (208). Beck adds that “the very rhythm of Faulkner’s prose
is nicely adjusted” to this because it “is not emphatic”; rather, it is
a slow prolonged movement, nothing dashing, even at its fullest flood, but surging
with an irresistible momentum. His effects insofar as they depend on prose
rhythms are never staccato; they are cumulative rather than abrupt. Such a prose
rhythm supplements the contributions of full vocabulary and lengthy sentence
toward suspension rather than impact, and consequently toward deep realization
rather than quick surprise. (209)
Beck stresses that the various levels of meaning present in the novel—the truths that the
narrators endeavor to uncover, the themes they address, the ideas they explore—are best suited to
dramatically elongated cumulative sentences that naturally emphasize suspension and deferral of
meaning.
Other critics likewise have asserted that the protracted sentences of Absalom, Absalom!
imitate and thus reinforce elements of the novel’s plot. In “Technique as Discovery,” Mark
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Schorer states that the “involutions of Faulkner’s style are the perfect equivalent of his involved
structures, and the two together are the perfect representation of the moral labyrinths he
explores” (84). The difficult prose style thereby reflects the struggle of attempting to discover
truths regarding Sutpen’s shadowy past. For Irving Howe, the “convolutions of Faulkner’s prose
mirror” not merely the thought processes of these narrators but also, more specifically, their
“reactions . . . to the events they uncover” (226). Arthur Scott believes that the novel’s prose
style tempers the melodrama of the plot, making the story more believable. The “incredible style
of Absalom, Absalom! helps win credence for the incredible story of the Sutpen family,” he
argues, in that “it casts over the savagery of the episodes a kind of romantic haze which dims
their violence” and “soothes the reader’s instinctive disbelief ” (Scott 97). For these critics,
Faulkner’s writing style is well suited to the novel because the intricacy of the long sentences
helps to inform, in various ways, certain elements of the story.
Other theories on the function of “Faulknerese” focus less on plot and more on character.
Edmond Volpe holds that the convoluted prose mimics the elaborate thought processes of the
novel’s narrators such that the “cumulative sentence structure” that pervades the novel “creates
the effect of thought-flow,” of “the mind ranging free, working over a fact, speculating about it,
rejecting one possibility, considering another,” and then “rushing ahead more quickly than words
can be uttered” (190).76 In sections spoken by Miss Rosa, for instance, “the gnarled phrases [and]
the furiously winding sentences and paragraphs . . . evoke an old woman’s wrought up fervor”
(Parker 72). Accordingly, Faulkner has Miss Rosa—“the town’s and county’s” self-proclaimed
“poetess laureate” (Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! 6)—speak in a highly poetic and long-winded
manner to reflect not just what she thinks but also how she thinks. As tempting as this line of

Charles Glicksberg similarly describes the style of narration as “spin[ning] itself endlessly, uncoiling, winding up
again and then unrolling a new insight, a new revelation” (368).
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reasoning is, it suffers a major setback: her narration ends by mid-novel and is replaced
intermittently by that of Mr. Compson, Quentin, Shreve, and an omniscient narrator—yet the
“furiously winding sentences and paragraphs” (Parker 72) indicative of the novel’s style continue
unabated. The prose may indeed mirror the narrators’ thought processes, but Faulkner by no
means tailors the prose to any specific narrator: he applies his difficult style to all of them more
or less evenly.
One enduring theory regarding Faulkner’s writing concerns the paradoxical struggle of
“expressing the inexpressible” (de Voto 200); that is, trying to communicate reality through a
medium—language—that is hampered by inherent limitations. The irony of having to rely on
words to express that which words cannot sufficiently express plays a central role in Faulkner’s
writing aesthetic. As Faulkner puts it,
I can write prose as simple as anybody, but when you’re trying to say . . . that
desires and dreams are in the final scoring incompatible, [you] have to have
between [you] and the reader a kind of veil that forms the mood and the color,
that sets the fact that life is studded with pain, and to seek it is to expand one’s
own agony in a way. . . . To put it all in words is a hell of a hard thing, very hard.
(“Interview” 49)77
Although Faulkner has been accused of “intentional obscurity” (Crawford, Kern, and Needleman
130), his style, according to George O’Donnell, one of Faulkner’s earliest supporters, is
“defensible” on the grounds that “Faulkner is not writing just what can be said in narrative
speech; he is writing all that cannot be said” (194, emphasis added). In other words, the opacity
of Faulkner’s prose—and the frustration it brings upon the reader—helps Faulkner to call

And when words do not exist, Faulkner does not hesitate to invent them: e.g., “notpeople” and “notlanguage”
(Absalom, Absalom! 5).
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attention to an age-old writer’s paradox: as a medium of expression, language necessarily fails to
communicate what a writer wishes to convey, yet it is a writer’s only tool for communication.78
More specifically, normal language restricts a writer too much; to convey his or her thoughts
truly, a writer must move beyond the constraints of typical writing by pushing language to its
limits. Robert Zoellner settles on a similar explanation. He declares that whereas the
“conventional writer would simply add . . . peripheral data by means of secondary sentences
grouped about the primary thematic statement, . . . Faulkner’s aesthetic will permit no such easy
solutions”; Faulkner “feels [that] the conventional paragraph tends to obscure the massive,
monolithic quality of real experience” (489) and is thereby compelled to favor the “monolithic
sentence” that “conveys stylistically the massive quality of actual experience” (490). Ordinary
language, at least for Faulkner, simply will not suffice when the goal is to relate the experiences
of real life in all their untidy complexity.
Philip Weinstein elaborates on this perspective in Simply Faulkner. He agrees with
Zoellner that long and complicated sentences allow Faulkner to express a level of human
experience that is beyond the reach of ordinary language. Weinstein states that if
you believed that words merely betray the experience they pretend to convey, you
would either not write novels at all or at least not write conventional ones. If you
persevered in writing anyway, you would find yourself in an endless struggle with
words themselves, trying to keep them from going “straight up in a thin line,” as
Addie put it.79 Instead, you would labor to trick them into saying life as it actually
happens: as doings that occur speechlessly. . . . This is the central reason for
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Weinstein references Addie Bundren, the central character of As I Lay Dying (1930), who opines that “words are
no good” because they “don’t ever fit what they are trying to say” (171).
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Faulkner’s difficulty. Novels that too easily turn the messiness of life into the
orderliness of words are . . . substituting for the actual complexity of the real
thing: oversimplified, too neat and regulated, their orderliness superficially
pleasing but ultimately weightless. The verbal report they give on nonverbal
reality is inauthentic. (xvi-ii)
According to Weinstein, Faulkner’s prose style is well suited to expressing insights on human
thought and emotion—the aforementioned “desires” and “dreams” and “pain” (Faulkner,
“Interview” 49)—because such matters are too complex and too confusing to be expressed
briefly, neatly, or simply.80
Rosa expresses this sentiment throughout Absalom, Absalom! In her monologue to
Quentin in the fifth chapter, she elaborates ad nauseum on the frustration surrounding her
attempt to express the inexpressible nature of truth:
I will tell you what [Sutpen] did and let you be the judge. (Or try to tell you,
because there are some things for which three words are three too many, and
three thousand words that many words too less, and this is one of them. It can be
told; I could take that many sentences, repeat the bold blank naked and
outrageous words just as he spoke them, and bequeath you only that same aghast
and outraged unbelief I knew when I comprehended what he meant; or take three
thousand sentences and leave you only that Why? Why? and Why? that I have
asked and listened to for almost fifty years.) (134-35).

Of course, not everyone agrees. In a review of Faulkner’s novel Intruder in the Dust (1948), Edmund Wilson
accuses Faulkner of “groping” and believes that “passages that become unintelligible on account of a confusion of
pronouns or that have to be read twice for lack of proper punctuation are not really the results of an effort to express
the hardly inexpressible but the casualties of an indolent taste and a negligent workmanship” (120-21).
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For Rosa, words are either unnecessary or insufficient for allowing her to fully articulate her
disgust toward Sutpen. The frustration that comes with this, born of her dissatisfaction with the
inability of language to convey that which she wishes to communicate, compels her to “go back
and tell” her experience “again as if sheer weight would finally express the ineffable” (Whan
200). If words themselves will not suffice, the last resort is a constant push, a tireless stretching
of language to its limits, and hence the long, complicated sentences that Rosa champions.
Language will always ultimately fail her, but it is the only medium she has for expressing
herself, no matter how inexpressible her thoughts may seem.81
Although Faulkner certainly pushes language to the extreme, he at times hints at the
futility of this and implies that the opposite stance—essentially giving up and not relying on
language at all—is tempting. Rosa, for instance, finds such difficulty communicating with Clytie
(the slave with whom she and Judith live on Sutpen’s property while Sutpen is fighting in the
war) that she admits the pointlessness of even trying to talk to her. She refers to Clytie as having
been
so foreign to me and to all that I was that we might have been not only of different
races (which we were), not only of different sexes (which we were not), but of
different species, speaking no language which the other understood, the very
simple words with which we were forced to adjust our days to one another being
even less inferential of thought or intention than the sounds which a beast and a
bird might make to each other. (123-24)
Rosa (presumably the bird, not the beast) reveals her anxiety surrounding the apparent
uselessness of language and the irony of being forced to rely on it. Elsewhere in the novel she

This can apply to all genres of literature, not just prose. According to the poet Donald Hall, “By its art of saying
the unsayable, poetry produces a response in excess of the discernible stimulus” (3).
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imagines that the driver of Sutpen’s carriage speaks to his team of horses, as well as to that of a
passing carriage, “without words, not needing words” (17), as if the entire medium of language
can somehow be bypassed and replaced with pure understanding.82 Mr. Compson, too, admits
the futility of relying on words to communicate. Referring to the strong bond between Sutpen
and his daughter Judith, he imagines that they are “so much alike that the power, the need, to
communicate by speech atrophies from disuse and, comprehending without need of the medium
of ear or intellect, they no longer understand one another’s words” (96-97).83 Acknowledging the
limits of speech seems to push Faulkner in two different directions at once: first, toward the
embrace of language’s inherent deficiencies, resulting in the almost manic desire to overcome
them by pushing language to its limits and beyond, and second, toward the admission of
language’s futility and impermanence and thus the tempting desire to transcend it completely.84
A connection can be drawn between this notion of language as a lack—an insufficient
medium for performing its designated function of communication—and Charles Bon’s
relationship with Rosa. As Rosa reveals to Quentin, Bon is certainly present in her life and even
becomes for several years the object of her fixation; at the same time, though, he remains
completely absent: she never meets him nor even sees him in person because he always eludes
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This notion of not needing to rely on spoken words is echoed in The Sound and the Fury as Reverend Shegog
preaches the Easter sermon: “the congregation seemed to watch with its own eyes while the voice consumed him,
until he was nothing, and they were nothing and there was not even a voice but instead their hearts were speaking to
one another in chanting measures beyond the need for words” (294).
In “Faulkner’s Levels of Awareness” (1967), Donald Hammond writes that “Faulkner goes beyond the thoughts
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Faulkner even expresses doubt regarding the usefulness of the written word, as it lacks the permanence that it
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Judith bears “here and there a carved letter or even an entire word” that Quentin describes as “momentary” because
it is legible only “in the faint light which the raindrops brought particle by particle into the gloom” (153). Likewise,
the handwritten letter that Bon had penned to Judith during the Civil War, and that is now in Quentin’s possession,
appears “not like something impressed upon the paper by a once-living hand but like a shadow cast upon it which
. . . might fade, vanish, at any instant” (102).
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her. He came to her house on one occasion (before she moved to Sutpen’s Hundred during the
war) when she was a teenager, but she was not home at the time (117); she once found the
imprint of his feet in the soil of Sutpen’s garden (119) but only long after he had departed; and
after his death she saw his grave but never the corpse, the only evidence of his body being the
weight she felt inside his coffin as she helped carry it to the grave plot (122). Rosa refers to Bon
as an “abstraction” (123) and confesses to Quentin, “I never saw him. I never even saw him
dead. I heard an echo”—her imagined hearing of the gunshot that killed him—“but not the shot;
I saw a closed door”—in reference to the room where his corpse was taken—“but did not enter”
(121). For Rosa, Bon paradoxically exists only in his non-existence: her thoughts of him are real
enough, even though he is never physically present. By being simultaneously present and absent,
Bon fittingly embodies the idea of language as a lack, as an abstract entity that exists and is
persistently sought after but ultimately is too elusive to be captured and fully harnessed.
Many critics find merit in the notion that the tortuous sentences of Absalom, Absalom!
either reflect the complexity of his work’s subject matter, reinforce certain characteristics of the
narrators, or help Faulkner try to express the complicated nature of real life. However, this line
of thinking may be too reductive. An overly complicated style may underscore profundity or
work on other levels, but this of course need not be the case: the haikus of Japanese poetry, the
aphorisms in Nietzsche’s Human, All Too Human, and the Psalms of the Old Testament are terse
but nonetheless laden with deep meaning. In fact, a highly exaggerated style can be just as
indicative of caricature as of depth, and can thus lend the text a frivolous and superficial quality
(as many critics have discussed in regard to Absalom, Absalom!).
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4.2

“Faulknerese” and the Sublime

One function of Faulknerese that has escaped critical attention is its link with the sublime.
Popularized by the philosopher of aesthetics Edmund Burke in A Philosophical Inquiry into the
Origins of Our Ideas on the Sublime and Beautiful (1757), the sublime refers to that which
“inspires awe because of elevated quality” or “transcendent excellence” (“Sublime” def. 2b).
According to A. C. Bradley, in “The Sublime,” the “overwhelming greatness of power”
indicative of the sublime evokes the emotions of “[a]stonishment, rapture, awe, [and] even selfabasement” (37) in those who perceive it. This can manifest itself in various ways: the vastness
of a starry night sky in which a religious person may see the workings of the hand of God; the
grandeur of a towering cathedral or pyramid; the magnificence of a Beethoven symphony; the
vista of a majestic natural landscape, such as the Grand Canyon; or the power and violence of a
looming maelstrom.85
The sublime also can be found in literature. Burke notes the “many descriptions in the
poets and orators which owe their sublimity to a richness and profusion of images, in which the
mind” of the reader is “dazzled” (140-41). This feeling of being dazzled—or “bewitched,” as
Richard Marius puts it, in reference to Faulkner’s writing (117)—certainly emanates from the
pages of Absalom, Absalom!,86 not in the least because of its sheer difficulty. Incidentally, Burke
ranks difficulty as a “source of greatness” (139) and provides the example of the effort that went
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The notion of self-abasement in relation to the sublime is one of its core qualities. According to Samuel H. Monk
in The Sublime (1960), we appreciate the sublime because when we experience awe on such a grand scale, such as
the cosmic battle in Heaven among the angels in Milton’s Paradise Lost, or the vast and imposing panorama in
Caspar Friedrich’s painting Wanderer above the Sea of Fog, we feel minor and unimportant in comparison. We
relish this feeling of our own smallness when confronted with the sublime because it provides us a new perspective
on reality in which the minutiae of our daily lives suddenly seem petty and insignificant. This humbling feeling
keeps our pride in check by making our personal accomplishments seem less remarkable, even trivial, prompting us
to be less fixated on our own concerns and, hopefully, more tolerant of the concerns of others. The sublime thus
functions in large part as a moral corrective (1-9).
Even the novel’s title—the doubling of the name of an ancient Biblical king followed by an exclamation point—
is, in its own way, indicative of the sublime.
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into constructing Stonehenge: “When any work seems to have required immense force and
labour to effect it, the idea is grand. Stonehenge, neither for disposition nor ornament, has any
thing admirable; but those huge rude masses of stone, set on end, and piled each on other, turn
the mind on the immense force necessary for such a work” and thereby enhance its “grandeur”
(139). Likewise, the form and content of a literary work, if sufficiently difficult, can bestow a
sense of gravitas upon the work itself and evoke the sublime. The incredible length of Faulkner’s
sentences, the ability of his wording to push language “beyond its proper limits” (Millgate, The
Achievement of William Faulkner 53), and the intensity and difficulty inherent in the syntactic
tension that the lines produce all endow Absalom, Absalom! with a palpably sublime quality not
unlike the “spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings” (441) that William Wordsworth felt
characterized Romantic poetry. Unrestrained by the rules of grammar,87 propped up by
overstatement and hyperbole (and a large dose of melodrama), the “stylized frenzy” (Howe 221)
of the text sweeps up its reader, who is at once both awestruck and confused, and pulls him or
her along as if in the throes of a tempest.
The “linguistic extravagance” of Faulkner’s “flamboyant rhetoric” (Hovde 530) is not the
only element of Absalom, Absalom! reminiscent of the sublime; character portrayals, too,
specifically that of Thomas Sutpen, evoke the sublime. Sutpen’s larger-than-life status makes
him a veritable übermensch: he brawls with (and always soundly trounces) his slaves in grueling,
shirtless, bare-knuckle matches; he is “the biggest single landowner and cotton-planter in the
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Faulkner violates, often quite flagrantly, a majority of the twenty-one rules governing good writing presented by
Strunk and White in The Elements of Style. (In all fairness to Faulkner, it should be acknowledged that the
publication of The Elements of Style postdates his writing career by many decades.) Obvious infractions on
Faulkner’s part include the following: “Do not overwrite” (72); “Use orthodox spelling” (74); “Make sure your
reader knows who is speaking” (76); “Avoid fancy words,” specifically those that are “elaborate” or “pretentious”
(76); and “Be clear” (79). It is also noteworthy that Strunk and White seem to have unwittingly tapped into a
possible justification for Faulkner’s complex prose style when they proffer the following warning: “If the sicklysweet word, the overblown phrase are your natural form of expression, . . . you will have to compensate for it by a
show of vigor, and by writing something as meritorious as the Song of Songs” (72).
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county” (Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! 56); possessed by an indomitable drive, he “[t]ore
violently a plantation” (5) from the wilderness; he single-handedly quelled a slave rebellion as a
young man in Haiti (204); and, in Rosa’s words, he took up “the Herculean task” (127) of
restoring what was left of Sutpen’s Hundred after the Civil War with a “solitary fury” as if
“trying to dam a river with his bare hands and a shingle” (131). The novel presents nearly every
aspect of his life on such a grand scale that one cannot but be humbled when reading about his
exploits.
Burke was not the only thinker (nor the first) to write about the aesthetic implications of
the sublime. The third-century A.D. Roman philosopher Longinus penned a critical study of
poetry titled On the Sublime88 that offers commentary on literary works and practical advice on
how to compose readable, meaningful literature. Longinus defines the sublime in a way similar
to how Burke would later put it, especially in the sense of the power that it conveys, at one point
even likening it to “lightning” (9).89 He takes a measured approach to the sublime, though, and
devotes a considerable portion of the text to questioning the necessity of overly difficult writing.
Longinus warns that “we must . . . look into what appears lofty in sections of poems and
speeches and writings, to see whether it has just an outer image of greatness, with a lot of
random decoration, but which when looked into is found to be puffed up, the kind of thing which
it is better to sense oneself superior to than to wonder at” (41-42). This advice reveals that
authors even twenty-four centuries ago seemed to have been gripped by the tendency toward
overwriting that persists to this day.
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The provenance of this work is actually disputed: scholars skeptical of attributing it to Longinus have variously
credited its authorship to Hermagoras, Elius Teo, Pompey Geminus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, or simply to an
unknown author (“Longinus” pars. 2-3).
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One is reminded of the description of Sutpen as having arrived in Yoknapatawpha County as if out of a
“thunderclap” (Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! 2).
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Longinus also discusses at length the various uses of periphrasis, the “use of a longer
phrasing in place of a possible shorter form of expression” (def. 1a). He feels that “periphrasis
contributes to the sublime” (140) due to its difficulty and intricacy, but, in a display of the typical
restraint of a well-disciplined Roman, he warns of using it excessively, noting that periphrasis
“is a business open to disaster . . . if one does not take it up in moderation” (144). Instances of
periphrasis in “Faulknerese” are nearly impossible to overlook. Absalom, Absalom!, reeling with
what F. C. Reidel perceives as “needlessly involved” (462) sentences, relies on a heavy dose of
periphrasis, or what contemporary critics might instead call “legalese”: a circumlocutory style of
communication (with a decidedly negative connotation) characteristic of legal parlance.90 The
deliberately ambiguous wording common in legalese is designed to mask the true meaning
behind the words and thus enable a lawyer to confuse a jury (rendering them easily persuadable)
or a witness (who might otherwise make a testimony that contradicts the lawyer’s stance). A
somewhat cynical yet probably accurate view of this matter, at least among those not in the legal
profession, is that a lawyer’s task does not center on telling the truth for truth’s sake but rather
for the sake of winning the case. Both the defense attorney and the prosecutor observe identical
evidence in a given trial and hear the same testimonies, but the arguments they present will differ
because each has been assigned his or her conclusion from the outset: innocent or guilty. A
lawyer essentially manipulates evidence to defend a position that has been given to him or her
from the very beginning—and for a fee. A more blatant example of sophistry would be hard to
come by.
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The stereotype of the prevaricating lawyer is perhaps as old as the profession itself. Shakespeare alludes to this in
Hamlet by having the eponymous prince ask Horatio during the graveyard scene: “Why may not that be the skull of
a lawyer? Where be his quiddities now, his quillities, his cases, his tenures, and his tricks?” (5.1 90-92)—with
“quiddities” and “quillities” referring to intentionally confusing wordplay indicative of legal jargon.
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Faulkner’s use of periphrasis in Absalom, Absalom! is ubiquitous, not just on the
syntactic level, but on a larger scale as well, in terms of plot, as the story is told by narrators who
favor a fustian method of revelation (in a way it is a detective story, with crucial details of the
plot not falling into place until the novel’s end) and the events unfold in a dizzyingly non-linear
fashion. The intriguing question surrounding this style of writing is, of course, why Faulkner
would choose to write this way, why he seems to gear his writing toward “evasion of meaning”
(Greene 174) rather than clarity and precision. One answer is that clouding the facts and
presenting the material in an “unpredictably circuitous” (Parker 72) manner may be yet another
way for Faulkner to argue the relative nature of supposed truths. This is reinforced even at the
sentence level, where he
obscures the story action rather than developing it. . . . The diction, the syntax,
seem designed to obfuscate, not communicate. . . . And the long sentences are
difficult to follow, with clauses that proliferate, developing not from the main
subject or verb of the sentence, but growing out of preceding clauses. As a result,
the main thought is often lost in the mass of amplifying or qualifying ideas.
(Volpe 39)
By mimicking the strategy of courtroom lawyers and having his characters narrate in a
convoluted and meandering style, Faulkner highlights the pervasiveness of perspectivism (in the
Nietzschean sense) and suggests that multiple and often even mutually exclusive truths can and
do exist.
Another philosopher who studied the sublime in great detail was Immanuel Kant. In his
“Critique of Aesthetical Judgment” (1790), he holds “boundlessness” as a key element of the
sublime (82), which hearkens back to Longinus’s claim that “greatness is maimed whenever it is
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cramped into too short a space” (211). For Kant, the sublime is not only that which is “absolutely
great” (86) but, more specifically, that which “in comparison . . . everything else is small” (88).
This sense of boundlessness in prose91—the raw power conjured from a series of long, surging
sentences—of course did not appear ex nihilo with Faulkner; this type of writing enjoys a long
tradition evident in many of the foundational documents throughout the Western world. In fact, it
is often the case that the further back in time one looks, the longer the sentences of a given era
tend to be on average.
The Magna Carta (1215),92 for instance, contains many inordinately long sentences, like
the one shown below (with its main subject emboldened and main predicate underlined):
Since, moreover, for God and the amendment of our kingdom and for the better
allaying of the quarrel that has arisen between us and our barons, we have granted
all these concessions, desirous that they should enjoy them in complete and firm
endurance for ever, we give and grant to them the underwritten security, namely,
that the barons choose five-and-twenty barons of the kingdom, whomsoever they
will, who shall be bound with all their might, to observe and hold, and cause to be
observed, the peace and liberties we have granted and confirmed to them by this
our present Charter, so that if we, or our justiciar, or our bailiffs or any one of our
officers, shall in anything beat fault toward any one, or shall have broken any one
of the articles of the peace or of this security, and the offense be notified to four
barons of the foresaid five-and-twenty, the said four barons shall repair to us (or
our justiciar, if we are out of the realm) and, laying the transgression before us,
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In “The Furies of Mississippi,” Graham Greene writes of the “endlessness” (167) of Faulkner’s sentences.
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As its title reveals, the Magna Carta was composed in Latin, not English.
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petition to have that transgression redressed without delay. (qtd. in McKechnie
466-67).
The syntax here conforms with that of the hybrid sentence type mentioned in Chapter One of this
dissertation: it is composed of a mix of the periodic and cumulative structures. In this case, the
reader finds the main subject, “we,” delayed forty-six words from the beginning of the sentence,
and the main predicate, “give and grant to them the underwritten security,” buried 130 words
from the end.93 The power and pomp contained in such an elongated structure sweeps the
meaning up with it and infuses the thought with a pervading sense of importance, so that the
style of the text reinforces the intended grandiosity of the idea contained within it. Simplifying
this passage to a short, easily digestible format, such as bullet points in an office memo, would
diminish it greatly, giving it a rushed feeling, making it seem unimpressive and pedestrian, even
petty, and would almost certainly rob it of the vigor that it contains in its current form.
The grand style evident in the Magna Carta is not merely a product of its time; it could
still be found four centuries after the document was composed. Below, for example, is the second
sentence of the Mayflower Compact (1620):
We whose names are under-written, the loyal subjects of our dread sovereign
Lord, King James, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and Ireland
King, Defender of the Faith, etc.[,] [h]aving undertaken, for the glory of God, and
advancement of the Christian faith, and honor of our King and Country, a voyage
to plant the first colony in the northern parts of Virginia, do by these presents
solemnly and mutually, in the presence of God, and one of another, covenant and
combine our selves together into a civil body politic, for our better ordering and
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The main subject and main predicate appearing together, though, does help maintain clarity.
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preservation and furtherance of the ends aforesaid; and by virtue hereof to enact,
constitute, and frame such just and equal laws, ordinances, acts, constitutions and
offices, from time to time, as shall be thought most meet and convenient for the
general good of the Colony, unto which we promise all due submission and
obedience. (“Mayflower Compact”)
The astute observer will notice not only the deferral lasting sixty-four words between the main
subject and main predicate but also the deferral that exists within the main predicate itself: “do
. . . covenant and combine our selves together into a civil body politic” is separated by the three
slow-moving prepositional phrases—“by these presents solemnly and mutually, in the presence
of God, and of one another”—thereby creating a deferral within a deferral. This extreme drawing
out of the wording lends profundity as well as a rich augustness to the text that connects well
with the sublime; and, once again, this would be all but lost if compressed into a shorter and
more accessible version.
A third example of powerful sentences evoking the sublime occurs in a sample of Puritan
writing by Cotton Mather that characterizes the ornate style indicative of New England writers
from the early eighteenth century.94 Its power to stir the emotion resides, at least in part, in its
overt difficulty—it seems endless (the entire passage below comprises one long sentence), and
the succession of clauses and phrases creates an almost hypnotizing momentum whose sheer
power enthralls the reader:
If such a Renowned Chemist, as Quercetanus, with a whole Tribe of Laborers in
the Fire, since that Learned Man, find it no easy thing to make the common part

This represents a sharp departure from the so-called “plain style” of seventeenth-century New England writers like
William Bradford, known for its straightforwardness, short sentence length, and imagery unadorned by flowery
wording.
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of Mankind believe, that they can take a Plant in its more vigorous Consistence,
and after a due Maceration, Fermentation and Separation, extract the Salt of the
Plant, which, as it were, in a Chaos, invisibly reserves the Form of the whole,
with its vital Principle; and, that keeping the Salt in a Glass Hermetically sealed,
they can, by applying a Soft Fire to the Glass, make the Vegetable rise by little
and little out of its Ashes, to surprise the Spectators with a notable Illustration of
the Resurrection, in the Faith whereof the Jews returning from the Graves of their
Friends, pluck up the Grass from the Earth, using those Words of the Scripture
thereupon, Your Bones shall flourish like an Herb: ’Tis likely, that all the
Observations of such Writers, as the Incomparable Borellus, will find it hard
enough to produce our Belief, that the Essential Salts of Animals may be so
Prepared and Preserved, that an Ingenious Man may have the whole Ark of Noah
in his own Study, and raise the fine Shape of an Animal out of its Ashes at his
Pleasure: And, that by the like Method from the Essential Salts of Human Dust, a
Philosopher may, without any Criminal Necromancy, call up the Shape of any
Dead Ancestor from the Dust whereinto his Body has been Incinerated. (par. 1)
The meaning of this passage is actually quite simple: people find difficulty in believing that
something dead can be revived. However, this idea, certainly to modern readers unused to such
an ornate style, becomes buried beneath the complexity of Mather’s prose. Yet it is this very
difficulty that lends the passage its sublime quality.
Even this cursory glance at some of the antecedents of “Faulknerese” reveals that, by
writing in an “exultant style” (Hovde 541), Faulkner was partaking in a long-established literary
custom that linked wordy and intricate sentences with the boldness and gravitas common to the
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sublime. The purpose of such sentences is to move the reader, to arouse in him or her feelings of
passion, in the same way that a sublime visual image or piece of music moves the person who
beholds it or listens to it.95 But simply moving the reader is not an end in itself; the ultimate goal
in such writing is the imparting of some vital truth that the author feels is important enough to
need to be passed on. Faulkner was very frank about this in regard to his own writing. When
asked during a 1955 question-and-answer session in the Philippines about the perceived
obscurity of his writing style, he stated the following:
I believe that what drives anyone to write is the discovery of some truth that had
been in existence all the time, but he discovered it. It seems so moving to him, so
necessary that it be told to everyone else in such a way that it would move them to
the same extent that it moved him. He is trying to tell that truth in the best way he
can. . . . He will try through methods, through style, because simply he is not
trying to be difficult, to be obscure, he is not trying to be stylish, he is not trying
for method, he is simply trying to tell a truth, that which troubled him so much he
had to tell it in some way that it will seem troubling or true enough or beautiful or
tragic enough to whoever reads it. . . . And that, I think, is the reason for the
obscurity. (“Faulkner in Manila” 204)
According to his own aesthetic, Faulkner writes in a powerful, moving manner to ensure that
what he feels compelled to communicate resonates with readers on a visceral level, shaking them
out of their complacency and allowing them not merely to perceive some raw truth about the
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According to Kant, the sublime differs from the beautiful in its ability to move us; the beautiful, he argues, merely
charms us (“Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime” 47).
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world that he wishes to impart but also to experience that truth in a new way, allowing the reader
to perceive reality differently.96

4.3

Southern Identity

In 1989, when interest in formal aspects of Absalom, Absalom! had begun to wane, Stephen Ross
revived formalist criticism by focusing on an angle that earlier critics had either missed or paid
little attention to: the Southern quality of Faulkner’s prose style. In “Oratorical Voices,” the
fourth chapter of Fiction’s Inexhaustible Voice: Speech and Writing in Faulkner, Ross raises the
possibility that the novel’s long and sinuous sentences have less to do with plot or characters, as
previous critics had assumed, and perhaps nothing at all to do with the sublime, but more to do
with Southern history. He describes the wording throughout the novel as “notoriously oratorical”
(87) and links this quality with the notorious verbosity of Southern political speeches. Many
other critics concur with Ross’s stance. Edmond Volpe stresses the “vocal quality” (40) of the
novel’s prose and notes that Faulkner “makes use of the rhetorical devices of oratory” (40);97
Irving Howe states that the “style of Absalom, Absalom! is the style of oratory” (226); Tom and
Feri McArthur surmise that “[p]ublic oratory . . . helped to shape Faulkner’s style” (49); George
O’Donnell acknowledges that the “elaborate” and “oratorical” quality of Faulkner’s writing is

This is reminiscent of Joseph Conrad’s philosophy on writing as revealed in his preface to The Nigger of the
“Narcissus” (1897). He states that the purpose of literature is to “arrest, for the space of a breath, the hands busy about
the work of the earth, and compel men entranced by the sight of distant goals to glance for a moment at the surrounding
vision of form and color, of sunshine and shadows; to make them pause for a look, for a sigh, for a smile. . . . And
when it is accomplished—behold!—all the truth of life is there: a moment of vision, a sigh, a smile—and the return
to an eternal rest. (8). Similarly, Wallace Stevens holds that the function of a poet, in relation to his readers, is “to
make his imagination theirs,” adding that “he fulfils himself only as he sees his imagination become the light in the
minds of others. His role, in short, is to help people to live their lives” (29).
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“Had Faulkner been a U. S. senator,” Volpe adds, “his speeches would have been squarely in the tradition of
Southern oratory. Some of his sentences sound almost like selected passages from a filibuster. Rather than run the risk
of interruption and lose the floor, he does not pause; he rolls on, using all the rhetorical devices of the speech-maker:
colorful, grandiloquent, and emotive words, repetition, parallel structure, a series of negative clauses preceding a
positive, [and] delayed climax” (39).
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“characteristic of the antebellum South” (194); and Fred Hobson speculates that the reason why
Faulkner “was given to long, flowing sentences and excessive adjectives” is that this style
“stem[s] from the Southern fondness for preaching and political oratory” (465). The speech-like
quality throughout the novel is evident in the dialogue of the main characters—Robert Parker
describes Rosa’s voice as “incantatory, orotund[,] and oratorical with its stump speaker’s
repetitive pattern” (21)—as well as in the prose of the omniscient narrator.
Given the time and place of its composition, Absalom, Absalom! certainly qualifies as a
bona fide product of the Southern Renaissance. Faulkner wrote the novel in Mississippi during
the Great Depression, a time when the South was still reeling over an uncomfortable transition
from a traditional, agrarian way of life to what at the time seemed to many from that region to be
a crass, modern way of life dominated by Northern interests. The roots of this transition stretch
back to Reconstruction in the late 1860s. During the Southern Renaissance, which began in the
1920s, the tragedy of Southern history was a popular topic among the more conservative writers
and thinkers of this region and spawned what came to be known as the rhetoric of the Lost
Cause. Many Southerners, looking back nostalgically at their past, felt that they had been
unjustly victimized from the Civil War era onward. Neo-Confederates and other proponents of
the South were quick to note that the South had fought a defensive war, stressing that it was the
North that invaded the South (the vast majority of the battles did take place on Southern soil) and
not the other way around, and that their region was essentially colonized once the war ended.98
Many white Southerners, deprived of their privileged status that had been gained through the
economic success of slavery, now saw themselves as subalterns dominated politically, militarily,
and culturally by the vengeful North.
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Many of them even rejected the term Civil War, preferring more loaded terms such as The War of Northern
Aggression or The War for Southern Independence.
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Whether the rhetoric of the Lost Cause was righteous, moral, or otherwise justifiable is
beyond the purviews of this dissertation; however, it should be noted that those who support this
stance certainly have a valid case to be made. Since the end of the Civil War, Southerners most
certainly had been encouraged to renounce their past allegiances and scorn their recent history—
in short, to demote Southern culture (which supporters of the Lost Cause mythos portray as being
built upon chivalry, tradition, and honor) and promote Northern culture (which they depict not
only as crass and unfamiliar but as fundamentally unsustainable when forced upon the South).
This sentiment plays out briefly in Absalom, Absalom! during a courtroom scene involving the
indictment of Jim Bond (a descendent of Thomas Sutpen) soon after the end of the Civil War.
The judge laments that “our country99 is struggling to rise from beneath the heel of a tyrant
oppressor” and warns that “the very future of the South as a place bearable for our women and
children to live depends on the labor of our own hands” (165). The main tenets of the rhetoric of
the Lost Cause include subverting this new order, restoring a healthy pride in the South, and
inspiring Southerners to preserve the customs and way of life that had flourished before the war
and that were now in constant and increasing jeopardy of being abandoned.
During Faulkner’s writing career, Northern literary critics customarily disparaged the
South and its authors. In 1948, Eudora Welty submitted an open letter100 to the editors of The
New Yorker in response to Edmund Wilson’s review of Faulkner’s recently published novel,
Intruder in the Dust. Wilson had decried Faulkner’s lack of discipline in terms of sentence length
and paragraph structure. In particular, he objected to Faulkner’s affinity for “stringing long
sequences of clauses together with practically no syntax at all,” “inserting in parenthesis in the

As in many of his works, Faulkner uses “country” here as a synonym not for nation but rather for region or area.
Cleanth Brooks replicates this usage in the title of his book William Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha Country (1963).
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Published in January of the following year.
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middle of a scene . . . a long episode that took place at some other time,” using “the punctuation
(( )) to indicate a parenthesis within a parenthesis,” and creating “non-dictionary words” (120).
Wilson’s remedy is simple: leaving the provincial confines of Mississippi for cosmopolitan Paris
or elsewhere in Europe would do Faulkner well (122). By writing “so far from such cities as
produced the Flauberts, Joyces, and Jameses,” Wilson argues, Faulkner retains a “provinciality”
that, “stubbornly cherished and turned into an asset, inevitably tempts him to be slipshod and has
apparently made it impossible for him to acquire complete expertness in an art that demands of
the artist the closest attention and care” (120). In response, Welty staunchly defendesher fellow
Mississippian, noting that Wilson is guilty of perceiving literary matters through a “frame of
reference” centered upon “industrial New York City” (51).
What Wilson (and other like-minded critics) missed is that having the characters in
Absalom, Absalom! converse in a lofty, grandiloquent manner reminiscent of seminal texts of
antiquity elevates and bestows dignity upon the defeated and disempowered Southerners, who
for at least two generations had been taught to devalue their past.101 The novel is therefore very
much a product of its time: the output of a white male author with deep roots in the South who
endeavored to retell the story of his people, to uplift them, to give them the power and command
of political orators—perhaps as a way to reestablish what he felt was a healthy Southern
identity.102 The syntactic tension throughout the lines of the text embodies this resistance by
reinforcing the anxiety felt by Faulkner over the perceived decay of the South and the rise of
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Writing in this manner also distances Faulkner from the prevailing style of the dominant Northern culture, such
as the New England plainness of his contemporary Robert Frost.
The power and energy inherent in the text’s form is but one way of achieving this; in many cases, the substance
of the lines also bestows a certain dignity upon the characters that uplifts them in the eyes of the reader. The
provincial Rosa, for example, at times reveals an impressive sophistication, as when she alludes to the scene in
Hamlet in which the titular character fatally stabs Polonius through the curtain: “living is one constant and perpetual
instant when the arras-veil before what-is-to-be hangs docile and even glad to the lightest naked thrust if we had
dared, were brave enough (not wise enough: no wisdom needed here) to make the rending gash” (114).
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modern society; the deferrals created by vast distances between subjects and predicates, and the
great pauses caused by long parentheses, may represent Faulkner’s preoccupation with arresting
time. According to Robert Dale Parker, “Faulkner’s frenzied style in Absalom, Absalom!
suggests a sense of looming apocalypse in the American 1850s, just before the Civil War,” when
the bulk of the novel takes place, “so it also suggests a sense of Faulkner’s contemporary
world”—the mid-1930s, when the novel was written—“careening toward apocalypse” (7). But
pigeonholing Faulkner as a mere shill for the South would be inaccurate and much too simplistic.
In Absalom, Absalom! as well as many of his other works, Faulkner criticizes the South, often
quite harshly, expressing particular opprobrium toward slavery,103 economic exploitation,104
dysfunctional families,105 and the darkness lurking beneath the façade of Southern gentility.106
Although Faulkner likely aimed to uplift Southerners and counteract the effects of modernity, his
goal probably was much larger than this. He seems to have consciously endeavored to set
himself apart from all writers, whether Northern or Southern, American or foreign, past or
present, as a way to forge new directions in fiction in accordance with Ezra Pound’s dictum to
“make it new.”

4.4

Conclusion

Faulkner’s prose style in Absalom, Absalom! works on many levels and can be studied through
various lenses. In one sense, the complexity of Faulkner’s writing reveals his struggle with
language as he entertains two opposing extremes: on the one hand, pushing language to its limits
Quentin concedes that the South “erected its economic edifice not on the rock of stern morality but on the shifting
sands of opportunism and moral brigandage” (Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! 209).
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The Sound and the Fury, As I Lay Dying, and Absalom, Absalom! contain examples of this.
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As in the short story “A Rose for Emily.”
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as a way to express—or at least to come as close as possible to expressing—the raw truths that
he wished to covey and, on the other hand, indulging the notion of language-free communication
in which thoughts and feelings, whether written or spoken, are understood without the need for
words at all. The power of Faulkner’s prose is also evocative of the sublime in the way his long,
undulating sentences grip the reader, sweeping him or her up in the passion embodied by the
lines of the text and providing, however briefly, a glimpse of eternal truths that are greater than
and that lie beyond the immediate and pedestrian concerns of daily life. The sheer complexity of
the lines also can humble the reader, who often will be confused as to what exactly transpires in
a particular scene, who exactly is speaking, or what exactly the main subject or main predicate of
a given sentence is; feeling relatively little and insignificant in the face of such grandeur, the
reader may even momentarily adopt a new, more tolerant perspective on life in which the
importance of his or her own selfish pursuits is greatly diminished or perhaps even completely
erased, and in which the concerns of others take precedence. The feeling in the reader invoked by
the sublime even connects with Southern identity as a way for Faulkner to elevate a downtrodden
people and to enrich his region’s artistic and cultural climate. Another lens through which we can
see Faulkner’s complicated style, and one that has been mentioned often but usually only in
passing, is that of poetry—or, more precisely, prose poetry—which is the focus of the next
chapter.
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THE “FAILED POET” RETURNS: ABSALOM, ABSALOM! AS PROSE POETRY
I look at myself as a failed poet.
- William Faulkner107
[H]e would call himself a failed poet, but the phrase is too deprecatory.
His true poetry is to be found in some of the more rhapsodic passages of
his novels.
- Cleanth Brooks108

Faulkner began his writing career not as a novelist but as a poet. In 1921, he composed Vision in
Spring, a collection of love poems for his future wife, Estelle Oldham (who was married to
Cornell Franklin at the time), and a year later he published a long pastoral poem called The
Marble Faun. In 1933, after having written seven novels, Faulkner completed the last book of
verse to be published in his lifetime, A Green Bough. His two other books of poetry, Mississippi
Poems (1979) and Helen, a Courtship (1981),109 were published posthumously. Perhaps the one
area of Faulkner studies where virtually no disagreement exists is the aesthetic judgment of
Faulkner’s poetry: it has been universally scorned, mostly for being too derivative.110 Toward the
end of his literary career, Faulkner humbly agreed with his critics on this matter. In a 1956 Paris
Review interview, he called himself “a failed poet” and mused that “[m]aybe every novelist
wants to write poetry first, finds he can’t, and then tries the short story, which is the most
demanding form after poetry. And, failing at that, only then does he take up novel writing”

Faulkner, William. “Colloquies at Nagano Seminar,” p. 119. 101-63. Lion in the Garden: Interviews with
William Faulkner, 1926-1962. Eds. James B. Meriwether and Michael Millgate. New York: Random House, 1968.
Print.
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Brooks, Cleanth. “William Faulkner,” p. 333. 333-42. History of Southern Literature. Eds. Louis D. Rubin, Jr.,
Blyden Jackson, Rayburn S. Moore, Lewis P. Simpson, and Thomas Daniel Young. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
UP, 1985. Print.
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Composed in 1926 and 1925, respectively.

Faulkner’s verse is widely regarded as imitative of Algernon Swinburne’s poetry (Brooks, William Faulkner:
Toward Yoknapatawpha and Beyond 3), especially in his use of faun and nymph imagery (Blotner, Faulkner 50).
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(Faulkner, “The Art of Fiction XII: William Faulkner” par. 8).111 The rigidity and constraints of
poetry—especially when metrical and rhyming, which is how he preferred to write his poems—
likely inhibited Faulkner too much; with prose, he could be more flexible with his wording and
enjoy sufficient space to express his ideas. By the late 1920s, Faulkner had found his calling with
prose and for the rest of his career favored this medium over verse as he went on to produce
nineteen novels, over fifty short stories, numerous essays, and many public letters to various
periodicals, both local and national.
Although he gave up writing poems by his mid-thirties, Faulkner continued to read and
enjoy poetry throughout his life. Algernon Swinburne ranked among his favorite poets (Blotner,
Faulkner 50), from as far back as his college days, as did A. E. Housman, whose poetry he knew
well enough to quote (49). The raw energy (perhaps indicative of the sublime) that Faulkner
found in Housman’s A Shropshire Lad particularly intrigued him. He once related that reading A
Shropshire Lad helped him “discover . . . the secret after which the moderns course howling like
curs,” noting boldly that “[h]ere was the reason for being born into a fantastic world: discovering
the splendor of fortitude, the beauty of being of the soil like a tree about which fools might howl
and which winds of disillusion and death and despair might strip, leaving it bleak, without
bitterness; beautiful, in sadness” (qtd. in Blotner, Faulkner 50). Despite this dreary description,
Faulkner’s reading of Housman aroused in him an unwavering optimism regarding the triumph
of strength and beauty in an apparently hostile and ugly world. As for earlier poets, Faulkner
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As Willard Huntington Wright states in The Creative Will, which Faulkner is known to have read (Kreiswirth,
William Faulkner 4), “The ability to write great poetry is an excellent preparation for the writing of great prose.
Indeed, fundamentally they should be synonymous” (207). The importance of Wright’s book in shaping Faulkner’s
future as a writer cannot be overstated. According to James B. Meriwether, “the aesthetic theories set forth in that
book . . . constitute one of the most important influences in Bill’s whole literary career. If people who read him
would simply read Wright’s book they would see what he is driving at from a literary standpoint” (141). Martin
Kreiswirth agrees, noting that Faulkner “evidently read The Creative Will with care, finding in it articulations of
aesthetic propositions, technical theories, and even methodological procedures that he would invoke, explicitly and
implicitly, throughout his subsequent career” (5).
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held Alexander Pope, William Shakespeare, John Milton, John Keats, Francis Beaumont, John
Fletcher, Christopher Marlowe, and Thomas Campion in high regard (Faulkner, “Colloquies at
Nagano Seminar” 119), and he was well-versed in French Symbolist poetry, which he read in
translation (Kreiswirth, “Faulkner as Translator” 430). Among these poets, it was Keats who
“touched him most deeply” (Blotner, Faulkner 129). Faulkner took an immediate and strong
liking to “Ode to a Nightingale” and “Ode on a Grecian Urn” (50), and traces of Keats’s
characteristic pensiveness as well as his passionate use of sensual imagery appear, in various
forms, throughout much of Faulkner’s writing.112 Faulkner, however, displays more of a
penchant toward dark Romanticism à la Byron and Shelley than toward Keats’s strand of
Romanticism. His novels, especially Absalom, Absalom!, are peopled by outcasts (such as
Sutpen’s mixed-race grandson, Charles Etienne de St. Valery Bon, who is not accepted by either
the white or the black community, as well as Mr. Coldfield, whose moral indignation toward the
Civil War leads him to nail himself in his attic where he eventually dies),113 rejects (Bon and his
mother, both spurned by Sutpen), and men and women who are plagued by personal torment
(Rosa, in her decades-long resentment of her father and hatred of Sutpen; Henry in his inner
struggle of whether or not to kill Henry, his half-brother and best friend) and who are prone to
self-destruction (again, Sutpen; also, Wash Jones, whose triple-murder ensures his prompt
demise by Major de Spain’s search party).
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For instance, Benjy Compson in The Sound and the Fury, unable to use reason to understand the world around
him, instead relies almost exclusively on sensory imagery—smells, tactile feelings, visual images, and sounds of
people’s names spoken aloud. He has even cultivated (or perhaps was born with) something close to a “sixth sense,”
which provides him a unique vantage point of reality: he correctly deduces that his sister, Caddy, has lost her
virginity by picking up an unrecognizable scent on her body, and he intuits that things are wrong when his keeper,
Luster, momentarily deviates from their normal path while riding in their carriage.
Another prominent outcast from Faulkner’s oeuvre is the Reverend Gail Hightower from Light in August, who
lives in self-imposed exile from his community.
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Faulkner’s poetic inclination—his tendency to heighten the richness of language with
wording that is lush, evocative, and even (as will be shown presently) melodic—remained
strongly intact after his shift from verse to prose. In fact, when asked in an interview why he
stopped writing poetry, Faulkner wryly answered: “My prose is really poetry” (“Classroom
Statements at the University of Mississippi” 56). Although many passages in his novels, and in
Absalom, Absalom! in specific, are so richly poetic that they can rightly be labeled prose poetry,
few critics or scholars have delved deeply into the question as to how exactly Faulkner’s poetic
prose works.

5.1

Faulkner the Poet

Simply identifying Faulkner’s prose as poetic is not a novel idea, as scholars and critics have
long noted his work’s lyrical nature. Arthur Scott, for one, maintains that “much of Faulkner’s
prose is noted for its poetic quality” and “may even be broken down into blank verse” (96).
Likewise, Joseph Blotner feels that the “impassioned speech” of Miss Rosa114 throughout the
novel “trembl[es] on the brink of blank verse” (351), Warren Beck writes of Faulkner’s “prose
rhythm” (209), Max Putzel considers much of Faulkner’s writing “poetic fiction” (8), and
George O’Donnell holds that the characters of Absalom, Absalom! “speak often in a kind of
prose-poetry” (194). Most critics who identify Faulkner’s poetic prose remain neutral in terms of
its aesthetic quality and merely note that he writes this way, withholding judgment on how his
poetic prose works or, for that matter, on how well it works. The few critics who have judged his
poetic style have been quite dismissive of it. Graham Greene, for instance, opines that the
narrators in Absalom, Absalom! converse in a “bastard poetic prose” that is tantamount to “fake

One recalls that she had “established . . . herself as the town’s and county’s poetess laureate” (Faulkner, Absalom,
Absalom! 6), having composed “odes to Southern soldiers” that numbered “a thousand or more” (65).
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poetry” (219). The editors of An Outline of American Literature are only slightly less harsh—
they acknowledge Faulkner as “a kind of prose poet” but accuse him of producing “purple
writing” (Crawford, Kern, and Needleman 129).115 The verdict is always the same: critics are
quick to note Faulkner’s poetic style but reluctant to praise it.
Literary critics are not the only ones to voice opinions on Faulkner’s poetic prose; fellow
novelists, too, have occasionally chimed in on the lyrical nature of his writing. In “The Reading
and Writing of Short Stories,” Eudora Welty acknowledges the “musical organization” (48) in
Faulkner’s lines116 and refers to him as “poetically the most accurate man alive” (qtd. in
McHaney, “Eudora Welty on Faulkner’s Short Fiction” 102).117 Ernest Hemingway once
sardonically referred to Faulkner as “Old corn-drinking mellifluous”118 (qtd. in Hays 115),
suggesting an unrestrained, bacchic musicality to his writing. Some critics, scholars, and even
other writers have appreciated Faulkner’s poetic style; some have not; but what they all have
failed to do is to investigate sufficiently how it is poetic and how the poetic passages function.
Analyzing the intricacies of his poetic prose deserves renewed attention because much has been
overlooked by those who have studied it. When reading Faulkner’s work through an aesthetic
lens, one discovers that what might otherwise come off as needless difficulty can actually be
appreciated as purposeful and finely tuned artistry.

“Purple” in this sense is a term of mild disapproval describing the overuse of fancy words in a literary work
(“Purple” def. 2).
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Specifically, in the chapter titled “The Bear” from Go Down, Moses (1942).

Welty actually quotes the title of Randall Stewart’s essay “Poetically the Most Accurate Man Alive,” published
in Modern Age 6.1 (1961): 81-90. Print.
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That is, corn whiskey.
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5.2

Prose Poetry

Prose and poetry certainly differ, but the term “prose poetry” contains no inherent contradiction.
Although typically written in verse, poetry may be adapted to prose with little, if any, loss of its
poetic essence. In fact, all the poetic devices of verse can be transferred to prose, some quite
readily, such as rhythm (achieved primarily through repetition of words or phrases, rather than
through the beat of metrical feet), alliteration, and assonance, and others less frequently but still
possible, such as rhyme. The main difference between these two types of poetry, aside from
form, concerns expression. The prose poem, freed from the constraints of meter and rhyme, is
conducive for writing that “aims at knowing or finding out something not accessible under more
restrictive conventions of verse” (“Prose poem” 1112). Otherwise, the difference between them
is minimal. At the risk of oversimplifying, one could equate the line and stanza of verse poetry
with the sentence and paragraph of prose poetry, with all else being more or less equal.
Charles Baudelaire was one of the first writers to experiment with prose poetry, so his
work is appropriate to turn to in a study of the features and functions of this genre. His poem “Be
Drunk” (1869) stands as one of the earliest examples of prose poetry:
Be drunk always. Nothing else matters: there are no other subjects. Not to
feel the grim weight of Time breaking your backs and bending you double, you
must get drunk and stay drunk.
But drunk on what? Wine, poetry, virtue—the choice is yours. Just be
drunk.
And if sometimes, on a palace staircase, on the green grass of a ditch, in
the gloomy isolation of your chamber, you wake sober or just a little tipsy, ask the
wind, waves, stars, birds, clocks, ask anything that flies, moans, moves, sings,
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speaks, ask it the time. And the wind, wave, star, bird, clock will reply: “Time to
get drunk! To avoid the enslaved martyrdom of Time, get drunk and stay drunk!
On wine, poetry, virtue, the choice is yours!” (73)
Although Baudelaire forgoes rhyme and meter in this poem (both in the French original and in
this translation), he nonetheless retains recognizable poetic qualities, the most noticeable of
which is repetition. The unnamed speaker repeats the clause “be drunk” throughout the poem and
echoes, in the final sentence, the words “wine,” “poetry,” and “virtue” that appear in the fifth
sentence; the speaker also repeats “wind, waves, stars, birds, clocks,” although they have become
singular in the second iteration. These nouns, which are packed tightly together in quick bursts
that accelerate the pace of the line, correspond with the five monosyllabic verbs that follow:
“flies, moans, moves, sings, speaks” (73). When seeing two sets of five words so close together,
the reader may feel tempted to equate the two sets and align the words in the same order, so that,
in this case, the wind flies, the waves moan, the stars move, the birds sing, and the clocks speak.
The concept of wind flying or birds singing brings nothing new to the poem, as these are clichés,
but the other three pairings are truly novel: one rarely imagines waves moaning, stars moving, or
clocks speaking. Furthermore, the repetition throughout the lines gives form, balance, and
harmony, and thus a sense of measured sobriety, to a poem celebrating, of all things,
drunkenness—an irony that the New Critics would have highly cherished.119
Gertrude Stein also composed prose poetry, most notably in her highly experimental and
quintessentially modernist book Tender Buttons (1914). The brief prose poem below, “A Red
Stamp,” exemplifies the style she employs throughout the book:
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The New Critics often gauged the merit of a literary work (they mostly focused on poetry) on how well the
author presented and dealt with tension, paradox, and—above all—irony.
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If lilies are lily white if they exhaust noise and distance and even dust, if they
dusty will dirt a surface that has no extreme grace, if they do this and it is not
necessary it is not at all necessary if they do this they need a catalogue. (15)
As Baudelaire did with “Be Drunk,” Stein retains a poetic essence here not by rhyme and meter
but instead by repetition. In particular, she begins five clauses with “if,” which lends the poem a
loose rhythm that threads through the lines, drawing the ideas together and instilling in the reader
a pervading sense of questioning and uncertainty: one likely reads “if ” and awaits a then or
therefore that would counterbalance the thought, perhaps thinking, “If lilies are lily white, then
what?” The speaker’s thought, which is drawn out until the end of the sentence, comes to
completion in a highly unexpected manner: “If lilies are lily white,” “if they exhaust noise,” “if
they . . . will dirt a surface,” “if they do this,” then “they need a catalogue” (15). The uncertainty
that the reader feels as the fragments of thought incrementally drag toward this surprising
resolution is reinforced by the uncertainty of knowing where one clause ends and the next
begins. The scarcity of internal punctuation adds to this ambiguity and renders the lines difficult
to read. For example, the second half of the poem could be read as “if they do this and it is not
necessary[,] it is not at all necessary[;] if they do this[,] they need a catalogue”; however, it just
as well could be read as “if they do this and it is not necessary[,] it is not at all necessary if they
do this[;] they need a catalogue” (15).120 The uncertainty of not being sure how to read the
sentence or how to put its various parts into recognizable segments places the reader on unsteady
ground and almost forces him or her to experiment with piecing together various parts of the

Either way, Stein deftly creates a balance here by mirroring the phrase “if they do this and it is not necessary”
with roughly the same words in the opposite order right afterwards: “it is not at all necessary if they do this” (15)—a
form of repetition known as antimetabole.
120
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sentence to see which words likely fit together. This poem, like all the others in Tender Buttons,
demands multiple readings.
Faulkner’s prose in Absalom, Absalom! bears similarities to Baudelaire’s and Stein’s
prose poems, especially in terms of repetition, although Faulkner infuses his prose with other
poetic devices, too, such as synaesthesia, rhyme, caesura, and melody. Synaesthesia occurs only
occasionally, as when Rosa describes the haunting screams of her niece, Judith, as “something
for the skin to hear, the hair on the head to hear” (18), when the ageing Thomas Sutpen lures the
fifteen-year-old Milly into his romantic grip with “violently-colored candy” (149), and in the
description of the “visible murmur” of Shreve’s and Quentin’s breath (243). Rhyme appears
sporadically, such as in “that dim grim tight little house” (55) and in “evanescent and iridescent”
(114), but such occasions may be merely coincidental.121 Faulkner frequently juxtaposes pairs of
what might best be referred to as near-homophones, such as “finish and furnish” (31) and “quite
quiet” (233), and in many cases these near-homophones share the same root, as in “gracious and
graceful” (58), “complement and complete” (59), “abashless and unabashed” (91), “inherited and
heritable” (252), and “measured or measurable” (135).122 Often Faulkner sharply halts the pace
of a sentence with a dash (sometimes many dashes) in the same way a poet uses a caesura in
verse, which is to “show a break in continuity or thought” (Gordon 72). For example, Mr.
Compson describes Henry and Bon as
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It is admittedly speculative to wonder what exactly Faulkner had in mind when composing the text. But in the
case of “dim” and “grim” (55), the words do seem well-suited to each other—a grim tableau would hardly be
described as bright or sunny—and the rhyme may very well be intentional. Rhyming words often share a connection
in meaning, whether they be synonyms (e.g., quiver and shiver; quake and shake, romance and slow dance) or
antonyms (e.g., hire and fire, gutted and glutted, womb and tomb, night and light, germinate and terminate), as a
way for the poet to emphasize the idea conveyed by the words and draw a connection between them.
The “repetition of words with the same root” is referred to as polyptoton; writers employ this literary device “to
build on a central theme both in the sound of the language and contextually” (“Polyptoton”). Faulkner uses this
elsewhere in his oeuvre, including his acceptance speech for the Nobel Prize, in which he states that man’s “griefs
grieve on no universal bones” (“Address upon Receiving the Nobel Prize for Literature” 120).
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two serene phantoms who seem to watch, hover, impartial attentive and quiet,
above and behind the inexplicable thunderhead of interdictions and defiances and
repudiations out of which the rocklike Sutpen and . . . Henry flashed and glared
and ceased;——Henry who up to that time had never even been to Memphis, who
had never been away from home . . . (77)
The word “ceased” (78), which fittingly ceases the momentum of the line it occupies, is followed
by a semi-colon and not one but two dashes: in effect, a double caesura. Another poetic quality
typical of Faulkner’s prose involves the musicality of his words. Ilse Lind promotes this stance,
arguing that, in many cases, the arrangement of words in the novel “containing liquids and nasals
in combination with vowels” lends “sonorous enrichment” to the lines (291). But such musicality
would seem to be drastically reduced, if not completely undermined, if the lines of the novel
were silently read (which one would assume is the case with Absalom, Absalom!, as with most
novels) rather than spoken aloud; Faulkner’s poetic tactics must be visual, not audial, for them to
truly resonate with readers. Although synaesthesia, rhyme, and caesura, along with the “liquids
and nasals” (291) that Lind identifies, appear throughout the text, the poetic device that Faulkner
relies upon the most—and one that can be recognized through silent reading alone—is repetition,
whether of initial consonant sounds or of groups of words.
One of the most common forms of repetition in the novel is alliteration. Alliteration in
English dates back as far as Anglo-Saxon verse and appears extensively in Beowulf. It may have
begun as a mnemonic device, with the repetition of the same consonant sound at the beginning of
words aiding bards in memorizing long passages. But alliteration has another important attribute:
its sounds can “interlace” words by “drawing attention to their correspondence in meaning”
(Lewis 198), as with trials and tribulations, whose similar beginnings connect the words and
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thus underscore their similar definitions. This interlacing occurs frequently throughout Absalom,
Absalom!, with such pairings of synonyms (or near-synonyms) as “volatile and violent” (77),
“combed and curried” (90), “shot and shell” (136),123 “prey and prize” (103), “grope” and
“grasp” (164), “scrimped and saved” (170), “purchased . . . and paid” (256), “plotting and
planning” (241), “plowing and planting” (241), and the double pairing of “mold and mirror and
form and fashion” (256). Faulkner also alliterates opposites, although less frequently, such as
“vice and virtue” (242) and “courage or cowardice” (242).
As with assessing Faulkner’s intention with rhyme, wondering to what extent he
purposely uses alliteration (as opposed to the words coincidentally alliterating) is problematic for
the literary critic because assumptions on this matter are nearly impossible to prove.124 But
evidence, however scant, does reveal that Faulkner experimented with alliteration. The
omniscient narrator of the final chapter, describing how Clytie burned down Sutpen’s mansion,
reveals that Jim Bond125 “had kept that closet under the stairs full of tinder and trash all that time
too, like [Clytie] told him to, maybe he not getting it then either but keeping it full just like she
told him, the kerosene and all . . .” (299). The alliteration of “kept” with “closet” and of “tinder”
with “trash” may seem merely coincidental until one reads the original manuscript of the novel.
In the original passage, which contains the phrasing “she had that closet all fixed, with the
kindling and the kerosene and all, had it all fixed and ready for three months now” (qtd. in
Langford 359), neither one of these alliterative pairings exists, but a different pair, “kindling”
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Both shot and shell are gun-related, with the latter being roughly synonymous with cartridge.
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Many alliterated words in the text have no apparent connection at all in meaning, as in Rosa’s description of
Henry’s murder of Bon: he “came and crashed a door and cried his crime and vanished” (123). Examples like this
could very well be accidental or perhaps even whimsical wordplay on Faulkner’s part.
Although he is the grandson of Charles Bon and son of Charles Etienne de St. Valery Bon, a “d” was for some
reason (that is never explained in the novel) added to his surname, making him Jim Bond.
125
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and “kerosene,” does, which strongly suggests that Faulkner had alliteration in mind when he
composed (and later edited) this passage.126
Aside from containing alliteration, prose poetry may be identified by the use of “high
patterning” and “rhythmic and figural repetition” that work together to create a “sustained
intensity” throughout the lines (“Prose poem” 1112). In the words of Willard Huntington Wright,
“All good prose has depended upon what vers libre writers term ‘cadence’ and” contains “a
perfect balance of flow and rhythm in the larger sense” (143-44). As Baudelaire, Stein, and other
prose poets did before him, Faulkner relies heavily on rhythm in Absalom, Absalom! Sometimes
he repeats a single word: “plank by plank,” “brick by brick” (28); other times he repeats a
phrase: “the secret drawer in the secret safe and the secret paper in it” (241), “the death of hope
and love, the death of pride and principle, and the death of everything” (136); and at times the
repetition includes simply the prefixes of words: “inexplicable and incredible” (28), “[u]npainted
and unfurnished” (29), or just the root words: “from sunup to sundown” (28). Even the
incorporation of parentheses can contribute to rhythm when the parentheses appear close to each
other and are roughly the same length: “It (the talking, the telling) seemed (to him, to Quentin) to
partake of that logic- and reason-flouting quality of a dream” (15).
Many instances of repetition in the novel are much more sophisticated than this. When
Mr. Compson imagines the provincial Henry’s first encounter with well-to-do New Orleanseans,
he describes the awe Henry must have had upon viewing “the glitter of myriad carriage wheels,
in which women . . . appeared like painted portraits beside men in linen a little finer and
diamonds a little brighter and in broadcloth a little trimmer and with hats raked a little more
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Tinder and trash are loosely analogous, as they are both combustible and are used to start the fire and keep it
burning; the same is the case for kindling and kerosene.
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above faces a little more darkly swaggering than any Henry had ever seen” (88).127 This passage
is much less rhythmic than its counterpart in the original manuscript: “beside men in broadcloth
a little trimmer and with hats raked a little more darkly swaggering than any Henry had ever seen
before” (qtd. in Langford 134). By adding the phrases “in linen a little finer,” “diamonds a little
brighter,” and “faces a little more darkly swaggering” (88), Faulkner builds a recognizable
rhythm that raises the intensity of the situation and conveys the bewilderment that the provincial
Henry must have felt when being bombarded with images of this new scenery in such a rapid
succession.
Repetition can alter the pace of a sentence, either slowing it down and giving the reader
more time to focus on the words being repeated or speeding it up and helping to pull the reader
quickly through the lines. The pace slows significantly in the following passage narrated by
Shreve regarding Bon’s mother, Eulalia, and how he imagines she single-mindedly raised her
son to seek revenge upon his estranged father, Sutpen. Shreve surmises that Eulalia, whom
Sutpen endowed with a sizeable sum of money upon divorcing her, could have hired people to
raise Bon, “but like the millionaire who could have a hundred hostlers and handlers but who has
just the one horse, the one maiden, the one moment, the one matching of heart and muscle and
will with the one instant” (238), she chose to groom him personally, to raise him with the single
goal of using him one day to avenge Sutpen for abandoning them both. The words in this
sentence can be read fairly rapidly until one arrives at “the one horse” (238), where the repetition
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In terms of alliteration, Faulkner actually lessened its frequency in this passage during the editorial process. In the
published version (shown above), “wheels, in which women,” “painted portraits,” and “linen a little” (88) are the
only alliterative words, yet in the original manuscript Faulkner included “of myriad carriage wheels in which women
seemed to lead the fleshless life of pictures, portraits, and paintings . . .” (qtd. in Langford 131). It should also be
noted that the three alliterating words “pictures, portraits, and paintings” are roughly synonymous.
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begins.128 Here, the pace slows considerably, with the sudden repetition alerting the reader that
something important—something worth repeating—is being communicated and should be read
closely. Slowing down the line with the phrases “the one horse, the one maiden, the one moment,
the one matching of heart and muscle and will with the one instant” (238) allows the reader to
ponder what Shreve sees as Eulalia’s obsession: revenge.
The slow pace here contrasts sharply with the relative quickness in the passage below,
narrated by Quentin, which includes the repetition of “not quite” (227). He describes Milly as
“not quite defiant and not quite cringing and not quite flaunting the ribbons and the beads, but
almost; not quite any of them but a little of all: bold sullen and fearful” (227). The repetition here
has the opposite effect than in the previous passage: here it quickens the pace, drawing the
reader’s eyes forward, pushing the description along—she is almost “defiant,” “cringing,” and
“flaunting,” but “not quite” any of these. By repeatedly describing Milly not as what she is but as
what she is not, Quentin bestows upon her an aura of mystery, leaving the reader curious and
feeling that he or she does not know Milly at all—and prompting the reader to hurtle toward the
end of the sentence where a resolution to this problem might occur. This feeling of having passed
by Milly quickly without having time to truly see her only adds to the mystery surrounding her.
Faulkner also employs a poetic device known as antimetabole,129 the repetition of a group
of words in reverse order (Corbett and Connors 58). Contrasting two ideas by use of inverted

The alliteration of the h-sound in this passage is worth noting: “the millionaire who could have a hundred
hostlers and handlers but who has just the one horse . . .” (238). The softness of the h- (as opposed to the harshness
of, for instance, a k- or of a fricative such as f- or v-) predominates in this sentence, appearing eight times within a
span of fifteen words. The smoothness conveyed in this series of h’s instills in the reader a sense of quiet and gives
the words a hushed, almost whispered feel, as if what is being discussed in the passage—Eulalia’s use of her own
son as a tool of retribution—is a secret, something unknown not only to Sutpen but even to Bon. Furthermore, the
lightness of the predominant h-sound helps moves the words along at a rapid pace, like a gust of wind, setting the
reader up for a shock when he or she encounters the slow-paced second half of the sentence.
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In Greek, antimetabole means “in the opposite direction” (“Antimetabole”).
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syntax is also a feature of chiasmus,130 although the distinction between the two terms is
minimal: the former involves an inversion of “the same words” as well as, more loosely, the
same “ideas” (“Antimetabole”) whereas the latter, more strictly, involves an inversion only of
the same words (“Chiasmus”). Antimetabole has a long history that ranges as far back as the
New Testament, with such examples from the Book of Matthew as “But men that are first shall
be last; and the last shall be first” (19:30) and “Whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and
whoever humbles himself will be exalted” (23:12),131 to the twentieth century, with John F.
Kennedy’s inaugural address in which he implored Americans, “Ask not what your country can
do for you; ask what you can do for your country” (par. 26). Such symmetrical wording certainly
gives order and harmony to the line, making it seem as if it were carefully crafted, but more
importantly the reversal of thought made by pairing an idea with its opposite often creates in the
reader an epiphany that reveals that an assumed state of affairs is not what it seems. Karl Marx
was particularly fond of using antimetabole this way. In the preface to A Contribution to the
Critique of Political Economy, he jars the reader with the following reversal: “It is not the
consciousness of men that determines their existence, but their social existence that determines
their consciousness” (par. 5). At times antimetabole can come across as cryptic, as in the
witches’ chant at the beginning of Macbeth: “Fair is foul, and foul is fair” (1.1 10), but perhaps
the greatest strength of antimetabole is that its neatness, brevity, and balance give the phrase the
feel of a maxim, as if a simple and eternal truth were being conveyed. This is the case in the line
from Molière’s play The Miser: “One should eat to live, not live to eat” (3.5). The rules dictating
what counts as antimetabole are somewhat flexible. Words in the first part may be eliminated in
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the second, as in John Keats’s “Ode on a Grecian Urn,” which contains “Beauty is truth, truth
beauty” (49), with the verb “is” understood and therefore removed in the second part, perhaps for
economy. Vice versa, words that appear in the second half of the phrase sometimes do not appear
in the first, as in the earlier example from Stein: “if they do this and it is not necessary it is not at
all necessary if they do this” (2-3), with “at all” added to the second part.
Faulkner employs antimetabole in Absalom, Absalom! on quite a few occasions. When
imagining a young Thomas Sutpen struggling to comprehend class differences, Quentin muses
that for Sutpen some people simply were “spawned rich (lucky, he may have called it: or maybe
he called lucky, rich) and some not” (180). Paring “lucky” and “rich” (180) as binaries and then
reversing them allows Quentin to add depth and complexity to the young Sutpen. Rather than
expressing just one position—that Sutpen knows so little of the world that he fails to understand
how people gain wealth—Quentin also expresses the opposite position: that impressive
possibility that Sutpen, a mere adolescent, is keenly aware of the irony that not all who are rich
have earned their success, especially in a time when whites could legally profit from the unpaid
labor of blacks. Quentin implies that Sutpen understands that the luck of being born a member of
the dominant race contributes more to a person’s wealth than do other factors, such as prudence,
frugality, or a hard work ethic, and the use of antimetabole facilitates the expression of this
sentiment. By proposing that Sutpen, by this point not yet fully exposed to the complexities of
the world or of American society, would have been able to identify this irony, Quentin tacitly
bestows upon him a wisdom beyond his years—something the bitter and partisan Rosa would
never do.
Other examples of antimetabole appear sporadically throughout the text. Sometimes the
inverted repetition seems more for melodic effect (such as when it contributes to alliteration)
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than as a vehicle through which to express irony, as in “he walks alone through the darkness
along a rutted road, a road rutted and cut and churned where the guns132 have passed over it”
(281). Other times the reversal indicative of antimetabole helps to highlight the confusion a
character feels when mulling over the potential consequences of a difficult decision, like when
Quentin says of Sutpen: “All of a sudden he discovered, not what he wanted to do but what he
just had to do, had to do it whether he wanted to or not” (178). Other examples of antimetabole
in the text include wording that is drawn out and written in a loose, casual manner that makes the
thought seem less like a maxim and more like a spontaneous observation. When Major de Spain
arrests Wash Jones for the triple murder of Sutpen, Milly (Jones’s own granddaughter), and her
newborn child, the narrator describes Jones’s voice as “so much too quiet and calm that de Spain
said he did not realise for a moment that it was too calm and quiet” (233). This lexical reversal
has much less impact on the reader than, for example, Rosa’s proclamation that the “brute
instrument of . . . justice that presides over human events . . . overrides both weakly just and
unjust strong” (107), which comes off as profound and axiomatic, almost even biblical. Mr.
Compson uses antimetabole in a similar way. While discussing the relationship between Bon and
Henry vis-à-vis Bon’s impending affair with Judith, Mr. Compson speaks of the “conqueror
vanquished by his own strength, vanquished conquered by his own weakness” (95). By reversing
their wording this way, Rosa and Mr. Compson attest to the difficulty of understanding the tale
being told, as if alerting the reader that nothing is quite what it seems in this novel and thus that
one would do well to withhold his or her initial judgment until the story’s completion.
By its very nature of inverting an idea and presenting its opposite on equal footing,
antimetabole is well suited to cynical characters. Of all the novel’s narrators, only Mr. Compson
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would muse that “the father . . . is the natural enemy of any son and son-in-law of whom the
mother is the ally, just as after the wedding the father will be the ally of the actual son-in-law
who has for mortal foe the mother of his wife” (83). The cynical Shreve also uses such reversals
frequently and quite adroitly. During a conversation with Quentin about Bon’s reaction toward
Ellen and Judith upon his return to Sutpen’s Hundred, Shreve imagines that Bon “knew what
would be there—the woman whom he had seen once and seen through, the girl whom he had
seen through without even having to see once” (262). The phrase “seen through” (262) works on
two levels here. To see through, as an idiom, means to realize someone’s true nature and
therefore avoid being deceived by him or her; it also means, on a literal level, that one ignores
what is in his or her immediate view to focus on something beyond. Antimetabole works
particularly well here because Shreve seems to ascribe the first meaning to the mother (Ellen)
and the second to the girl (her daughter, Judith). Accordingly, Bon sees through what he
perceives as Ellen’s false alliance with him (in regard to her immediate and almost giddy support
of his impending marriage with her daughter),133 and he also sees through Judith by looking past
her and not letting her distract him from his goal of exacting revenge on Sutpen, which, as
mentioned earlier, his mother, Eulalia, presumably has been grooming him for since birth.
Another method of repetition common in poetry but also used frequently in prose is
anaphora,134 the recurrence of the same word or phrase at the beginning of successive lines or
clauses (Corbett and Connors 54). This type of repetition gives “law and order to rhythm without
making it metrical or otherwise untrue to the nature of good prose” (Tempest 66) and allows the
speaker to draw attention to particular wording, intensify his or her emotions, or both. In prose,

From Shreve’s perspective, Bon is of the same mind as Mr. Compson in believing that a “son-in-law . . . has for
mortal foe the mother of his wife” (83).
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Which in Greek means “a carrying back” (“Anaphora”).
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anaphora is perhaps most well-known in the opening lines of Charles Dickens’s A Tale of Two
Cities: “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the
age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of
Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair . . . ”
(1). Because of its ability to keep the audience engaged through the repeated emphasis at the start
of each new idea, anaphora works especially well in oratory. A prime example of this is Winston
Churchill’s war-time speech delivered to the House of Commons in 1940:
We shall go on to the end, we shall fight in France, we shall fight on the seas and
oceans, we shall fight with growing confidence and growing strength in the air,
we shall defend our island, whatever the cost may be; we shall fight on the
beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight in the fields and in
the streets, we shall fight in the hills; we shall never surrender . . . (6231)
The affirmations here beginning with “we shall” come in rapid, measured bursts, giving the lines
a powerful emotional charge meant to stir the passions of those listening and to stress that
England, although still fighting a defensive war at this point, is nonetheless vigorous and capable
of aggression. Moreover, the melodic repetition helps to make the speech memorable,
functioning much like alliteration in that the initial sounds of the repeated words echo throughout
the lines.
The character most given to anaphora in Absalom, Absalom! is Rosa, who doles it out
frequently and in heavy doses. During her initial conversation with Quentin, she repeats ad
nauseum the clause “I saw” (12) at the beginning of the following sentences not only to intensify
her rhetoric but likely to entrance her interlocutor:
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I saw what had happened to Ellen, my sister. I saw her almost a recluse, watching
those two doomed children growing up whom she was helpless to save. I saw the
price which she had paid for that house and that pride; I saw the notes of hand on
pride and contentment and peace and all to which she had put her signature when
she walked into the church that night, begin to fall in due succession. I saw
Judith’s marriage forbidden without rhyme or reason or shadow of excuse. I saw
Ellen die with only me, a child, to turn to and ask to protect her remaining child; I
saw Henry repudiate his home and birthright and then return and practically fling
the bloody corpse of his sister’s sweetheart at the hem of her wedding gown; I
saw that man return—the evil’s source and head which had outlasted all its
victims—who had created two children not only to destroy one another and his
own line, but my line as well, yet I agreed to marry him. (12)
Rosa’s almost hypnotic repetition of “I saw” (12) seems designed to mesmerize Quentin, to draw
him in so she can convince him of her truth—as the adage goes, seeing is believing. Her version
of events, though, is suspect; little of what she claims to have seen is even concrete. In most
cases, the direct object of the verb “saw” (12) is not a person or a thing that she literally saw but
rather an emotional progression, as in “what had happened to Ellen” (12), or something
figurative, as in “the price she had paid” and “the notes of hand on pride and contentment and
peace” (12). By reinforcing the opinions of Sutpen that have long since crystallized in her mind,
perhaps Rosa aims to convince not only Quentin but also herself—as a way to feel justified for
having despised him for so long.
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The opposite of anaphora is epistrophe,135 the repetition of a word or phrase at the end of
a line or clause. Epistrophe “not only sets up a pronounced rhythm but secures a special
emphasis, both by repeating the word [or phrase] and by putting the word [or phrase] in the final
position” (55 Corbett and Connors)—the place in a sentence where the reader typically looks for
the main point or the final element that completes the main idea. John Steinbeck uses epistrophe
brilliantly in the memorable lines spoken by Tom Joad in The Grapes of Wrath (1939):
“Wherever they’s a fight so hungry people can eat, I’ll be there. Wherever they’s a cop beatin’
up a guy, I’ll be there. . . . An’ when our folk eat the stuff they raise an’ live in the houses they
build—why, I’ll be there” (572). Epistrophe also can occur within a sentence, such as at the end
of phrases, as seen in Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address when he mentions a “government of the
people, for the people, and by the people” (par. 3). In these two examples, the repeated words
pull the reader back to the main idea and give a sense of familiarity to the passage as the reader
soon begins to anticipate how each sentence or phrase will end.
Epistrophe appears infrequently in Absalom, Absalom! and mostly in the dialogues of Mr.
Compson and Shreve. At times a phrase appears only twice, which adds only a small amount of
emphasis to the lines. This happens during a conversation between Mr. Compson and his son in
which Mr. Compson relates that “Mr Coldfield . . . had not only public opinion but his own
disinclination for the big wedding to support it without incongruity or paradox, as Ellen had her
aunt as well as her own desire for the big wedding to support it without incongruity or paradox”
(41). At other times epistrophe is more highly concentrated and thereby more impactful. For
example, when discussing the woman whom Charles Etienne St. Valery Bon married, Shreve
says that she lives in a cabin behind Sutpen’s dilapidated mansion and describes her as almost

In Greek, epistrophe means “the act of turning about,” in that the ends of the successive lines or sentences
repeat—or turn back to—the same word or group of words (“Epistrophe”).
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gnome-like,136 “might well have been the ghost if one was ever needed, if anybody ever had so
little else to do as to prowl around the house, which there was not; if there could have been
anything in it to protect from prowlers, which there was not; if there had been anyone of them
left to hide or need concealment in it, which there was not” (175). Shreve cleverly uses
epistrophe here to emphasize her uselessness. She apparently could be useful, on account of her
ugliness, to act like a ghost to scare trespassers off the property and keep potential thieves from
pilfering the few belongings remaining in the mansion, and she also could be useful in offering a
hiding place for any other surviving members of Sutpen’s brood—but in each of these cases the
likelihood of this happening is bluntly dismissed by the clause “which there was not” (175). This
repetition helps inform the reader that the woman is thoroughly obsolete, a useless relic whose
life, at least for Shreve, has no conceivable purpose anymore. Shreve uses epistrophe again when
he bombards Quentin with series of flippant rhetorical questions after reflecting upon the story
surrounding Sutpen and his family: “Jesus, the South is fine, isn’t it. It’s better than the theatre,
isn’t it. It’s better than Ben Hur, isn’t it. No wonder you have to come away now and then, isn’t
it” (176). By persistently ending each sentence with “isn’t it,” Faulkner highlights the prodding
nature of these questions, and the fact that these words lack question marks in each sentence
suggests that Shreve’s observations are not even meant to be answered: they seem to be little
more than accusatory jeers meant to humiliate Quentin (and, by extension, probably all
Southerners).
A final form of repetition used in Absalom, Absalom! is anadiplosis,137 the recurrence of
the last word or words in a preceding clause at the beginning of the clause that follows, which

She “had begun to shrink so that the skin of her face and hands broke into a million tiny cross-hair wrinkles and
her body just grew smaller and smaller like something being shrunk in a furnace, like the Bornese do their captured
heads” (Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! 174-75).
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In Greek, this means “to be doubled back” (“Anadiplosis”).
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securely interlocks the two ideas (Corbett and Connors 56). This occurs in the following passage
from the Book of Romans in the Bible: “We also rejoice in our sufferings, because we know that
suffering produces perseverance; perseverance, character; and character, hope. And hope does
not disappoint us” (5:3-5). In Philosophy: Who Needs It (1982),138 Ayn Rand uses this form of
repetition adeptly, writing, “In order to live, man must act; in order to act, he must make choices;
in order to make choices, he must define a code of values; [and] in order to define a code of
values, he must know what he is and where he is” (qtd. in Chalton 8). By linking the lines in
such a procession, anadiplosis encourages the reader to think of cause and effect,139 with one
idea leading to another, which in turn leads to the next, and so on. This often mirrors the process
of thinking through an argument from its premises to its conclusion, and whether done forward
or backward this structure has the feel of being logically sound and thus difficult to disagree
with.
In Absalom, Absalom!, Shreve uses anadiplosis when describing the young Thomas
Sutpen’s move from the mountains to the tidewater region of Virginia. He relates that, for
Sutpen, the cart the family rode in must have moved as if “on a treadmill . . . bringing into and
then removing from their sober static country astonishment and strange faces and places, both
faces and places—doggeries and taverns now become hamlets, hamlets now become villages,
villages now towns and the country flattened out now” (182). Anadiplosis works particularly
well here in allowing the speaker to illustrate the step-by-step progression the family takes from
their mountain home (where they ostensibly lived with few, if any, neighbors) to the various and
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With Rand’s quote, the order is not cause and effect but rather effect and cause: the final necessity—for a man to
“know what he is and where he is” (8)—would logically be the first step (even though she lists it last); working
backward, only then would he be able to form a code of values, which would then allow him to make choices, then
be able to act, and finally be able to live.
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increasingly more populous locales farther downhill. This literal descent into civilization marks
the Sutpens’ introduction to society.
Rosa, too, uses anadiplosis on occasion. Speaking of herself in the third-person and
imagining how she was seen through the town’s eyes as a young woman, she muses that “she
had been right in hating her father” because
if he had not died in that attic she would not have had to go out there [to Sutpen’s
Hundred] to find food and protection and shelter and if she had not had to depend
on his food and clothing (even if she did help to grow and weave it) to keep her
alive and warm . . . she would not have become engaged to him and if she had not
become engaged to him she would not have had to lie at night asking herself Why
and Why and Why. (137)
Rosa seems to use this logical progression of thoughts to convince herself that the blame for her
decades-long misery rests squarely upon her father for inconveniently dying when he did. As she
sees it, his untimely passing set in motion a series of events that culminated in Sutpen’s
unpardonable affront to her dignity (his crass marriage proposal), thus ruining her life. That she
is free from blame must be the case, she reasons, because, working backward from her current
pitiful state, the logical prime mover of these is events is her father. Anadiplosis assists her
greatly in making this point, as she uses a (seemingly) logically sound structure as a way to free
herself from any culpability and, ironically, to convince herself of something that is patently
illogical.
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5.3

Conclusion

Never the defeatist, Faulkner refused to submit to the restrictions of the written word and instead
strove to push language beyond the inherent confines that surround it—to invigorate language, to
awaken its potential, and, ultimately, to make it do more than what tired, ordinary language
normally does. Beneath the complexity of his prose lies abundant evidence of this. From
enlivening individual words by use of alliteration, synaesthesia, and occasionally even rhyme to
crafting entire sentences into meaningful, well-balanced units whose very structure comments on
and reinforces the ideas expressed in the lines—all of which are generally reserved for poetry—
Faulkner demonstrates that language is not a finite system of words that constrains us, as Addie
Bundren lamented in As I Lay Dying, but rather a living entity that provides us with nearly
infinite ways of expressing both old truths and novel ideas. Each new study of his use of
language reveals Faulkner to be a restless innovator whose hunger for artistic expression and
originality compelled him to experiment with the sound and structure of written language. One
would be ill-advised merely to cast off his writing, the way many critics have done, as needlessly
difficult and thus an aesthetic failure; rather, one should enthusiastically embrace “Faulknerese”
as a veritable triumph, a feat of unequaled literary expression that solidifies Faulkner’s position
in the pantheon of great writers and that surely will dazzle the minds of readers for years to
come.
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CONCLUSION

Except for those few who dash through the novel and then throw up
their hands in disgust or despair, as if the author had played a deliberate
trick on them, most readers, even those who confess their failure to
comprehend every element of the story, testify to the novel’s tragic
grandeur.
- Cleanth Brooks140

This dissertation differs from most contemporary scholarship on Absalom, Absalom! in that it
largely foregoes questions of race and culture, two prominent themes in the novel, and returns
the focus to the issues of form, specifically the interplay of craft and meaning, that largely died
out after the 1980s.141 The underlying question that guided my research is straightforward
enough: How and to what extent does Faulkner’s style convey meaning? The answers that I have
reached are, I believe, not only thought-provoking but also fresh and original. But even though I
have touched on new angles—including Faulkner’s manipulation of sentence structure and
length to create syntactic tension, his use of parentheses to highlight the constructed nature of the
past, the connection between his grandiloquent style and the sublime, and his use of various
forms of poetic repetition—this dissertation by no means serves as the last word on these
subjects that once and for all settles any particular matter. On the contrary, one of the strengths
of this dissertation, I should hope, is that it has opened new avenues in Faulkner studies—or has
at least re-opened old avenues that have lain mostly untrodden for the past few decades—down
which new generations of scholars, critics, students, and even lay readers may travel during their
studies to help them develop a deeper understanding of the novel. The implications for further
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research become even more apparent when one realizes that one can pursue these
aforementioned endeavors with many other works by Faulkner, as well—or, for that matter, with
the works of entirely different authors.
In terms of pedagogy, how to teach Absalom, Absalom! in new ways is an area ripe for
future research. Professors of literature who have a firm grasp of grammar, syntax, and
punctuation can augment their lectures on this novel by providing sample sentences to show
students—or to let them find out for themselves—how the sentences function: how the excessive
length, the location of a subject and predicate (in relation to the beginning and end of a given
sentence, respectively), and the omission (or, conversely, over-use) of punctuation marks affect
the meaning within the sentence. One can imagine numerous pedagogical exercises in the
classroom dealing with these issues, including, perhaps in a creative writing class, having
students rewrite certain sentences to discover how the meaning within them alters (e.g., recasting
a “Faulknerian” passage in the style of Hemingway, with brief, direct sentences and few
adjectives). Also, professors of poetry classes, especially those who devote time to teaching
prose poetry, may find samples from the novel useful when providing examples of poetic
techniques and when explaining the intricacies and richness of poetic prose. Professors of
rhetoric, too, may find it worthwhile to include samples of Absalom, Absalom! in their lectures,
as many of the poetic techniques, such as antimetabole, anaphora, epistrophe, and anadiplosis,
appear frequently in persuasive writing that dates as far back as classical antiquity, as the Greek
words suggest.
This dissertation also has demonstrated that Faulkner, as a quintessential modernist,
broke off not only from recent tradition—from the literary norms of the Victorian Era that ended
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twenty-five years before the publication of his first novel142—but also, it seems, from all
tradition. Conventional wisdom has stood staunchly against the writing style championed by
Faulkner: from some of America’s earliest writers, including Benjamin Franklin, who decreed
that good writing should be “smooth, clear, and short,” as the “contrary Qualities are apt to
offend either the Ear, the Understanding, or the Patience” (qtd. in Hornberger 14-15), all the way
back to ancient Greece in Plato, who wrote that “beauty of style and harmony and grace and
good rhythm depend on simplicity” (The Republic 664). Long, complicated sentences surely
existed all along, but they were more common in non-fiction, such as writs, laws, decrees, and
other legal tracts, than in fiction. Adopting such writing into fiction is one of Faulkner’s
important contributions to the modernist literary aesthetic.
The serious student of literature may find interest in how readers’ expectations for
literature, as well as their levels of tolerance for it, differ from one generation to the next.
Readers in the late 1930s and the ensuing decades, especially those used to a more perspicuous
writing style (as was the norm at the time), likely shuddered before finishing even the first page
of Absalom, Absalom! This may not be the case nowadays, at least not to the extent that it was in
previous generations. Contemporary readers, many of whom find themselves mired in the
cynicism of this postmodern era, have come to expect and perhaps even look forward to the
challenge of a particular author’s stylistic difficulty. Absalom, Absalom!, along with other
demanding texts (such as Eliot’s The Waste Land, Joyce’s Ulysses, or Pound’s Cantos), very
well may have stood at the gateway of this change toward overly difficult prose and may have
helped to usher in a new era of challenging writing. In the post-Absalom, Absalom! literary
landscape, novels with long and complicated sentences have become much more common. This
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can be attested to by the rise of maximalism, especially in terms of page length: Stephen King’s
It (1986), David Foster Wallace’s Infinite Jest (1996), and Thomas Pynchon’s Against the Day
(2006) all sprawl over a thousand pages; in terms of paragraph length, as in Thomas Bernhard’s
novel Concrete (1982), the entirety of which comprises one long paragraph; and in terms of
sentence length, such as Bohumil Hrabal’s rambling novel Dancing Lessons for the Advanced in
Age (1964), which comprises one long sentence.
As always, though, the proverbial pendulum is wont to change course and swing in the
opposite direction. Postmodernist literature in many ways—perhaps in its own desire to “make it
new”—has also gone against maximalism, often flagrantly so, in favor of some of the most
minimalist writing ever produced. Literary minimalism is best exemplified in the works of
Raymond Carver and, to a lesser degree, in the novels and short stories of both Charles
Bukowski and Tim O’Brien, the prose of which, like that of Hemingway, is characterized by
sparseness, simplicity, and directness, which gives the writing a raw frankness that separates it
from the often more melodramatic styles of preceding literary eras. A corollary may be drawn
between Faulkner’s omission of punctuation in Absalom, Absalom! (specifically commas
between lists of nouns or adjectives in a series) and the ensuing relaxation of punctuation norms
in postmodernist fiction. Punctuation is pared down to such a minimum in William S.
Burroughs’s short story “Exterminator!” (1973), for example, that nearly all commas are done
away with, even those used for separating clauses, rendering many of the story’s “sentences”
awkward snippets composed of brief clips of thought.143 Similarly, Cormac McCarthy’s post-

For example, “Marv was the youngest wore windbreakers had three kids” (3). By presenting different images
compressed into one unit like this without the use of internal punctuation, which gives the sentence a choppy and
unnatural feel, Burroughs seems to place the reader entirely in the mind of the narrator—or perhaps the mind’s eye
of the narrator—where various impressions are captured like camera snapshots and reproduced on the page in a
visceral, almost pre-linguistic rawness that helps to convey the text’s gritty nature.
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apocalyptic novel The Road (2006) is notoriously bare in terms of punctuation, most noticeably
apostrophes, which occur rarely, but also in terms of colons, semi-colons, question marks,
dashes, quotation marks, and exclamation points, which never appear in the book.144 Even
though Absalom, Absalom! fits quite securely into the category of maximalism, its highly
experimental lack of punctuation may have influenced the ensuing rise of minimalism.
One of the great ironies surrounding Absalom, Absalom! in terms of its difficulty is that,
for the all the frustration the novel surely has caused several generations of readers, this very
difficulty likely has been a blessing in disguise in that probably only a small percentage of those
who have begun the novel can boast of having actually finished it—and this probably has played
a significant role in allowing the novel to escape the push to ban unsavory books from public
school libraries. The product of a white male author that uses what for at least the past two
generations has been considered racially offensive language would seem destined to be banned
eventually. Both Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn145 and Harper Lee’s To Kill
a Mockingbird have at various times been forbidden to grace the shelves of libraries in the
United States (Allen par.1) thanks to their negative racial stereotypes. Yet Absalom, Absalom!,
with passages exceedingly more offensive—such as descriptions of Sutpen’s slaves as “his band
of wild niggers like beasts half tamed to walk upright like men” (4)—has never been included on
such lists. One need not be too cynical to surmise that the book’s sheer difficulty has played a
role in lessening its popularity, especially among high-school-aged readers, and thus has kept it
under the radar of those wishing to purge politically incorrect material from public reach. This is
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The barren pages replicate, to some extent, the bleak landscape inhabited by the characters and thereby instill in
the reader, quite fittingly, a feeling of loneliness and desolation.
145

Those who wish to ban this novel seem to overlook both its quite obvious anti-slavery stance and the fact that
Twain, not only a realist but a consummate regionalist as well, probably used what nowadays is considered
offensive language to replicate the actual speech of real Southerners of the time period.
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a classic catch-22: the more Absalom, Absalom! is read, the more likely that it will be banned;
yet its very difficulty has kept many people from reading it (or finishing it) in the first place, and
thus has helped to save it.
Although the novel’s legacy as a powerful work of modernist fiction is still strongly
intact, the legacy of Faulker himself is on less steady ground these days. In “Faulkner and
‘Faulkner’,” Catherine Kodat writes that “Faulkner’s race and gender, and the political and social
positions that presumably . . . flowed from them in Jim Crow Mississippi” have “moved [him]
from being the Great White Hope of Cold War America to the Dead White Male of the so-called
culture wars” of the 1990s (189). At this point, one can only guess as to how future generations
will view Faulkner: perhaps with contempt, because of his privileged status as a white male and
his twentieth-century views on race; perhaps with renewed interest, assuming future research
further reveals the richness of his writing; or perhaps with no interest at all, if academic attention
turns elsewhere, in which case his legacy (and his works) may be forgotten. This last possibility
seems unlikely. That scholars to this day are still able to identify and discuss how the nuances of
Faulkner’s craft reinforce the meaning behind his work speaks to the brilliance and the enduring
nature of his writing. In composing this dissertation, I have aimed to take part in that scholarly
discussion; my goal has been both to illuminate the importance of Absalom, Absalom! and to
enrich Faulkner studies by permitting readers to see the novel’s characters in new ways, by
demonstrating exactly how Faulkner was quintessentially modernist, and by providing new
material for professors of grammar, rhetoric, poetry, and creative writing to discuss with their
students in relation to the novel. This dissertation is meant to help us read Absalom, Absalom!
with a fuller understanding and, I hope, a renewed appreciation of one the finest, albeit probably
most challenging, novels written in the twentieth century.
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